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In the sequel, a (pxl) vector of random variables X ^ 9 X ^ 9 . . . 9 X ^ 
will be denoted by an upper case letter underscored by a tilde: X. 
A (pxl) vector of constants a^^a^,...,a^ will be denoted by a lower case 
letter underscored by a tilde: a. A matrix will be denoted by an upper 
case letter as will a univariate random variable; the distinction be­
tween the two should be explicit from the context. 
The general multivariate statistical quality control problem 
considers a repetitive process where each item is characterized by p 
quality characteristics, X^,X^ ,... ,X^ , which are random variables be­
cause of the chance causes inherent in the process. It will be assumed 
that the probability law, denoted by f^(x), associated with the p qual­
ity characteristics is multivariate normal with population mean JJ and 
covariance matrix Z. Thus, in a repetitive manufacturing operation, 
multiple measurements will be made on certain of the successively manu­
factured items, as opposed to the single measurement per item recorded 
in the univariate quality control problem. In any repetitive process, 
it is desired that the multiple measurements made on each of the items 
behave as though they were obtained from a population having specified 
or nominal values of JJ and Z, denoted by JĴ  and Z^, respectively. When 
changes in the process cause elements of JJ or Z to shift from the nomi­
nal values, it becomes necessary to detect these changes to insure a 
uniform quality product. 
2 
If there is only one quality characteristic X, where X is 
2 2 normally distributed with mean ŷ  and variance (denoted X~N(yQ,aQ)), 
the multivariate problem reduces to the well-known univariate problem. 
Refer to Duncan (18). When there is a (p*l) vector X of quality charac­
teristics, where X~N(y0,Z0), Hotelling (36,37), Jackson (40,41) and 
others have treated certain aspects of this problem. 
For p = 1, the control charts are usually given by a central line 
and upper and lower control limits. When the population mean and vari­
ance are specified, a random sample of size n is selected and sample 
statistics are computed for controlling the process mean and variability. 
For successive random samples, this can be viewed as repeated tests of 
significance. That is, the decision maker is successively testing 
H Q: y = y Q vs. ^ : y * yQ 
and 
2 2 2 2 
Because of this relationship to tests of significance, the upper and 
lower control limits could be replaced by percentage points which re­
flect the regions of rejection of the H^. This hypothesis testing view­
point permits the tractability necessary for p > 1. For p = 1 with the 
population mean and variance unspecified, the usual ad hoc procedure is 
to determine the unbiased estimates of the population parameters and to 
use these estimates in place of the population parameters in the control 
3 
limits. A similar procedure will be used for p > 1. 
Hotelling adopted the hypothesis testing viewpoint in controlling 
the process mean for p > 1 with the population parameters specified by 
2 
briefly mentioning the use of a x statistic. His generalization (35) 
of Student's ratio enables one to test the multivariate hypotheses 
H o : ii = ii 0 v s - V ii * V 
when Z is not known. In his 1947 paper, he briefly mentions how this 
2 
generalization, denoted T , could be used in the quality control problem 
of testing bombsights. He also suggested that a generalized statistic, 
2 2 





2 .. . i i+1 Sample No, 
Figure 1. Hotelling's T Chart 
In his 1951 paper, he generalized his previous work and obtained the 
distribution of T Q for p = 2. Jackson also concentrated on shifts in 
4 
the mean vector and his 1956 paper deals exclusively with the use of the 
2 
T statistic for p = 2. He also prefers to treat the control of indi­
vidual observations rather than sample means as is usually done for 
p = 1. Jackson suggests that the control region be displayed as an 
ellipse as illustrated in Figure 2. His 1959 paper generalizes his 
previous work and introduces the concept of principal components as a 
measure of dispersion control. Both Hotelling's and Jackson's works 
will be elaborated upon in later chapters after the necessary background 
has been introduced. 
. x x 
Figure 2. Elliptical Control Chart for p = 2 
For more than one quality characteristic, the all too frequent 
and incorrect approach is to attempt to control the p-related variables 
by p univariate procedures. Unfortunately, this drastically alters the 
probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis. 
5 
The general objectives and direction of this research are as 
follows: 
1. Present in a precise format the statistical methodology used 
in multivariate statistical quality control. Although some knowledge of 
univariate statistics and matrix algebra is assumed, the material is in­
tended to be relatively self-contained and this results in the inclusion 
of Chapters II and III. This objective has resulted in a direct-product 
proof of the independence of the sample mean vector and the sample co-
variance matrix. 
2. Develop and elaborate on control charts for the mean of the 
process when there is more than one quality characteristic. Chapter IV 
considers the case when the population parameters are unknown, while 
Chapter V treats the cases when the population mean or covariance matrix 
are unknown. In conjunction with this, simultaneous techniques are pre­
sented for the determination of those quality characteristics which are 
out of control. Guidelines will be presented for determining which 
technique to use. 
2 . 2 
3. Quite frequently, the x statistic is used in place of the T 
statistic. In view of this, certain aspects of both of these statistics 
will be presented. As a result, two resolutions will be offered con­
cerning a paradox that arose in looking at the noncentrality parameters 
2 2 of the T and x distributions. 
4. In the case of one quality characteristic, the range chart or 
sigma chart is most often used to control process variability. Multi­
variate analogues will be presented, namely, the sample generalized 
variance and the multivariate range. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
THE MULTIVARIATE NORMAL AND RELATED PROPERTIES 
In dealing with the simultaneous control of p related variables , 
the data consist of a set of (pxl) vectors of measurements. For the 
statistical analysis of such data, the mathematical model assumed is 
that each data point is an observation from a multivariate normal 
probability distribution. Some justification for using this model is 
now in order. 
1. Justification for Use of the Multivariate Normal 
One of the most compelling reasons for using this model is the 
large number of situations to which it is amenable. Francis Galton, the 
geneticist, made use of this model in the 1880's when he found that 
human height tends to "regress" back to type. In a multitude of prob­
lems since then, the multivariate normal distribution has been found to 
be a sufficiently close approximation to the underlying probability 
distribution of the population. 
Another justification for using the multivariate normal distribu­
tion stems from the multidimensional version of the Central-Limit The­
orem. The multidimensional version asserts that, under certain condi­
tions , the sum of a large number of p-dimensional random vectors is 
asymptotically distributed as a p-variate normal. For the exact condi­
tions regarding the validity of the theorem, see Cramer (15). Thus, 
7 
since multiple measurements are often sums of small independent effects, 
the multivariate central-limit theorem further justifies the use of the 
multivariate normal probability distribution. 
In the univariate case, the assumption of an underlying normal 
population facilitates the derivation of certain test statistics. This 
facility carries over to the multidimensional problem and further justi­
fies the use of the multivariate normal distribution as the probability 
distribution of the population from which samples will be taken. 
2. The Density of the Multivariate Normal 
The general multivariate normal distribution will be seen as very 
similar to the general univariate normal distribution. In the univari­
ate case, a random variable is said to be normally distributed if it can 
be expressed as an affine transformation of a standard normal random 
variable Z, where fz(z) = (2tt) 1 / / 2exp (-(l/2)z2) , for -°° < z < °°. Thus, 
any variable of the form X = rZ + u, where r * 0, is normally distrib­
uted. If E and V denote the expected value and variance operators, 
2 
respectively, then E(X) = u and l/(X) = r . Usually, r is taken as 
positive since -Z is standard normal if Z is standard normal. The 
development of the multivariate normal model as suggested by Tucker (68) 
and others will follow the presentation of three necessary lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. If the transformation from the vector z to the vector x is 
given by z = Bx where B is a nonsingular (p*p) matrix, then mod(|B|) = 
mod J, where mod(|B|) denotes the absolute value of the determinant of 
B and mod J denotes the absolute value of the Jacobian of the trans­
formation. 
8 
Proof. By definition, the Jacobian is the determinant of the matrix 
B = [b..] where 8z./8x. = b... That is, I[3z./8x.]| = |[b..]| = |B|. 
13 1 3 13 9 1 1 3 1 1 13 1 1 
Hence, mod( | [Zz^Zx J | ) = mod(|B|). || 
Lemma 2.2. If B is a ( p x p ) nonsingular matrix, then (BT) 1 = (B 
That is, the inverse of the transpose of B equals the transpose of the 
inverse of B. 
Proof. Since BB _ 1 = I, (BB - 1)' = I T, and ( B - 1 ) ^ ' = I. Multiplying on 
the right by (B* ) ̂  yields the desired result. || 
Lemma 2.3. If B is a nonsingular ( p x p ) matrix, and if x is a ( p x l ) 
vector, then x = 0 if and only if Bx = 0. 
Proof. If x = 0, then Bx = 0. If Bx = 0, then B~1Bx = 0 and x = 0. || 
Definition 2.1. The (pxl) vector X is said to have a multivariate normal 
distribution if there exist p independent standard normal random vari­
ables Z^,...,Zp, a (pxl) vector of constants jj. = [y^,...,y ]', and a 
nonsingular ( p x p ) matrix R = [r..] such that X = RZ + y. 
13 ~ ~ 
The joint probability density of X can now be derived based on 
the above definition. Since the are independent random variables and 
f z h ( z h ) = ^ 2 7 r)" 1 / 2 e xp(-^ 1/ 2) zh)» t h e n 
fz,(z») = (27r)"p/2exp(-(l/2)z'z). 
9 
-1. Consider the transformation z = R (x-]i). From Lemma 2.1, mod J = 
mod(IR 1 1), and 
f f (x« ) = (2tt) p / 2exp mod(|R 2|) 
Define the matrix E = RR R. Then E 1 = (RR» ) 1 = (R') 2 R 1 = (R 1)'R 1 , 
by the use of Lemma 2.2. If B and C are ( p x p ) matrices, then |BC| = 
' ( R - 1 ) ^ " 1 ! = IR^ I IR" 1 ! = IR" 1! 2 B C and B' = B . Hence, E  ~  
and mod(|R 1 | ) = |E 1\1^2 = \z\ 1 /' 2. Thus, the probability density of 
X is: 
fyf(x') = (27T)" p / 2|E|" 1 / 2exp(-(l/2)(x-y)'E" 1(x-y)}. (1) 
However, it remains to determine the significance of y and E 
3. The Expected Value and Cbvariance 
Matrix and Related Properties 
If B is a (pxp) matrix, the expected value of B, denoted EB, is 
the expected value of each element of B. That is, EB = [Eb„]. The 
( p x p ) variance-covariance matrix of a ( p x l ) vector X, denoted by C(X,X'). 
is E(X-^)(X-jj)' . It is assumed that EX and C(X,X') always exist. 
Theorem 2.1. If the ( p x l ) vector X has a multivariate normal distribu­
tion with density 
f y I(x') = (27T)~ p / 2|E|" 1 / 2exp[-(l/2)(x-y)'E" 1(x-y)), 
10 
then u = EX and E = C ( X , X T ) . 
Proof. Since X has a multivariate normal distribution, there exists a 
nonsingular matrix R such that X = RZ + y. Then, EX = REZ t y. But 
EZ = CEZ H] = [0] = 0 since Zh~N(0,l) for h = l,...,p. Thus, EX = 
RO + y, or EX = JJ. 
Let dx' denote dx^dx^...dx^. Then, 
oo oo 
C(X,X') = E(X-y)(X-y)' = / ... / (x-y)(x-y)»f ,(xf)dxf. 
— OO _ 00 
Consider the transformation (x-y) = Rz. Then, mod J = mod(|R|) = 
i il/2 i i i i2 -1 -1 |E| , since |E| = |R| . In the exponent, R'E R = I since E = 
( R 1 ) " ^ - 1 . Thus, 
00 oo 
C(X,X') = (2tt) P / 2 | E | 1 / 2 / ... / Rzz'R'exp(-(l/2)z'z)) |E| 1 / 2dz' 
— oo — oo 
= R 
00 00 




Now EZZ T is a (pxp) matrix with entries EZ..Z.. For i * i, EZ.Z. = 
EZ^EZ_. = 0, since Z^ and Z.. are independent for all i and j and EZ^ = 0. 
For i = j, EZ.Z. = EZ? = l/Z. + ( E Z . ) 2 = 1 + 0 = 1. Hence, EZZ T = I and J ' l 3 l l l ' — 
C(X,X') = RR» = E • || 
Thus the vector }i is the expected value of X, and the matrix E 
11 
is the covariance matrix of X. Some of the properties of E and E ̂  
will now be stated. 
Theorem 2.2. Both E and E ̂  are symmetric and positive definite. 
Proof. Since E' = (RR')' = RR' = E, E is symmetric. E is positive 
definite if x'Ex > 0 for all nonnull x. By definition, E = RR', where 
R is nonsingular. Then for x * 0, x'Ex = x'RR'x = (R'x)'(R'x) > 0, by 
the contrapositive of Lemma 2.3. Similarly, it can be shown that E is 
symmetric and positive definite. || 
Many authors, such as Anderson (3) and Graybill (25) state a dif­
ferent definition of the multivariate normal distribution. Their defi­
nition states that E ̂  is only some positive definite matrix whose 
elements are constants, p is a (pxl) vector of constants, and 
(2ir) P / ^ 2 | E | is denoted by k where k is some positive constant. This 
definition is equivalent to Definition 2.1 since there exists a (p*p) 
1/2 1/2 1/2 
nonsingular symmetric matrix R such that R R = R. For a de­
tailed explanation of this, the reader should consult Tucker (68). 
To give some insight into Definition 2.1, consider the bivariate 
normal. For X = [X ,X 2]' , EX = [ 1 ^ , 1 ^ ] ' . The correlation coefficient 
between X^ and X^, denoted by p, is defined to be 
where a n o = a 0, denotes the covariance between X, and X~ and a., denotes 12 21 1 2 hh 
12 
the variance of for h = 1,2. Hence, o^ = = p/a^ /a 2 2, and the 





°1 p 0 l°2 
P V 2 a2 
Obviously, 




-2 -1 -1 -pax a 2 
•1 -1 -2 
- p a a 2 
Thus, the probability density function for X' is 
fxt(x') = ( 2 ™ ^ ) 1(l-p 2) 1 / 2exp -(l/2)(l-p 2 )" 1 ( x 1 - y 1 ) a 1 
-1 -1 2 -2 2p(x1-y1)(x2-y2)a1 + (x2-y2) a 2 
In Definition 2.1, if Z = [Z^Zg] 1 with Zh~N(0,l), then one par­
ticular R matrix such that X = RZ + y would be 
13 
R = 
p a 2 a 2 ( l - p ) 
and X = RZ + y becomes 
xl 
b . 
_ p o 2 a2(l 
0 
2x1/2 
It is easily verified that RR' = Z^. The above-mentioned affine trans­
formation enables the generation of realizations of a general bivariate 
normal random vector since computer routines exist for the generation of 
realizations from a univariate standard normal random variable. This 
technique will be used in the Appendix to generate data for the purpose 
of demonstrating the use of multivariate quality control charts. 
4. Other Properties of the Multivariate Normal 
The moment-generating function of the general univariate normal 
random variable X, denoted by M^(t), can be found to equal exp (yt + 
2 2 
(l/2)a t ) by using the definition M (t) = E(exp(tX)). Remark 2.1 will 
show that a similar result holds for the multivariate case. 
Remark 2.1. Let the (pxl) vector X have a multivariate normal distribu­
tion as stated in Definition 2.1. Then M^Ct) = exp(t'y+(1/2)t'Zt]. 
14 
and 
Proof. M (t) = E(exp(t'X)) = E (exp(t ?jpexp(t ?RZ)) 
= exp(t*£)E(exp(t TRZ)) . 
Let s' denote the (l*p) vector t'R. Then, 
M (t) = exp(t'ju)E(exp(s'Z)) 
P 2 
= exp(t'ij) n exp((l/2)s J 
h=l 
= exp(tTy)exp((l/2)s?sj 
= exp (t ?y+(l/2)t ?Zt) , since Z = RR\ || 
The distribution of a matrix transformation of a p-variate normal ran­
dom vector may now be determined. 
Theorem 2.3. If Y is a (pxl) vector such that ;g~N(y,Z) and X = BY where 
B is a (qxp) matrix with q < p, then the (qxl) vector X is normally dis­
tributed with E(X) = By and C(X,X') = BZB». 
Proof. Let y_, and Z_. denote the mean vector and covariance matrix of X, 
respectively. Then 
y = EBY = BEY = By, 
15 
Z x = E(X-yx)(X-y )' = E(BY-By) (BY-By)' = BEB'. 
To show that X is normally distributed, the moment-generating function 
of X will be considered. From Remark 2.1, M (t) = exp(t'y+(l/2)t'EtJ. 
Hence, 
M (t) = Eexp(t'BY) = Eexp((B't)' Y] = My(B't). 
But, 
M (B't) = exp((B't)'^+(l/2)(B't)'Z(B't)) = exp(t'(BJJ)+(1/2)t'(BEB')t), 
which is the moment-generating function of a q-variate normal with mean 
B}i and covariance matrix BEB'. || 
Another property that will be needed concerning the p-variate 
normal distribution is the conditional distribution of a (qxl) vector 
q < P» given that the (p-qxi) vector X 2 = x 2 > Before the condi­
tional distribution and its properties can be stated, two lemmas will 
be presented. 
Lemma 2.4. Let the (pxp) matrix E and its inverse, A, be partitioned in 
conformity with the partitioning of E as follows: 
E = 
E E 11 12 





Ell = ( a i j ) 9 All = ( A i j ) s i=1»-••><!> :=!»•• •><! 
Z12 = ^ij^' A12 = ( A i j ) s i=ls-..sq, j=l,...,p 
E21 = (°ij ) s A21 = ^ Xij^' i = 1'"-'P"^» 3=1»---
Z22 = ( a i j ) s A22 = ^ij^' i = 1'* * * , P" q' J=1>'--
Then, provided all the inverses exist, 
All " ( E11 E12 E22 E21 ) ' A12 E11 Z12 A22 
A21 " E22 E21 A11 = A22 E21 Z11 S a n d A22 " ( E22~ E21 E11 E12 




A21 A22 0 I 
and this leads to the following equations: 
Z 1 1 A 1 1 + E 1 2 A 2 1 = V E 1 1 A 1 2 + E 1 2 A 2 2 = °' 
17 
E 2 1 A H + E22 A21 = °' E21 A12 + Z22 A22 = Vq> 
from which the result immediately follows. || 
The relations expressed in Lemma 2.4 are symmetric in that E and A can 
be interchanged. 
Lemma 2.5. For Z partitioned as in Lemma 2.4 and provided that E ^ and 
Ẑ 2 exist, then 
E l " I Z l l I IE22 E21 E11 E12 Z22Il Ell* Z12 E22 E21 
Proof. Since Z ̂  and E 2 2 a r e nonsingular, 
p-q 
0 
E E ^22 ^21 
l12 h i 
p-q E -E E E 22 21 11 12 
11 
and taking the determinants of both sides reveals that |E| = IE^-J l 2 2 2 ~ 
^21^11^12 1 " ^ e °'t^er result is obtained by reversing the roles of E ^ 
^ d E 2 2 . || 
Theorem 2.4. Let the (pxl) vector X, where X~N(y,E), be partitioned 








E22_ A21 A22_ 
be the corresponding partitions of y, Z, and A = Z respectively. 
Then the conditional density of X^, given that - x 2, is normally 
distributed with mean ŷ  + ̂ 3_2^22^~2~1J2^ a n d c o v a r i a n c e matrix 
Z - T T,~^~T 
Proof. By definition, 
(2tt) -p/2,„|-l/2 expf-(l/2)(^-M),Z"1(x-^)) 
(2Tr)- ( p- q ) / 2|E 2 2 r1/2exp(-(l/2)(x2-Jti2)'E^(x2-u2)) 
Now |z|" 1 / 2/|Z 2 2| 1 / 2 = |Z,„-Z_Z„:Z -ly j-1/2 11 "12"22 211 by Lemma 2.5. The exponent 
in the numerator, when expressed in terms of the corresponding sub-
matrices , becomes [-(x^-j^)' A ^ ^ i " ^ - ^ " " . ' Aj_2^~2~^2 ̂ ~^~2~ 
^ 2 ) ' A 2 1(x 1- <iJ- L)-(x 2- <tJ 2)' A 2 2(x 2-jj 2)]/2. When the term, 
(x 2~JJ 2 )' ̂ 21^11^12 ̂ ~2~^2 ̂ 5 "*"S a c^ e <^ "to a n <^ subtracted from the bracketed 
expression, it becomes [- ( f c ^ - ^ + A ^ A ^ C x g - ^ ) ] ' A ^ ( ( x ^ ^ + A ' ^ A ^ C x ^ - ^ )J 
-(x 2-JJ 2) ' A 2 2 ( x 2 - J J 2 ) + ( x 2 - J J 2 ) ' A 2 1A 1^A 1 2(x 2-y j 2)]/2. By Lemma 2.4, and the 
fact that A 2 2 - A 2 1 A 1 i A 1 2 = S22 5 i 1 : n o W b e c o m e s t~ {(Si"^-* ^'^ify' 
' ( Ell~ E12 E22 E21 )~ 1^ (~l"^l )" E12 E22 (~2"^2 )^" (~2"^ 
where the last term in the bracketed expression cancels with the 
exponent in the denominator of the expression for the conditional 
density. The conclusion now follows. || 
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Note that the matrix -̂̂ 2̂ 22 ̂ S ^recluen't-'-y called the matrix of regres­
sion coefficients, and - ̂ 2^22^21 ^s frecluen't:ly denoted by Z ^ 2* 
To give some insight into the above theorem, consider the bivari-
ate normal. Then, the conditional density of X^ given X 2 = x 2 is 
N 2 2 
(y1+(a1/a2)p(x2~y2),a1(l-p )} . A similar result is obtained for X 2 
given x^. 
The final property that will be needed is a special case of a 
result due to Cramer and Wold which asserts that the distribution of a 
p-dimensional random variable, X, is completely determined by the one-
dimensional distributions a'X for every nonnull fixed a. 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a p-dimensional random vector and let a be a 
(pxl) vector of constants. Then X has a p-variate normal distribution 
if and only if a'X has a univariate normal distribution for all nonnull 
a. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the properties of the 
moment-generating function. || 
It should again be emphasized that the properties of the normal 
presented in this chapter are not new. Their reiteration in this chap­
ter serves only to provide a background for the sequel and as an attempt 
to make this publication as self-contained as possible. 
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CHAPTER III 
ESTIMATORS OF y AND Z AND DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES 
The preceding discussion of the multivariate normal distribution 
assumed that u and Z were known. Since this is seldom true, this chap­
ter will consider the derivation of the maximum likelihood estimators of 
y and Z. A different proof of a theorem illustrating the distributional 
and independence properties of these estimators will be presented. Un­
biased estimators of y and Z will also be determined. Finally, the 
Wishart distribution and its properties will be presented. 
1. The Maximum Likelihood Estimators of jy. and Z 
The estimation problem for the multivariate case is very similar 
to the univariate problem. Let X^,...,X be a random sample of size n 
from X, where X~N(y,a ). Let y(Xn,...,X ) and a (X_....,X ) denote the 
I n 1 ' n 
2 
maximum likelihood estimators of y and a , respectively. Then, it is 
-9 n _ o well-known that y(Xn,...,X ) = X and a (Xn,...,X ) = (1/n) J (X -X) . 
I9 9 n l 9 9 n , , h 
h=l 
In the multivariate problem, the population from which the obser­
vation vectors are drawn is p-variate normal with density function given 
by Equation (1). Then for the p variables of interest it is possible to 
record n observation vectors xn,...,x . These observation vectors can 
~1 ~n 
be put in the form of an (p*n) data matrix X, with n > p, where 
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X = 
Xll X12 Xln 
X X _ ... X 
pi p2 pn^ 
~15~2 5'"* , X 
Morrison (55) prefers to call the above matrix X the transpose of the 
data matrix. It is assumed that f . t(x',...,x!) = f v t(x')... 
A., .... «A ~A. ~n A n ± 
~1 5 *~n ~1 f„,(x'); that is, observation vectors were drawn independently of one XT ~n ~n 
another. Let y and Z denote the maximum likelihood estimators of y 
and Z, respectively, with the understanding that both y and Z are func­
tions of X,,...,X . Thus, (y,Z) must be chosen so that for any admis-
~1 ~n ~ 
sible value (y,Z), L(X|ju,Z) > L(x|y?Z), where L(x|y,Z) denotes the like­
lihood function. L(x|y,Z) is usually written as L. The term likelihood 
stresses the interpretation that L is a function of unknown y and Z 
while the sample observations are fixed. To facilitate mathematical 
operations it is convenient to deal with &n L, the logarithmic likeli­
hood function, since in L assumes its maximum at the same point as does 
L. Since 
L = (27r)"pn/2|zrn/2exp|;-(l/2) I ( x ^ - y V z ' ^ - y ) ) , (2) 
h=l ~ ~ 
-i n i in L = -(l/2)pn ^(2tt) + (n/2)Jln|z ± \ - (1/2) £ U - y ) ' Z (x. -y) . (3) 
h=l ~ n ~ ~ h ~ 
The derivation of the maximum likelihood estimators of y and as 
suggested by Anderson (3) and others will follow the presentation of two 
definitions and two lemmas. 
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Definition 3.1. The (pxl) sample mean vector, denoted by X, has as its 
components the sample means of the p-variates. That is, 
X = 




Definition 3.2. The (p*p) matrix of sums of squares and cross-products 
of deviations about the sample mean vector, denoted by A, is defined to 
be 
A = I (x h -x)(x h -x) ? h=l 
I ( x l h - X l ) 2 
h=l J 1
( xih- 5i ) ( V s P ) 
11 
I (X., -X.)(X.,-X.) -, lh i ih i i=l J 
^(Xph~^p)(XlhA) h=l 
11 o I (x v-X ) 
h=l p h ? 
A will also denote the matrix of observed values. 




Proof. Note that (X^-yJ = (X^-X) + (X-JJ). Then £ (5^-^) ( X ^ ) ' = 
n _ _ h=l 
J ((X H-X) + (X-^I)) ((X H-X) + (X-]I)) ' . Note that for general matrices, B and 
h=l 
C, (B+C)' = B' + C . Then, application of the summation operator yields 
I (x h-^)(x h-ji)' = I (x h -x)(x h -x) ' + I (x h -x)(x- ] i ) ' 
i=l h=l h=l 
n n 
+ I ( X - ^ U - X ) ' + l (X-jyKX-yT 
h=l h=l 
n _ n 
But, I (X -X) = I X -nX = n 
h=l h=l 
n" 1 I X, 
h=l 
- nX = nX - nX = 0, and the 
second and third terms drop out. Hence, 
n n 
I ( X ^ K X ^ ) ' = I (X^-XKX^-X)' + nCX-uKX-fc)' 
h=l h=l 
Equivalents, £ ( X - j y ) 1 = A + n(X-ji) (X-JJ) 1 
h=l 
Lemma 3.2. Let B be a (pxp) matrix of independent real variables b_̂ _.. 
Recall that the minor of . is the determinant of the square submatrix 
of B obtained by deleting the ith row and jth column, and the cofactor 
of b. . , denoted by B. . , is the minor of b. . multiplied by (-1)1+-'. Then 13 ' J 13 ' 13 R J * 
(i) 3IBI/3b.. = B..; AND 
1 1 13 13 
(ii) if A is symmetric, then 8 IAI /3a. . = A., while 3 IA I / 3a. . = J 9 1 1 11 11 1 1 13 
2A.. , i * j. 
13 ' J 
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Proof. (i) It is well known that for j = l,2,...,p, 
B = b B +...+b..B..+...+b.B.. 
1 lj i: 13 13 P: P: 
Since B.. does not involve b.., then 3 B /3b.. = B... 
13 i : 1 1 13 13 
(ii) Suppose that the (pxp) matrix B in (i) is such that b̂ _. = 
f.. (a,...... ,a ), i.e., each element b.. of B is a real-valued function 
13 11 s PP 13 
of (pxp) independent real variables a^,...,a . Then 
P P 
81BI/8a. = I J (9|B|/9b. .)(9b. ./8a ), 
1=1 3=1 
by the chain rule of partial derivatives. Expansion of the double 
summation yields 
l l l L - i l l L + + l l l L ^ l £ + 9 M ^ l s _ 3|B| 8 b i P 8a 8b,, 8a^o "" 8b 8 a " * + 8b, 8a + " - + d h 9 a + 
rs 11 rs lr rs is rs lp rs 
3|B| rl 
8b . 8a "3b 8a rl rs rr rs 
A 8|B| aDvv 8 B 9 brs 3|B| 9 brp 
a | B ) 8 bsi 8 | B sr 
8b . 8a 8b "3a si rs sr rs 
8b . .i.i 8b 
8b rs 8a rs 




8|B| 8b ps 8b n 8a 8b 8a " ' 3 b 3a pi rs pr rs ps rs 
8b 8a 
rp rs 
3 (B | 3b sp 
8b 3a sp rs 
a | B | 3b PP 
3b 3a PP rs 
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By hypothesis, b.. = f..(an,,...,a ). Suppose b = a and b = J J r ID !D 11 PP r s r s s r 
a , r,s = 1,. . . ,p, r < s. Then 8b /8a = 1 and 8b /8a =1. From rs rs rs sr rs 
(i), OIBI/8b..) = B... Hence, 
1 1 ID iD 
8 B /8a = (8 B /8b ) + (8 B /8b ) = B + B . rs rs sr rs sr 
Now A = B and B = B = A = A Hence, 1 1 1 rs sr rs sr 
8 A /8a = 2A , rs rs 
or 
3 A /3a.. = 2A... 
1 1 ID 13 
From (i), it obviously follows that 
3 A /3a.. = A... 
11 11 
Theorem 3.1. If X, ,...,X constitutes a random sample from a p-variate ~1 '~n c 
normal with parameters y and Z, then the maximum likelihood estimators 
A. A. 
of y and Z are y and Z, respectively, where 
n 
£ = X = (1/n) I X , W 
h=l 
and 
f = (1/n) f (XT-XMX-X)' = (l/n)A (5) 
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Proof. Recall that, in general, for two matrices B and C, tr BC = 
tr CB, where tr denotes the trace operator. Also, the trace of a scalar 
equals the scalar. Using these two properties on the last term of in L, 
Equation (3), yields 
I <JVH)fE~1(VH> = t r ^ (xh-H),z"1(xt1-H) 
h=l h=l 
n ,-1. 
= tr Z"1 I (x -y)(xh-y)' 
n 
h=l ^ 
Using Lemma 3.1 and noting that X^ and X are now realizations, 
n I (Sh-H)̂  = tr E - 1(A + n(x-M)(B-i)?) h=l 
-1 -1 -= tr I A + tr nZ (x-̂)(x-̂ i)' 
= tr E^A + tr n(x-jj),Z~1(x-yJ 
= tr E 1A + n(x-̂j)'E 1(x-^). 
Then Equation (3) can be written as 
In L = -(1/2 )pn ln(2v) + (n/2)£n|z-1| - (1/2 )tr E^A - (n/2) (x-̂)' E - 1 ^ - ^ ) . 
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A necessary condition for the stationary values of in L is given by 
din L/3^ = 0 and din L/3E 1 = 0. 
Now, 
din L/d)A = nE-1(x-jti) 
Setting this equal to 0 implies 
Hence, the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter is 
ii = I 
That JJ = X is obvious from examination of the last term of &n L which 
is -(n/2) (x-]i)' E 1(x-/y.). In Theorem 2.2, the matrix E 1 was shown to 
be positive definite. Hence (x-JJ)'E "'"(x-ŷ ) > 0 for (x-JJ) * 0. And, 
this quadratic form is zero only when x = y. 
To find E ̂ , it is necessary to maximize the second and third 
terms of in L which are 
(n/2)in E 1 - (l/2)tr E 1A. 
The last term in in L is zero since £ = X. The quantity, tr E "*"A9 may 
28 
be written as 
P P 
i=l j=l 
where a1-' is the iith element of E and a., is the iith element of A, 
Thus, it is necessary to maximize 
P P . . 
(n/2Hrc|E-1| - (1/2) I I a13a... 
i=l j=l 3 1 
Maxima of these two terms are obtained by setting equal to zero the 
derivatives with respect to the elements of E \ Using Lemma 3.2, 
3/3a rr 
P P . . 
(n/2)An|Z | - (1/2) J I o13a.. 
i=l j=l 3 1 
(6) 
= (n/2)|E 1| 1(3|E 1|/3a r r) - (l/2)a. rr 
(n/2)|z 1| 1cofa r r - (1/2)a rr' 
rr rr . -1 
where cofa denotes the cofactor of a m E . For r * s, 
(3/3arS) 
. P P . . 
(n/2)An|z |-(l/2) £ £ o^a.. 
1=1 j=l D 1 
= n IE I "̂ "cofarS - a rs (7) 
In both Equation (6) and (7), there are expressions of the form 
(cofarS|E "H "*"). Now, (cofaPS|E "*") is the vsth element of E, which 
is denoted by a . Equations (6) and (7) are then set equal to zero to 
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yield 
na - a = 0 rr rr 
and 
na - a = 0. rs rs ' 
for r,s = l,...,p. In matrix form, these equations become 
or 
nZ = A, 
nA"1, 
assuming A ^ exists. Hence 
E M - n I CX,-5)(X,-X)' 
-1 
assuming that A 1 exists. To find the maximum likelihood estimator of 
Z, the invariant property of these estimators is used. Anderson (3) 
states this as follows: 
If on the basis of a given sample ^j_»,,,»^m a r e maximum like­
lihood estimates of the parameters 0-s.f..8 of a distribution, 
1 m then 6. ( 0. ,. .. ,6 ),...,d> (§.,..., 0 ) are maximum likelihood 1 I s m ' 5 m 1' ' m 
estimates of <b1(61,...,8 ),...9<J> (0, ,...,0 ) if the transforma-1 1 m m 1 m 
tion from 0, .....0 to <J>, 9...9<J> is one-to-one. If the estimates 1' 5 m Y l s ' Ym 
of ^j_9**'»^M a r e unique, then the estimates of <J>̂ ,.. . ,<f>m are 
unique. 
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Then Z = (l/n)A. 
,,2 When p = 1, y = X and E = (1/n) £ (\~x) which are the univari-
h=l 
ate results stated earlier. 
2. Distributional Properties of j_i and Z 
At this point, it would be desirable to find the distributions 
and certain other properties of ̂  and Z. It will again be noted that 
the similarity between the univariate and multivariate results is very 
2 
striking. Let ^.....X be a random sample from X, where X~N(u,a ). 
2 
Then, it can be shown that X and are independent random variables, 
n n 
where X = (1/n) £ X, and S = (n-1) J • It can also be demon-
h=l n h=l 
strated that X~N(y,(a /n)J and (n-l)S^ = I (\-*) i s distributed as 
n 2 h = 1 2 2 
J where the are independent and Yh~N(0,a ). Finally, has 
h=2 2 2 
been defined so that E(S ) = a . 
n 
The multivariate version of the above statements will be demon­
strated using the concept of the direct product or Kronecker product of 
matrices. For alternative derivations, the reader should consult 
Anderson (3) or Roy (60). 
The direct product concept has been used sparingly in the past. 
The design of experiments has been one limited area of application. The 
direct product concept is useful in showing the independence of X and S 
since it permits the viewpoint of (npxl) spaces rather than (p*n) spaces, 
Only the definitions and lemmas necessary for the proof of Theorem 3.2 
will be introduced. Graybill (26) and Lancaster (51) provide the reader 
with recent additional information concerning the direct product of 
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matrices and statistical applications. 
Definition 3.3. The (left) direct product of matrices A and B of sizes 
(m^xn^) and (iiv,xn2), respectively, is a matrix C, denoted A®B, of size 
(m^n^xn^^) defined by 
C = A®B = 
A bll ^12 
Ab _ Ab 0 m l m 22 
Ab In, 
Ab m 2n 2 
- Cc..], 
for i = 1,....mn, and j = 1,... ,n0. Note that Ab.. = b..A. 
Thus C is composed of (m2xn2) sub matrices, C„ , where each sub-
matrix has m^ rows and n^ columns. This definition will be illustrated 
with the following examples. 




and B = [4,5] 
THEN, 
C = A®B = [4A,5A] = 
4 8 5 10 
0 12 ! o 15 
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where C = [M-A] = 
4 8 
0 12 
and C 2 = [5AJ 
5 10 
0 15 
Example 3.2. Let A be any (m^n^) matrix and let I be the (m2><ni2) 
identity matrix. Then A®I is the (n^n^xn^n^) block diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal entries are A. That is, 
A® I = 
If the (m *n n) matrix A and (m0*n0) matrix B have entries a a 
_L _L Z Z CXp 
and b̂ _., respectively, then the element of A®B at the intersection of 
the row, (i-l)m0 + a, and of the column, (j-l)n0 + 3, is a Qb. .. In 
Example 3.1, the element of A®B at the intersection of the row, (1-1)2 + 
2 = 2 , and of the column, (2-1)2 + 2 = 4, is a 2 2 b 1 2 = 15. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an (m^xn^) matrix, B an (m 2xn 2) matrix, C an 
(n^xk^) matrix, and D an (n2xk2) matrix. Then 
(A®B)(C«D) = (AC)«(BD), 
Proof. A®B is of the form C B A G A ] where a = l,...,m2 and 8 = l,...,n2. 
1 wh^Yva ft = 1 . .. . r\ . anri v 
3Y' 
a8 
C®D is of the form [CdQ^] ere 3 l, ,n2 d y = l,...,k2. If we 
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apply the rule for multiplying partitioned matrices, we obtain a matrix 
n 2 
of the form, [ACf ], where f = 7 b .d '. Thus f is nothing more ay ay a P aY 
than the ayth element of the ordinary matrix product BD. Hence, 
(A®B)(C®D) = (AC)®(BD) and has size ( m ^ x k ^ ) . || 
A useful result of the above lemma is that for any (n^xn^) matrix A and 
any (m xn.) matrix B it follows that A®B = (A® I )(I ®B). 2 2 n2 ni 
Lemma 3.4. If A is an (mxm) nonsingular matrix and B is an (nxn) non-
singular matrix, then (A®B) ̂  = A ~*"®B 
Proof. (A®B)(A_1®B_1) = AA"1®BB"1 = I ®I = 1 . II 
m n ran 
The above lemma is sometimes stated as the inverse of a direct product 
is the direct product of the inverses. 
Lemma 3.5. For any two matrices, A and B, (A®B)' = A'SB'. 
Proof. A®B = [Ab^.]. So (A®B)' = EA'b^.] = [A'b^]. But, A'®B' = 
[A'b^]. Thus (A®B)' = A T®B\ || 
This lemma is sometimes stated as the transpose of the direct product 
is the direct product of the transposes. 
Aitken (2) stated the following, which facilitates the proof of 
Theorem 3.2: 
Let X be an arbitrary rectangular matrix of order mxn. Let us 
suppose its elements written down, row after row, as the mn 
ordered elements of a vector 
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V = ( x n ' x 1 2 » - ' '' xin s X21 s X22 s'' ' 5X2n''' ' ̂ m n ^ 
Now let Y = H'XK, where H and K may be rectangular, and let a 
vector ri be written down for Y in the same way as , we see 
that r) = (K'®H)£, the transforming matrix being the direct 
product, 
To see this, we inspect y... Let Y = [y..], H = [h.,], X = [x, ], 
J 2.2 13 id de 
and K = [k . ] . Then the dith element of XK is J x, k . , and y.. = ej J £ de 3 J13 7 y h,.x, k .. Now K'®H is of the form [K'h.,]. And, from examination L, L di de e3 id d e J 
of the coefficient of x^g, Y = H'XK is identical to n = (K'®H)|. 
Using the preceding lemmas and Aitken's result on the direct 
product, another viewpoint of some of the earlier results of this chap­
ter may be obtained. 
Let X ,...,X be a random sample from X, where X~N(u,E ). Then 






L x , , . . . ,x 3 
~1' '~n 
By the definition of a random sample, the X^ are independent for all h. 
Also, EX = CjJ,...jJj] = AJĴ s where 2n i s the (n*l) vector [1,1,. .. ,1]'. 
But 3̂̂ = I Let dictionary form denote that a (pxn) matrix has its 
elements written down, row after row, as the pn ordered elements of a 
vector. Let £ denote X written in dictionary form. Then y_ = (3 ®I )y, 
~ ~ £ m i p ~ 
using Aitken's result. Also, C(5,£') = = In®2 • Thus, the (npxl) 
vector £~N((Jn®I )y, In®ÊJ. It is now possible to prove Theorem 3.2. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let X ,. . . jX̂  be a random sample from a p-variate normal 
(n>p) where X~N(y,E ). Then 
p 
(i) X~N(y,(l/n)E ); 
~ ~K P 
n (ii) nE is distributed as J Y, Y' where Y ~N(0,E ) and the Y, are 
L ~h~h ~h ~' p ~h h=2 
independent for h = l,...,n; 
(iii) X and E are independent. 
Proof. Consider the transformation 
Y = I XH', p n 5 
where H is an (n*n) orthogonal matrix and the first row of H is n n 
Ci'/^E" Let ;Q denote Y written in dictionary form. That is 
tj - C Y 1 1 S . . . S Y L N , Y 2 1 , . . . , Y 2 N , . . . , Y P N ] ' 
The use of Aitken's result gives 
2 = <vŷ  
and 
u = (H ®I )u = (H j ®I )u, ~n n p ~t, TizM p ~ 
where H i = 
n n ^ I h I h 
L j = i 2 2 j = i n : 























Hf = [h1 ,h O J... ,h ]. n —l'~2 5 '~n 
Then 
Y. = (h'®I )K = ^ X, 
Also, 
= (I ®Z ). 
n p 
Hence, 
n~N((H j ®I )y, I ®Z ) . ~ ^ n~n p ~ n p ; 
In the transformation, Y = I XH* , the orthogonal matrix H can be writ-
' p n n 
ten as 
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where Y± = [Y^,. . . ,Y p l ] ' . Since Y± = (h|«Ip)£ and £~N(y?,;C?), then 
Y1~N((h^®Ip)y?,(h:[®Ip)Z?(h^®Ip),) , which simplifies to Y^-NCv'n y,Ep) 
But Y = /n X, or X = n -1/2 Y^. Hence, 
X~N(y,(l/n)Zp). 
Consider the properties of Y^, h = 2,...,n. Let I R be partitioned as 
follows: 
I = n 
t e ~n 
0 1 
0 0 
Thus e^ has a 1 in the hth position and O's elsewhere. Also, let 
Y = [Yn,Y„,...,Y ]. In view of this, Y, = (e'<8>I )n. The transformation, ~1'~2' '~n ~h ~h p ~ 
(e^®Ip), has the effect of selecting every nth element from n, starting 
with Y ^ and ending with Yp^. Thus, for h = 2,...,n, 
= (S^JiU, = (e>IJ(HJJSlJy = (0®ljy = 0, 
-h -Y,
 v~h "p'~ri v xh" p' ' n~n p'~ ' p 
and 
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= (e'e, ®Z ) = (1®Z ) = Z . ~h~h p p p 
Hence, for h = 2,... ,n, Yh~N(0,Z^). To show that Y h are independent 
for all h, examine the covariance matrix of Y. and Y. for all i and j. 
Since Y has an np-variate normal, Y^ and Y_. are jointly independent if 
and only if, for all i * j, the covariance matrix is the 0 matrix. 
C(Y.,Yl). = (e!®I )C(n,r1,)(e:®I )' 
(e>I )(I 81 )(e.8l ) 
~i p n p ~] p 
(e!®Z )(e.®I ) = 6..®Z , ~i p ~n p ID P 5 
where <5. . = 0 if i * j and 6. . = 1 if i = j. Therefore, 
C(Y i 5Y^) = 0, if i * j 
= Z , if i = j. 
P 
And the Y^ are independent for all h. From this, it may be stated that 
X and Z are independent. First, note that 
n 
= XX' - nXX' 
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= XH'H X 1 - C/n" X)(/n~ X)' n n ~ ~ 
n 
= YY' - Y Y' = 7 Y, Y' ~1~1 , L n ~h~h h=2 
n 
Thus, nZ is distributed as £ w n e r e Y^~N(0,Z ). Finally, since 
h=2 ^ 
Y^ are independent for all h and X is a function only of Y^ and Z is not 
a function of Y , we see that X and Z are independent. || 
In the preceding theorem, it was demonstrated that Ey = EX = y. 
Thus, y is an unbiased estimator of y. But 
n 
EZ = E(l/n)A = (l/n)E Y Y, Y' = (l/n)(n-l)Z , 
h=2 ~ h~ h P 
To overcome the bias, let S = (n-1) "*"A. Then 
ES = (n-1) Ha = (n-1) 1(n-l)Z = Z . 
P P 
Thus, S is an unbiased estimator of Z , and X and S will be used as the 
P 
estimators for y and Z, respectively. 
3. Properties of the Wishart Distribution 
n n 
It was also demonstrated that nZ = £ (X,-X) (X.-X) 1 = J Y Y' , 
h=l ~ n ~ h=2 h 
where Y^~N(0,Z) and the Y^ are independent. In the sequel, the dis-
v 
tribution of A = £ ~ n~h' w n e r > e X } j ~ ^ S > ^ a n d a r e independent, will h=l 
be needed. Various methods have been presented for the derivation of 
this distribution. Based on a random sample of n p-variate vectors from 
a p-variate normal population, Wishart (72) transformed the np-fold 
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sample normal by introducing quadratic coordinates and integrated out 
the undesired variables. A review of the other methods has been pre­
sented by Wishart (73). Anderson (3) also presents a detailed deriva­
tion, as does Kshirsager (49). Suppose the (pxl) vectors are inde-
v 
pendent and Yh~N(0,Z), h = l,2,...,v, then the density of A = J Y^Y^ 
h=l 
is given by 
|A|(v-p-l)/2 e-(l/2)trZ 1A 
2vp/2^p(p-l)/4|E|v/2 I r [ ( v + 1 _ h ) / 2 ) 
h=l 
(8) 
for A positive definite and 0 otherwise. It is customary to denote this 
n-1 
density by w(A|z,p,v). Since nZ = £ ^y^h» a n iraraediate consequence is 
h=l 
that A = nZ has density w(A|Z,p,n-l). The Wishart also possesses the 
reproductive property. That is, if has density w(A^|Z ,p ), h = 
k k 
1,2 ,. . . ,k , then A = J A, has density w(A| Z ,p , J v, ). 
h=l h=l 
The following two lemmas are introduced here since they deal with 
the Wishart. However, they will not be used until Chapter V. These 
lemmas were suggested by Bowker (7) and permit a concise derivation of 
2 
Hotelling's T distribution under general conditions. 
Lemma 3.6. Let the elements of the (pxp) symmetric random matrix A have 
density function f(A). Let the elements of the (pxp) orthogonal, sym­
metric random matrix B be distributed independently of the elements of A 
with density function g(B). Also, let H be a (pxp) orthogonal matrix 
such that C = H'AH. Then, if the function f has the property that 
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A 
f(A) = f(C), the matrix A" = BAB' is a (pxp) symmetric random matrix 
whose elements have density function f(A") and are distributed inde­
pendently of B. 
Proof. The independence of the elements of A and B imply that the joint 
density of A and B is f(A)g(B). Let A* = BAB'. If a* and a denote A* 
and A, respectively, written in dictionary form, then the transforma­
tions A* = BAB' and a* = (B®B')a are the same, and the Jacobian of the 
transformation is |B'®B| = |B| P|B'| P = |BB'|P = 1. Since A* = BAB', 
then A = B'A*B and the joint density of A* and B is f(B'A*B)g(B). But 
f has the property that f(A) = f(A*). Thus, f(B'A*B)g(B) = f(A*)g(B), 
and the elements of A* are distributed independently of the elements of 
Note that w(A|l,p,v) satisfies the property that f(A) = f(C), where C = 
H'AH. That is, w(A|l,p,v) = w(c|l,p,v)5 where C = H'AH. 
Lemma 3.7. Let the elements of the (pxp) symmetric random matrix A have 
density function w(AJI,p,v). Let the (pxp) matrix A and its inverse, 
A \ be partitioned as follows: 
All A12 A 




All = C a i j ] ' ^ = C a l j ] ' 1 = 1 ' 2 " " j = 1,2,... 
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Then (A 1 1) 1 has density function wfCA 1 1) 1|I^,q,v-p+q). 
Proof. Let (cCp^))" 1 = 2 v p / 2 7 r p ( p - 1 ) A | 11 v / 2 I V ((v+l-i)/2) , and write 
1=1 
w(A|l,p,v) as w(A1 ,A12,A22|l,p,v) in view of the partitioning of A. 
Then 
W (- A11' A12 , A22 I I'P' v ) 
= c (p,v)|A|(v-p-1)/2exp(-(l/2)tr A) 
= c(p,v)(|A22| lA^-A^A^A^I)^ P l)/2exp(-(l/2)tr Au-(l/2)tr A 2 2) 
= c(p 9v)|A 1 1-A 1 2A 2^ 2| ( v- p- 1 ) / 2ex P(-(l/2)tr A^) 
• |A 2 2| ( v- p- 1 ) / 2exp(-(l/2)tr A 2 2 ) 5 
by Lemma 2.5 and the properties of the tr operator. Make the transfor­
mation from (A ,A ,A ) to ((A 1 1) 1,A ,A J, where (A 1 1) 1 ,-1 11' 12 s 22 
AH~ Ai2 A22 A12 by Lemma 2.4. Then, 
12' 22-
w ((A11 ) _ 1 ,A 1 2 ,A 2 2 11 ,p ,v) 
= c(p,v)|(A11)-1|^-P-^/2exp(-(l/2)tr((A11)-1 + ^ A ^ A ^ ) 
• |A 2 2| ( v-P- 1 ) / 2 e Xp(-(l/2)tr A 2 2) 
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= c(p,v) | (A 1 1) - 1 1 ̂ V~ P" 1^ / / 2exp (-(1/2)tr(A11)-1) 
HA 2 2| ( V" P _ 1 ) / 2exp(-(l/2)tr(A 2 2 +A 1 2A22A; 2)) 
= c(q,v-p + q)|(A 1 1)- 1| ( v- p- 1 ) / 2exp(-(l/2)tr(A 1 1)- 1) 
• (c(p,v)/c(q,v-p+q)) |A 2 2 | ( v~ P' 1 ) / 2exp (-(1/2)tr(A22+A12A~2A^2)), 
where c(q,v-p+q) | (A 1 1)" 1 1 ( V" P' 1 ) / 2exp (-(1/2 ̂ ( A 1 1 ) " 1 ) = 
w((A11)~1|lq,q,v-p+q} . || 
Let X^,X2,...,Xn be a random sample of size n from X, where 
9 n n 
X~N(y,a ). Then £ (K -X) /a ~x (n-1). If p = 1 with A = J, ( Xh" x) 
h=l h=l 
and E = a , then the Wishart density of Equation (8) reduces to that of 
a chi-square with n - 1 degrees of freedom. This and other properties 
of the Wishart will be further utilized in Chapters V and VII. 
Chapters II and III provide the scenario for the sequel. The 
properties of X and S presented in Chapter III are not new. However, 
the salient aspect of this chapter is the direct product proof of 
Theorem 3.2. This form of proof does not seem to have previously 
appeared in the literature. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THEORETICAL CONTROL CHARTS FOR THE MEAN 
A brief introduction to statistical quality control via control 
charts was presented in Chapter I. This chapter will consider the use 
of control charts for maintaining surveillance of the mean of p quality 
characteristics for a process which is in an existing state of statis­
tical control and the parameters of the distribution from which the 
sample is drawn are known. 
1. Control Charts for the Mean When Z is Known 
Suppose p quality characteristics are of interest and are gov­
erned by a p-variate normal distribution with known parameters JĴ  and E. 
It is desired that the process remain at the nominal value ^ Since 
the manufacturing process could shift out of control at any time, one 
desires that a p-variate control chart detect this with a reasonably 
high probability. To determine whether a process mean is in control at 
a given time, a random sample of size n is obtained and a realization of 
some statistic is determined from this sample data. When p = 1, X is 
the statistic used. For this reason and since X~N(JJ , (l/n)z) for a ran­
dom sample of size n from ^ N C ^ , E ) , it seems reasonable that X should 
parameter jjg may be derived from past data. If this is the case, the 
amount of data on which ]Jn is based is to be considered large enough 
be used to maintain surveillance on for p > 1. The value of the 
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such that JJQ may be treated as a value of the parameter and not its 
estimate. Duncan (18) states that JĴ  could have also been selected by 
management to attain certain objectives. However, management must be 
careful in selecting ̂  since the process may not be in control at JJQ 
but at some other level. The values of the p(p+l)/2 different entries 
of Z could have also been derived from past data or selected by manage­
ment in accordance with a specific policy. 
For one quality characteristic, the control chart for the sample 
mean is denoted by three horizontal lines: an upper control limit (UCL), 
a central line (CL or £), and a lower control limit (LCL). To maintain 
control over ŷ  by using X, a k-sigma control chart is constructed with 
control limits given by 
UCL = yQ + (k/vGja 
CL = yQ 
LCL = y - (k/^)a, 
where k is usually taken to be 2 or 3. The values of the sample means 
are plotted on the chart. For k = 3, the control chart is illustrated 
in Figure 3. Some disturbances may cause the process mean to shift by 
an amount e such that now X~N (ŷ +e , (l/n)cr2J . Under the new state, the 
probability that the first sample value of X detects this is given by 
1 - P(y -k(aMT)<X<y +k(a/^)|y-=y +e) , 
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where the vertical bar indicates a condition on yn. This probability 
A 
equals 




where $ denotes the distribution function of the univariate standard 
normal random variable. The greater the departure of from zero, 
the greater the probability that the control chart will detect this 
shift. Instead of control charts, the decision maker could resort to 
the less visual but equivalent technique of repeated tests of signifi­
cance . 
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To denote that the p-variate normal density function depends 
directly on the parameters and E, some authors prefer to write f^,(x') 
as f t(x';jj,Z). The admissible values of u and Z determine the param-
eter space ft, which is a subset of (p+p(p+l)/2)-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Let ft be partitioned into the two nonempty subsets: 01 and 
ft - ui, where 
w = )±r&Q> z i s fixed}, 
ft - oj = {(jj,Z): jj^jj , Z is fixed}. 
To determine whether the mean vector has shifted from the nominal value 
, set up the null hypothesis 
H Q: {fx, x,(x|,. . . j X ^ ^ j Z ) : (̂ ,Z)eo)} 
~1'* * * s~n 
against the alternative hypothesis 
H l : * fX' x' * * >2n;Aij2:); (jti^)e^-w}, ~1'"'''~n 
where the symbol e denotes membership in the designated set. These 
hypotheses are usually written 
!
0
: ii = J i 0 v e r s u s H i : & * V 
4 8 
Let W denote the (p*n) dimensional sample space and w a subset of W 
such that, on the basis of the data matrix X, the decision rule will 
have the form: 
Do not reject H_ if X e W-w J 0 
Reject H Q if X e w, 
where w is usually called the critical region or rejection region for 
H q . The probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis, de­
noted by a, is called the significance level or size of the test. That 
is , 
a = P(X€w|ju=^ 0), (9) 
where the vertical bar indicates that the probability statement is con­
ditional upon the truth of the null hypothesis. The form of the critical 
region will be determined by using the likelihood-ratio principle. Thus, 
one looks at 
sup{L(x|jj,Z): (̂ ,Z)eo)} 
X(X) = . (10) 
sup{L(x|jj,Z): (̂ ,Z)eft) 




sup{L(x'|y,a ): U=Uq) 
-
sup{L(x' y,a ): -°o<y<oo} 
where L(x'|y,a^) = (2tt) n / 2a" nexp (- (l/2aZ) £ (x, -y)Z] . In the de-
h=l 
nominator of A(x'), the sup is attained by using the maximum likelihood 
,o 2. 
estimator of y. Thus, 
X(x') = 
(27r)"n/2a"nexp(-(l/2a2) f ( \ - V 0 ) 2 ) 
h=l 
s-n/2 -n ( 2tt ) a 
n 
exp(-(l/2aZ) I (x^-x)2] 
h=l 
= exp(-(l/2a2)n(x-yQ)2] , 
and the form of the critical region is given by 




w = {xf: mod 
x-y, 
> c 1 } , 
where c^ is usually chosen so that 
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0 P mod >c, PL is true = a. 
This distributional problem also needs to be solved. Since 
X~N(V ,(a2/n)) , then (v4T (X-y )/a) ~N(0,1), and c should satisfy 
X-y 0 P -c 1 < < c 1 = 1 - a. 
For 1 - a = .99 73, c^ = 3. Thus, when the decision maker establishes 
3-sigma control limits and takes a random sample of size n, he is actu­
ally testing HQ: y = ŷ  versus H : y * ŷ  with a = .0027 and w = {x' : 
mod(Jn( x-yQ)/a)>3.0}. 
2 2 
Let x (p) a n ^ x (p»ct) denote the chi-square random variable with 
p degrees of freedom and the upper a-percentile point of the chi-square 
distribution with p degrees of freedom (d.f.), respectively. Since 
(vft~(X-y )/a]~N(0,l), then (v̂ T(X-y )/a) ~x ( D . If the decision maker decides to use the form of the critical region given by Equation (11), 
his distributional problem would consist of finding a constant c such 
that 
For a - .0027, c = x (l9.0027) = 9.0. Since x ( D is a generalized 
measure of distance, the control chart would now appear as in Figure 4 
51 
with only an upper control limit. Similar results will be obtained for 
2 
the multivariate problem. The center line of the univariate x control 
chart is the horizontal axis since when a sample mean equals the 
2 
calculated value of the x statistic is zero. The simplicity of con-
2 
struction of the x chart is offset somewhat by the fact that runs above 
and below the mean will be harder to detect since they are intermingled. 
1 2 3 + 5 Sample No. 
Figure 4. A Univariate Chi-Square Control Chart 
To test H :
0
: ii = Ĵ o v e r s u s H i : ii * i i 0 b y t h e l i ve l ihood r a t i o 
principle, Equation (10) becomes 
(2TT)-Pn/2|Z •n/2 e *P(-U/2) I ( x ^ V E "
1 ^ - ^ ) } 
h=l X(X) = 
9 (2TT)-PT1/2|Z 
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where the sup of the denominator was attained by using Equation (4) of 
Theorem 3.1. As stated in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 




= tr E -1 
h=l 
by the use of Lemma 3.1. Thus, 
A(X) = exp(-(l/2)tr E \ i (x- JJq ) ( x- JJq )1) = exp (-(1/2 )n(x-iJ0 )' E "^x-^)) 
and the form of the critical region is given by 
w = {X: n(x-iio)'E"1(x-iio)>c} (12) 
The general distributional problem involves the noncentral chi-square 
distribution. 
Definition 4.1. If the (pxl) vector X~N(U,I), then X'X is distributed 
as a noncentral chi-square random variable with p degrees of freedom and 
2 2 
noncentrality parameter A = ̂ '^j denoted by x' (p>^)« X* (p,A,a) will 
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denote the upper a percentile point of x' (p,A). 
There have been numerous derivations of the noncentral chi-square 
distribution. The following presentation is based on van der Vaart's 
derivation (69). If X i~N(y i,l), then 
00 
M x 2(t) = (1//27) / exp(tx?-(xi-y i)2/2)dxi = (l-2t)~ 1 / 2exp((y 2t)/(l-2t)). 
i 1 
2 
Since the are independent, the X_̂  are independent for i = l,...,p, 
and 
M r 2/ ,x(t) = n (l-2t)"1/2exp((y2t)/(l-2t)} 
= (l-2t)"p/2exp((At)/(l-2t)} . 
To obtain the corresponding noncentral chi-square density function note 
that 
t/(l-2t) = (l/2)((2t)/(l-2t)) and (2t)/(l-2t) = -1 + (l/(l-2t)). 
Thus, 
M x T 2 ( p A )(t) = (l-2t)"p/2exp((A/2)(-l+(l-2t)"1)) . 
The expansion of exp (A/2(l-2t)) in its Maclaurin series yields 
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oo 
l 2 , ,.(t) = (l-2t)" p / 2exp(-A/2) I (A/2(l-2t))h(l/h!) M X"HP,«, H = 0 
OO Vl y d - 2 t r ( 1 / 2 ) ( p + 2 h ) exp(-A/2)(A/2) . " h i * h=0 
Since the moment-generating function is a linear operator on density 
2 
functions, it follows that the density function of x' (p»^) is 
OO Vl 
. • f oi - Y exp(-X/2)(A/2)" c , . 
f x ' 2 ( p , A ) ( 8 ) " J0 _ X — E l fx2(pWs)> 
where f o, N is the density function of a central chi-square random X^(p+2h) 
variable with (p+2h)d.f. Thus f̂ ,2( \)^S^ m a ^ b e r e S a r < ^ e ^ a s a 
2 
weighted mixture of central x density functions where the weights are 
Poisson probabilities. By successive differentiation of the moment-
2 
generating function, it immediately follows that Exf (p,A) = p + A, and 
2 2 ^Xf (p,A) = 2p+4A. Also note that when A = 0, x? (p>^) reduces to 
2 
X (p). A solution to the general distributional problem can now be 
formulated. 
Theorem 4.1. If X~N (JJ , (l/n)EJ , then n(X-^ )'E (X-JJ^X' (p,A) where 
Proof. Since Z is positive definite, there exists a nonsingular matrix 
R such that Z = RR' (see Definition 2.1). Let Z = v^ R ' ^ X - ^ ) , Then, 
EZ = v4T R' 1^-^) and C(Z,Z») = E(Z-^ Z>(g-j^)' = nR _ 1E(X- I I)(X-IJ) » (R_1)» 
R~ 1Z(R" 1)' = I. Thus, Z~N(.£" R" 1^-^),!] , and Z'Z~ X , 2(p,A) where A = 
n ( H - H 0 ) , ( R " 1 ) , R " 1 ^ - i i o ) = n ( ^ 0 ) , ( R R , ) " 1 ( i l - i i o )
 = ^ " V ' ^ V V ' 
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But Z'Z = n(X-ju0)!(R )'R (X-jti ) = nCX-u^rz" (X-u.Q). Hence, 
n(X-H0),Z"1(X-H0)~X,2(p.,X), with A = n C H - j ^ ) ' ! " 1 ^ - ^ ) . || 
When X~N(Ho,(l/n)Z), A = n ^ - u ^ ) ' z ' 1 ^ - ^ ) = 0 and 
-1 - 2 
n(X-jjQ)'Z (X-J^Q)~X (p)» Hence, the critical constant c in Equation 
2 
(12) is the percentage point x (p»a) such that 
P(n(E-M0)'z"1^-ii0)>X2(psot)|u = U Q) = a. 
In testing H Q: )A = versus H^: H * JtiQ > the decision maker would take 
a random sample of size n, compute x, and determine whether 
-1 - 2 2 n(x-u<Q)'Z (X-JJQ)>X (pjCt), where x (p>a) is obtained from tables of the 
chi-square distribution. Thus the decision maker sets up a chart simi-
2 
lar to the one in Figure 4 where the control limit x is replaced 
2 2 by X (p»ot). A warning line could have also been inserted at x (p,a') 
where ot<ct', 0<a<l. When the decision maker computes n(x-u< )'Z ^(X-JJ^) 
and compares it with the control limit for successive samples of size n, 
he is merely performing repeated,tests of significance. The control 
charts are called theoretical because the limits have been determined 
without the use of any information in the current sample. The construc-
2 
tion of the limits for the x control chart may use levels of a for 
which the percentage points are not easily accessible from the standard 
statistics texts. A nomogram has been prepared by Boyd (11) which per­
mits a rapid determination of these points. Johnson and Kotz (45) re­
port on an approximation by Hill (31) which is supposedly quite accurate 
for £ near to 0 or 1. This approximation is given by 
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X2(p,e) « (p-(2/3)]exp[z c-(1/6)z2+(l/36)(z3-z )c -1 
-(l/1620)(6z4-31z2-32)c 2+(l/38880)(9z5-308z3-481z )c 3 ] , 
where P ( x 2 ( p)<X 2 ( p s O ) = e , P(Z<Z £) = E S e, and c = ((l/2)p-(l/3)) 1/2 
Unfortunately, this approximation seems to be in error as can be easily 
seen for e = 0.9973. 
The hypothesis of control might be false; yet, on the basis of 
the observations, the decision maker might accept H Q as true. This 
error will be referred to as type II error as opposed to type I error. 
The probability of type II error will be denoted by 3. For the data 
matrix X, 
where 3(A) denotes that this probability depends on the noncentrality 
parameter A = n(jj-jJ0)' I 1 ( ^ - ^ Q ) . The power of the test, denoted by TT, 
is such that 
3(A) = P(X£W-w|u*yn), 
TT(A) = P(X€w|a). 
More specifically, 
TT(A) = P(n(X - i l o ) ' z" 1(X - i i o )>x 2(p,a ) | i i J , 
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where the vertical bar indicates that the true density has JJ as its 
population mean. For a continuum of parameter values, the resulting 
probabilities constitute the power function. When = jâ  a TT(A=0) = a. 
2 
The distribution of X' (P»X) has been tabulated by Fix(22) for 
a = .01, .05, 7R = .1(.1).9, and d.f. = 1(1)20, 22(2)40, 45(5)55, 
60(10)100, where the numbers in parentheses indicate the step size. A 
latter and more extensive table, designed to facilitate power calcula­
tions, has been tabulated by Haynam et al. (29). Harter and Owen (28) 
have made this table more accessible with their publication. Haynam's 
Table I lists entries of the power for a = .001, .005, .01, .025, .05, 
.1, A = 0(.1)1(.2)3.0(.5)5(1)40(2)50(5)100, and d.f. = 1(1)30(2)50(5)100. 
The univariate Central Limit Theorem also permits a simple approximation 
to the power; that is, 




Charts of the power function for the noncentral F distribution have been 
prepared by Pearson and Hartley (56). These charts can be used for the 
power of a noncentral chi-square random variable and are discussed in 
Chapter V. 
2. Determination of Out of Control Characteristics 
When HQ-. =JLJQ is rejected, the determination of those components 
of n responsible for this rejection is of prime importance. For p = 2, 
an elliptical control chart could be of some use. This is discussed in 
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2 
H = N A = p < H i < v v - - ' V V V 2 1 _ A 
If the inequality sign holds, the set is of bounded confidence level; 
that is, the probability of coverage is greater than or equal to 1 - a 
rather than strictly equal to 1 - a. Only bounded confidence level sets 
will be considered. 
Bonferroni Z Intervals 
Two simultaneous techniques will be considered. The first of 
these will be called the Bonferroni Z technique since the derivation is 
based on Bonferroni's inequality which is based on Boole's inequality. 
Jackson (40). However, for p > 3 or for a x -control chart (Figure 4), 
the use of simultaneous techniques is now advocated. When the null 
hypothesis is rejected and the decision maker is faced with the nebulous 
alternative of not H^, certain principles of simultaneous statistical 
inference will enable him to draw conclusions regarding which means are 
significant. 
Definition 4.2. Let X' = (XlSX2,...,X^) be jointly distributed random 
variables, whose joint distribution depends on the unknown parameters, 
JJ' = (y^,y2,. . . sy )• F° r h = 1»«»«»P» let ŷ  and ŷ  be 2p functions of 
the elements of the sample values of X and let be the event that the 
interval y, to y, covers y, . Then, a set of simultaneous confidence —h h h 
intervals for y^,y2,...,y^ consists of these 2p functions of the sample 
values with the property that 
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Lemma U.l (Boole's Inequality). For any p events Al5A2,...,A , 
P < l P(A^) 
h=l 
Proof. If A^,A2,...sAp is any collection of p events and B^ = 
c c c c 
Ah n Ah-i n Ah 2 n , , , n A i ' w n e r e Aj_ denotes the complement of A^, then 
AnuA0u...uA = B1uB0u...uB where the B, are disjoint and B cA, for 1 2 p l 2 p h J h n 
h = 1,2,....p. Clearly, P(A.uA0u...uA ) = P(Bn) + P(B_) + ... + P(B ). 
1 Z • p • 1 4 P 
Now B,cA, , so P(B, ) < P(A, ). Hence, P(A, uA0u. .. uA ) < P(A, ) + P(A0) h h ' h h ' 1 2 p 1 2 
t ... t P(A ). 
P 
The Bonferroni Z technique also uses the concept of a confidence 
interval for the unknown parameter y of a normally distributed univari-
2 
ate random variable with known population variance a . For a random 
sample of size n, the two statistics y = X - Z ^ ( A / L / R I ) and y = 
X + Z ^ ^ ( A / / N ) constitute a 100(l-y)% confidence interval for y, where 
P(Z>z / 2 ) = (y/2). Since X~N()J,Z) and Xh~N (yh, a 2) , h = l,...,p, the 
aforementioned univariate results apply in constructing confidence 
intervals for each ŷ . The Bonferroni technique follows. 
T h e o r e m *-2- L e t % = 2 a/2p ( c ,h / , 4 r )' % = \ + 2a/2p ( ah /'^ )' a n d 
(Y h,P h) be 100(l-(A/P))% confidence intervals for y^, where X^ = 
(1/n) I X^., h = l,...,p. If A^ denotes the event that (^ H»5V) covers 
3=1 
y^, then P 
P 
n \ h=l J 
1 - I P(A?) = 1-A. 
h=l 
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Proof. For h = 1,. . . ,p, PCA^ = 1 - (a/p), and P ^ ) = (a/p). The 
probability that all p events occur simultaneously is P(A1nA^n...nA ). 
But, P(AnnA0n...nA ) = 1 - P(A,nA0n...nA )° = 1 - P(A^uA^u...uA°), by 1 2 p 1 / p 1 / p 
De Morgan's Laws. By Lemma 4.1, PtA^uA^u...uA^) < P(A^) + P(Ap + ... 
+ P(A C). Hence, P(A,nA0n...nA ) > 1 - (P(A°) + P(A^) + ... + P ( A ° ) ) . p 1 / p ^ J. /. p 
That is, P(A nA n...nA ) £ 1 - p(a/p) = 1-a. || 







£ z a/2p > 1 - a. 
It should also be noted that the proof of this theorem does not require 
that X^,X2,...,Xp be independent random variables. 
For each component interval above, the confidence coefficient was 
set at 1 - (a/p). However, the equal confidence coefficients can be 
abandoned, and any unequal allocation can be substituted provided 
P 
h=l 
Table 1 has as its entries selected values of 1 - (a/p), the con­
fidence coefficient of the p individual confidence intervals. It is 
seen that, as p increases, the confidence coefficient of each of the p 
intervals also increases but at a decreasing rate. 
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Table 1. Values of 1 - (a/p) 
1-aV 1 2 3 4 5 
.95 .9500 .9750 .9833 .9875 .9900 
.99 .9900 .9950 .9967 .9975 .9980 
To compute the values of ŷ  and y^, the upper (a/2p) percentage 
points of the standard normal distribution are required. Table 2 has 
entries of z for p = 1(1)5 and a = .01 and .05. 
Table 2. Values of z 
l-a\ 1 2 3 4 5 
.95 1.96 2.24 2.395 2.495 2.575 
.99 2.575 2.81 2.93 3.01 3.09 
Scheffe's x Intervals 
The second simultaneous technique to be considered will be called 
2 . 2 . 
Scheffe's x technique or x projections since the derivation is based 
on methods proposed by Scheffe (62) in his F technique. Dunn (19,20) 
has given a brief discussion of this and other methods. Miller (53) has 
recently presented an overview of the general simultaneous statistical 
inference problem and includes a synopsis of Dunn's earlier works. 
Since Miller devotes most of his attention to Scheffe's F technique, a 
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2 
detailed development of the x technique will be presented. To obtain 
confidence intervals on the component means » n = l»2,...,p, simul­
taneous confidence intervals will be developed for the linear combina­
tions a'jj for all nonnull a. These confidence intervals will in turn 
be used to obtain the confidence intervals for the coordinate means. 
2 
Scheffe's x technique requires four lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. The test of the hypothesis H Q: J^J^Q is equivalent to testing 
the hypothesis : a'^ = S'JJQ for all nonnull a. 
Proof. Suppose one is testing : a'jj = a'u^ for all nonnull a. If 
e^ = (Q,0,...,1,...,0), then : a'u, = a'^ becomes H Q: by succes­
sively letting a' = e^, h = l,...,p. Suppose one is testing : )i - JĴ . 
For any given a, a'ja = -I'JJQ and the converse holds. || 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 depends on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
which asserts that mod (a'b) < ||a||||b|| for any a and b in ?P, where || a|| = 
R P 2 
L ah h=l 
1/2 
Lemma 4.3. For c > 0, mod(a'x-a']A) < c||a|| for all a. if and only if 
llis-iill2 * ° 2-
— 2 2 
Proof. Suppose Hx-̂ H ^ c . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, mod(a'x-
a'ji) ̂  || X-JJ|| ||a||. Thus, mod (a' x-a' }x) < c||a||. Suppose mod(a'x-a'jj) < — — 4 2 2 c||a|| for all a. Let a = x - )x. Then, ||x-uj < c ||x-^|| . If x = JJ, the 
— 2 2 2 inequality ||X-JJ|| < c is obvious. If x i u_, || x-ji|| may be cancelled, 
— 2 2 yielding || x-y|| < c . || 
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The geometrical interpretation of the inequality |]x-y||̂  ̂  is 
that JJ lies in the sphere of radius c centered at x. If ||a|| = 1 , then 
the geometrical interpretation of mod(a'x-a'y) < c||a|| is that ^ lies 
— 2 2 
between the two parallel planes tangent to the sphere ||x-yj| < c and 
orthogonal to the vector a, Thus the lemma could be restated by saying 
that a closed sphere is equal to the intersection of all regions formed 
by parallel tangent planes. Lemma 4.4 is an extension of the previous 
lemma. 
1/2 
Lemma 4.4. For c > 0, mod(a* x-a'jj) < c(a'Ea) for all a if and only 
if (x-^)'E"1(x-(y) < c 2, where X~N(^i,E/n). 
-1 - 2 
Proof. Suppose (X-JJ)'E (x-ŷ ) ̂  c . From Definition 2.1, it is seen 
that there exists a nonsingular matrix R such that E = RR'. Let y = 
-1- - -1 - 2 -1 R x. Then the inequality (x-y^'E (x-ŷ ) ̂  c becomes (j£-R ii)'^" 
R - 1y) < c 2, or ll̂ -R"1^!2 ^ c 2. By Lemma 4.3, mod(£'£-£'R^1^) ̂  c||£|| 
for all £. Let a = (R "*")'&. Since R is nonsingular, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between % and a. In terms of a, the above inequality 
1/2 
becomes mod(a'x-a'jj) < c(a'Ea) for all a. The converse follows 
immediately. || 
The geometrical interpretation of Lemma 4.4 is very similar to 
that of Lemma 4.3 with ellipsoid substituted for circle. Thus, a closed 
ellipsoid is equal to the intersection of all regions formed by parallel 
tangent planes. 
A plane of support to an ellipsoid may be defined as a plane that 
has at least one point in common with the ellipsoid and such that the 
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ellipsoid is entirely on one side of the plane. Scheffe (63) presents 
a very thorough geometrical discussion of ellipsoids and their planes of 
support. Lemma 4.5 states the equations of two parallel planes of sup­
port to an ellipsoid which are orthogonal to a vector a. Miller (53) 
proves this for the case when the ellipsoid is a sphere, and Wilks (71) 
earlier gives this as an exercise. 
Lemma 4.5. The equations of the two hyperplanes orthogonal to the vec-
- -1 - 2 
tor a and tangent to the ellipsoid (X-;JJ)'E (X-JJ) ^ c , positioned at x, 
are a'jj = a'x ± c(a' Eg.)"^2. 
Proof. For fixed a, the equation a'y = k defines a (p-1) dimensional 
hyperplane in the space of u_. If a = (ka)/||a|| , then a'a* = k and a* 
lies in this plane. For any JJ in the. plane, (jj-a*)'a* = 0, which shows 
that the plane a'jj = k is orthogonal to as'{ and, thus, to a. Hence, the 
planes a'jj = k, with k = a'x ± c||a|| are also orthogonal to a. To 
establish the tangency of the planes to the ellipsoid, minimize the 
- -1 - - 1/2 function ( X - ^ J V E (x,-̂ ) subject to the constraint a'(x-jj) ± c(a'Ea) = 
0. Differentiation of the lagrangian function f(uj,A) = (X-JJ)'E 1 ( X - J J ) + 
A[a'(x-^)±c(a'Ea)1/2] yields -2E_1(x-^) - Aa = 0 and a'(x-u.) ± 
1/2 - 1/2 c(a'Ea) = 0. Simultaneous solution yields = x ± [c/(a'Ea) ]Ea, 
which are the points at which the planes actually touch the ellipsoid. 
Finally, a'jj = a'x ± c(a'Ea) 1 / 2. || 
From Equation (12), it is seen that the acceptance region for 
testing H Q : JJ = JJq versus ^ ? % Q is given by {x: n(x-jyvQ)' E _ 1(x-
2 
M Q ) - X (p,ot)}, which is an ellipsoid in p-dimensional space centered at 
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JJQ . Lemma 4.2 stated that the test of : u_ = u.̂  is equivalent to the 
test H Q : a'^ = a'y^ for all nonnull a. Thus, the acceptance region for 
- - -1 - 2 this test is also given by {x: nCx-ĵ j )'£ ( X - ^ Q ) ^ x (p,a)}. Equiva-
lently, one could look at the ellipsoidal confidence region centered at 
-1 - 2 
x and specified by {JJ: n(x-jj)'2 (x-̂ j) < x (p,a)}. The relation between 
the confidence regions for and a'jj for all nonnull a is the basis for 
the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let X^9X^9...be a random sample from X, where X̂ NCjjjZ) 
with JJ unknown and £ known. Then 
P[ (a'(X-yj) < n" x (p.cOCa'Za) for all nonnull a] = 1 - a. (13) 
Proof. From Equation (12), it is seen that P[n(X-jj)'Z~1(X-^) < x2(p,a)] 
= PCCX-JJ) ,z"1(X-<ti) - n _ 1 x 2(p,a)] = 1 - a. From Lemma 4.4, it follows 
that mod(a'x-a'jj) < (n 1 x 2 ( p (a' Za) 1^ 2 for all a if and only if 
- -1 - -1 2 
(x-y)'Z - n X (ps°0. Hence, P[mod(a'X-a'u_) £ 
(n "^(p J01)) "^(a'Za) 1^ 2 for all nonnull a] = 1 - a, and Equation (13) 
follows. || 
With probability (1-a), a point JJ is contained in the ellipsoisal 
confidence region if and only if it lies between all pairs of supporting 
hyperplanes orthogonal to a for all nonnull a. An immediate extension 
of Equation (13) and Lemma 4.5 is that the equations of these hyper­
planes are given by 
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a'ji = a'x ± (n 1 X 2(p sci)) 1 / 2(a'Ea) 1 / 2. (14) 
To obtain confidence intervals for the coordinate means, u^, h = 1,..., 
p, let a' = e^. Then confidence interval estimates for e ^ = are 
given by 
^ ± (n- 1 X 2(p,a)) 1 / 2(a h h) 1 / 2, (15) 
where is the hth diagonal element of I. In developing these confi­
dence interval estimates for the coordinate means only a finite number 
of the vectors a were used. Upon examination of Equation (13), it is 
seen that the probability that the p statements, l J n e xj 1 -
•"I 2 1/2 1/2 (n x (p»°0) ^ahh^ ' a r e si^ltaneously true is greater than 1 - a . 
Figure 5 below illustrates this concept for p = 2. 
Figure 5. Scheffe Projections for p = 2 
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Comparison of Intervals 
Of prime interest to the practicing quality control decision 
maker is the question of which intervals are better: the Bonferroni 
intervals or Scheffe's intervals. Suppose it is desired to determine 
those coordinate means which led to the rejection of : = JĴ . From 
Theorem 4.2, it is seen that the Bonferroni interval estimates are given 
by 
\ 1 Za/2p n ( ahh ) ( 1 6 ) 
Thus, the only difference between the Bonferroni and Scheffe intervals 
are the constants z a/2p (x^(pj0*))"^2 j respectively. If the criterion 
of the shortest confidence interval is adopted, it would be useful to 
have some idea of which of these percentage points is smaller. Now 
P(Z>z a / 2 p) = (a/2p) is equivalent to P(Z 2>z 2 / 2 p) = (a/p) or p ( x 2 ( D ^ 
2 \ , , N „ . _f 2,,, _ 2 
Ja/2p 
2 2 
points z a/2p an:(^ X (lsa/p) are equivalent, and it is only necessary to 
2 . 2 
compare x (l,a/p) with x (p5oi) to determine which intervals are better. 
z . ) = (a/p). But P(x (1) ̂  X (l,a/p)) = (a/p). Thus the percentage 
2 
A computer was utilized to generate the percentage points x (lsa/p) and 
2 
X (psa) for selected values of a and p in order to determine whether any 
generalizations can be made regarding the superiority of one interval 
over the other. These are given in Table 3. Examination of Table 3 
2 2 
reveals that for a < .50, actually for a < .55, x (lsa/p) ̂  X (p5ct) for 
all p, with equality holding for p = 1. Furthermore, the equality holds 
for all 0 < a < 1, not just a < .55. From the above statement that 
Table 3. Values of x (l,ot/p) and x (p,ot). 
p 
a - .05 a = .10 a = .15 
2 
X (l,a/p) x2(p>oO 
2 
X (l,a/p) X
2(p,a) 2 X (l,a/p) X
2(P>°0 
1 3.84 3.84 2.70 2.70 2.07 2.07 
2 5.02 5.99 3.84 4.60 3.17 3.79 
CO 5.73 7.81 4.53 6.25 3.84 5.32 
4 6.24 9.49 5.02 7.78 4. 33 6.74 
5 6.63 11.07 5.41 9.24 4.71 8.11 
6 6.96 12.59 5.73 10.64 5.02 9.45 
7 7.23 14.07 6.00 12.02 5.29 10.75 
8 7.47 15.51 6.24 13.36 5.52 12.03 
9 7.69 16.92 6.44 14.68 5.73 13.29 
10 7.88 18.31 6.63 15.99 5.91 14.53 
11 8.05 19.67 6.80 17.27 6.08 15.77 
12 8.21 21.03 6.96 18.55 6.24 16.99 
13 8.35 22. 36 7.10 19.81 6.38 18.20 
14 8.49 23.68 7.23 21.06 6.51 19.41 
15 8.61 24.99 7.36 22.31 6.63 20.60 
16 8. 73 26. 30 7.47 23. 54 6.75 21.79 
17 8.84 27.59 7.58 24.77 6.86 22.98 
18 8.94 28.87 7.69 25.99 6.96 24.15 
19 9.04 30.14 7.78 27.20 7.05 25. 33 
20 9.14 31.41 7.88 28.41 7.15 26.50 
50 10.82 67.50 9.54 63.17 8.80 60. 34 
Table 3. Continued 
p 
a = = .20 a = .25 a = .30 
X2(l,a/p) X2(p>a) 2 X (l,a/p) X
2(p>a) X2(l,a/p) X2(p»a) 
1 1.64 1.64 1.32 1.32 1.07 1.07 
2 2.70 3.22 2.35 2.77 2.07 2.41 
3 3.36 4.64 3.00 4.10 2.70 3.66 
4 3.84 5.99 3.47 5.38 3.17 4.88 
5 4.22 7.29 3.84 6.62 3.54 6.06 
6 4.53 8.56 4.15 7.84 3.84 7.23 
7 4.79 9.80 4.41 9.04 4.10 8. 38 
8 5.02 11.03 4.64 10.22 4. 33 9.52 
9 5.23 12.24 4.84 11.39 4.53 10.66 
10 5.41 13.44 5.02 12.55 4.71 11.78 
11 5.58 14.63 5.19 13.70 4.87 12.90 
12 5.73 15.81 5.34 14.84 5.02 14.01 
13 5.87 16.98 5.48 15.98 5.16 15.12 
14 6.00 18.15 5.61 17.12 5.29 16.22 
15 6.12 19.31 5.73 18.24 5.41 17.32 
16 6.24 20.46 5.84 19.37 5.52 18.42 
17 6.34 21.61 5.95 20.49 5.63 19.51 
18 6.44 22.76 6.05 21.60 5.73 20.60 
19 6.54 23.90 6.14 22.72 5.82 21.69 
20 6.63 25.04 6.24 23.83 5.91 22.77 
50 8.28 58.16 7.88 56.33 7.55 54.72 
Table 3. Continued 
p 
a = .35 = .40 a = = .45 
X2(l,a/p) X2(p»a) X2(l,a/p) X2(p,a) 2 X (l9a/p) X
2(p>a) 
1 0.87 0.87 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.57 
2 1.84 2.10 1.64 1.83 1.47 1.60 
3 2.46 3.28 2.25 2.95 2.07 2.64 
4 2.92 4.44 2.70 4.04 2.52 3.69 
5 3.28 5.57 3.06 5.13 2.87 4.73 
6 3.58 6.69 3.36 6.21 3.17 5.76 
7 3.84 7.81 3.62 7.28 3.42 6.80 
8 4.06 8.91 3.84 8.35 3.64 7.83 
9 4.26 10.01 4.04 9.41 3.84 8.86 
10 4.44 11.10 4.22 10.47 4.02 9.89 
11 4.61 12.18 4.38 11.53 4.18 10.92 
12 4.76 13.27 4.53 12.58 4.33 11.95 
13 4.89 14.34 4.66 13.63 4.46 12.97 
14 5.02 15.42 4.79 14.68 4.59 14.00 
15 5.14 16.49 4.91 15.73 4.71 15.02 
16 5.25 17.56 5.02 16.78 4. 82 16.04 
17 5.36 18.63 5.13 17.82 4.92 17.06 
18 5.46 19.70 5.23 18.87 5.02 18.09 
19 5.55 20.76 5.32 19.91 5.12 19.11 
20 5.64 21.83 5.41 20.95 5.20 20.13 
50 7.27 53.26 7.03 51.89 6.82 50.59 
Table 3. Continued 
p 
a = = .50 a = = .55 a = = .60 
2 
X (l,a/p) X2(p,a) X
2(l,a/p) x 2(p 9a) X2(l,a/p) X2(p,a) 
1 0.45 0.45 0.36 0.36 0.27 0.27 
2 1.32 1.39 1.191 1.196 1.07* 1.02 
3 1.91 2.36 1.77 2.11 1.64 1.87 
4 2.35 3.36 2.20 3.05 2.07 2.75 
5 2.70 4.35 2.55 3.99 2.42 3.65 
6 3.00 5.35 2.84 4.95 2.70 4.57 
7 3.25 6.34 3.09 5.91 2.95 5.49 
CD 3.47 7.34 3.31 6.88 3.17 6.42 
9 3.66 8.34 3.51 7.84 3.36 7.36 
10 3.84 9.34 3.68 8.81 3.54 8.29 
11 4.00 10.34 3.84 9.78 3.69 9.24 
12 4.15 11.34 3.99 10.75 3.84 10.18 
13 4.28 12.34 4.12 11.73 3.97 11.13 
14 4.41 13.34 4.25 12.70 4.10 12.08 
15 4.53 14.34 4.36 13.68 4.22 13.03 
16 4.64 15.34 4.47 14.65 4.33 13.98 
17 4.74 16.34 4.58 15.63 4.43 14.94 
18 4.84 17.34 4.68 16.61 4.53 15.89 
19 4.93 18.34 4.77 17.59 4.62 16.85 
20 5.02 19.34 4.86 18.57 4.71 17.81 
50 6.63 49.33 6.46 48.10 6.31 46.86 
*The asterisked entry indicates that x (l»a/p)>X (p 9°0. 
Table 3. Continued 
p 
a = .65 a = = .70 a = = .75 
2 
X (l,ct/p) x 2(p>°0 
2 
X (l9a/p) X
2(P,°0 2 X (l»a/p) X
2(p,a) 
1 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10 . 
2 0.97* 0.86 0.87* 0.71 0.79* 0.57 
3 1.52 1.64 1.42 1.42 1.32* 1.21 
4 1.95 2.47 1.84 2.19 1.74 1.92 
5 2.29 3.32 2.18 3.00 2.07 2.67 
6 2.58 4.20 2.46 3.83 2.35 3.45 
7 2.82 5.08 2.70 4.67 2.59 4.25 
8 3.04 5.97 2.92 5.53 2.81 5.07 
9 3.23 6.88 3.11 6.39 3.00 5.90 
10 3.40 7.78 3.28 7.27 3.17 6.74 
11 3.56 8.69 3.44 8.15 3.32 7.58 
12 3.71 9.61 3.58 9.03 3.47 8.44 
13 3.84 10.53 3.72 9.92 3.60 9.30 
14 3.96 11.45 3.84 10.82 3.72 10.16 
15 4.08 12.38 3.96 11.72 3.84 11.04 
16 4.19 13.31 4.06 12.62 3.95 11.91 
17 4.29 14.24 4.17 13.53 4.05 12.79 
18 4.39 15.17 4.26 14.44 4.15 13.67 
19 4.48 16.11 4.36 15.35 4.24 14.56 
20 4.57 17.04 4.44 16.26 4.33 15.45 
50 6.17 45.61 6.04 44.31 5.91 42.94 
*The asterisked entries indicate that X (lsa/p)>X (p9a). 
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Table 3. Continued 
p 
a = = .80 a = .85 a = = .90 a = : .95 
2 
X (lsa/p) X
2(p,a) 2 X U sa/p) X
2(p»a) X2(l,a/p) X2(p»a) X2(l,a/p) X 2(p S°0 
1 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.004 0.004 
2 0.71* 0.45 0.63* 0.32 0.57* 0.21 0.51* 0.10 
3 1.23* 1.00 1.15* 0.80 1.07* 0.58 1.00* 0.35 
4 1.64 1.65 1.55* 1.37 1.47* 1.06 1.39* 0.71 
5 1.97 2.34 1.88 1.99 1.80* 1.61 1.72* 1.14 
6 2.25 3.07 2,16 2.66 2.07 2.20 1.99* 1.63 
7 2.49 3.82 2.40 3.36 2.31 2.83 2.22* 2.17 
8 2.70 4.59 2.61 "4.08 2.52 3.49 2.43 2.73 
9 2.89 5.38 2.80 4.82 2.70 4.17 2.62 3.32 
10 3.06 6.18 2.96 5.57 2.87 4.86 2.79 3.94 
11 3.22 6.99 3.12 6.34 3.03 5.58 2.94 4.57 
12 3.36 7.81 3.26 7.11 3.17 6.30 3.08 5.23 
13 3.49 8.63 3.39 7.90 3.30 7.04 3.21 5.89 
14 3.62 9.47 3.52 8.70 3.42 7.79 3.33 6.57 
15 3.73 10.31 3.63 9.50 3.54 8.55 3.45 7.26 
16 3.84 11.15 3.74 10.31 3.64 9.31 3.55 7.96 
17 3.94 12.00 3.84 11.12 3.74 10.08 3.65 8.67 
18 4.04 12.86 3.94 11.95 3.84 10.86 3.75 9.39 
19 4.13 13.71 4.03 12.77 3.93 11.65 3.84 10.12 
20 4.22 14.58 4.11 13.60 4.02 12.44 3.93 10.85 
50 5.80 41.45 5.69 39.75 5.59 37.69 5.50 34.76 
*The asterisked entries indicate that x (l9a/p)>x (p9a). 
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2 2 2 P(x (1) ^x (l,ot/p)J = a/p, it immediately follows that x (l,a/p) equals 
2 2 2 X (p,a) for p = 1. If X (l,ot/p) ̂  X (p5a) for a < .55, then one must 
2 2 
show that p(x (p)£ X (l,a/p)) > a. This is the basis of the following 
conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.1. For a < .55 and p > 1, z a / 2 p ~ (x2(p >°0] • 
In most practical applications, a is chosen to be much, less than .55. 
Thus, if the conjecture is true, the Bonferroni intervals are prefer­
able to the Scheffe intervals. 
At this time, no proof is available. 
Both types of intervals permit the decision maker to look at 
other confidence intervals than those on the p coordinate means. The 
Scheffe intervals easily offer this flexibility by varying the elements 
of the a vector. Differences and other combinations of the mean vector 
can easily be analyzed in this fashion. For k linear combinations, the 
Bonferroni intervals can be found by introducing the appropriate a in 
a'H = a»£ ± (^z a / 2 k)(a'Za) 1 / 2. 
This follows since X^NC^jE/n) and a/X~N(a'u,,a'Ea/n). In deciding which 
type of interval to use, the decision maker should compare za^2]< w^"tn 
2 1/2 
(x (p,a)) and determine which percentage point will provide for 
shorter intervals. The comparison of percentage points before construc­
tion of the intervals does not violate any statistical principles. 
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It should be pointed out that neither of these techniques make 
full use of the covariance structure but only select the diagonal ele­
ments . The extent to which confidence intervals may be shortened if the 
correlations are used is an avenue of future research. 
Dunn (19) has obtained intervals of exact confidence level. The 
n where c is such that P(Z<c ) = (l+(l-a)±/p)/2 and z = J x, .a., ; fur-a a ' h nj jh 
interval estimates are of the form z^ ± /(p/n) a-^cai f° r h = l,...,p, 
j=l 
thermore, [x^] is the (p*n) data matrix and Ca_.^] is the (nxp) matrix 
formed by letting A = BCD, where the (n*n) orthogonal matrix B has its 
-1/2 
first column entries equal to n , the (n*n) matrix C consists of a 
(pxp) orthogonal matrix in the upper left corner and zeros elsewhere, 
and the (nxp) matrix D consists of a (pxp) diagonal matrix with entries 
(p/n) on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere and the last (n-p) rows 
have all zero entries. However, as Dunn states, "The regions with 
exact confidence level are everywhere unnecessarily long." Dunn has also 
obtained the shortest possible intervals for the means provided p = 2,3, 
or p.. = b.b. for i,j = 1,2 p, i } j and with 0 < b. < 1. These 
•J 3 3 
intervals are of the form 
for h = l,2,...,p, where c a is such that P(Z<ca) = (l+d-a) 1^) /2. How­
ever, an empirical investigation by Dunn for p = 1(1)8 reveals that c 
a 
differs from the Bonferroni percentage points only in the second decimal 
place, if at all. 
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2 
2 = i y A..x._x._ 
2 
which is distributed as X (2), is a measure of the quality of this bomb. 
Bombsights are tested in the following manner. From each lot of 20 
sights, 2 sights are randomly chosen. Each of these sights is used on 
two flights with four bombs being dropped per flight. An overall meas­
ure of the quality of a flight(F), sight(S), or lot(L) is obtained by 
2 
summing xD over the number of bombs involved for that characteristic. 
2 
This overall measure is denoted by X Q • Thus, 4 2 2 2 _ y 2 2 _ y 2 2 f 2 
X0F " ^ XB ' X0S ^ X0F ' a n a X0L X0S * h=l h h=l h h=l h 
2 2 2 2 2 2 where X Q F ~ X X Q S ~ X (16), and XQ L~X (32). The overall measure can be 
partitioned into the mean point of impact (M) and the dispersion about 
the mean point of impact (D). That is, for n bombs, 
The first use of the x random variable in a control chart set­
ting was by Hotelling (36,37) in the testing of bombsights. Let X^ and 
X^ be the range (measured in the direction of flight of the airplane) 
and deflection (measured perpendicular to the direction of flight) 
errors, respectively, for the dropping of a bomb at a target. Assume 
X~N(0,Z), where Z is known. Let A = [A..] denote the inverse of the ~ ~ i] 
covariance matrix Z. Then, for a single bomb, 
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9 2 2 9 N 2 ? 
xf = n T y A..X.X. and x„ = J I / X..(X.D -X.)(X. 0 - X . ) . 
i=l j=l ^ 1 ^ h=l i=l j=l 1 3 l Bh 1 ^ Bh ^ 
2 
Hotelling did not actually use x control charts since Z was not known 
and his papers are principally devoted to this case. However, he does 
2 2 2 
point out that control limits can be established for XQ > X M> a n <^ by 
2 
using x percentage points when Z is known. 
2 
Ghare and Torgersen (23) have also suggested the use of a x 
chart. However, their use is apparently incorrect since Z was not known. 
2 
This chapter commenced by introducing a univariate x chart and 
emphasizing its relation to repeated tests of significance. At this 
point, these concepts were extended to the case of p ̂  2, and Hotel-
ling's sparse treatment was elaborated upon. The concept of power for 
theoretical charts for the mean was also presented. Duncan (18) has 
presented the power for univariate charts. Furthermore, the use of 
simultaneous techniques in conjunction with control charts was also pre­
sented. Finally, Table 3 and Conjecture 4.1 suggest that the Bonferroni 
intervals are superior to the Scheffe intervals for a < .50. Although 
the procedure for testing H Q: ̂  = % vs. H^. )\ i ^ with Z known has been 
extensively treated previous to this research, this procedure has 
apparently not been applied to a control chart environment, except as 




EMPIRICAL CONTROL CHARTS FOR THE MEAN 
In Chapter IV, a process was assumed to be in a state of sta-
2 
tistical control at a selected standard value of JJ^, and a x control 
chart was established to assist the decision maker in determining 
whether the process will remain stable. The state of control was com­
pletely defined since Z was also specified. In contrast to these 
theoretical control charts are empirical control charts which are used 
for analyzing the lack of control of past operations and to assist in 
establishing theoretical control charts. In this situation, a satis­
factory state of statistical control may not have yet been established, 
and the parameters of the distribution from which the sample is drawn 
are unknown. Thus, the control limits cannot be determined a "priori. 
1. Empirical Control Charts for Rational Subgroups 
A common procedure for analyzing past operations is based on the 
concept of rational subgrouping, which assumes each subgroup of observa­
tions was taken under identical conditions. To establish empirical or 
estimated control charts, k homogeneous samples of size n are selected, 
from which certain statistics are computed and used as estimates in the 
control limits of the corresponding theoretical control charts. These 
estimated control charts are then used to analyze the subgroups of past 
observations for lack of control. These charts are also used for 
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controlling the quality of future observations. If the past data indi­
cate lack of control, certain causes may have been present and con­
tributed to the process being unstable. If these principal assignable 
causes are detected and removed and new control limits are established, 
then the remaining past measurements should behave as coming from a 
stable distribution. In order to detect assignable causes, auxiliary 
observations regarding physical factors usually need to have been re­
corded along with the numerical data. 
One Quality Characteristic 
2 
For p = 1, let yQ and a denote the unknown mean and variance, 
respectively, of a stable process. Assume that k rational subgroups of 
n observations each have been collected, where statistical control 
existed within each subgroup but not necessarily between the k sub­
groups. If the within subgroup population variance is the same for all 
2 2 2 2 subgroups, i.e., cr̂  = = ••• = = a , the process will be out of 
control only if the subgroup population means are different. Refer to 
Table 4. 
2 
If the process is in a state of control, X ^ N ^ ^ a /n) for 
h = l,2,...,k. The 3-sigma theoretical control chart values were given 
by 
UCL = yQ t 3(o/Jn) 
CL = y Q 
LCL = M 0 - 3(a/^n) 
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Since and a are unknown, it would seem reasonable to replace them by 
2 = 2 their estimates. Unbiased estimates of u~ and a , denoted x and s , 
k - 2 k 2 P respectively, are given by x = (1/k) £ x, and s = (1/k) J s, , where 
h=l P h=l 
n 
^ = (1/n) I x h. and = (n-1) 1 £ ( X ^ - J ^ T . Note that (n-l)S^/a - s2 2 , 2 
j=l 
2 is distributed x (n-1) and, thus, (1/a ) J (n-l)S, is distributed 
2 h = 1 
X (k(n-l)J. Thus, using the reasonable criterion of replacing the popu­
lation parameters by their unbiased estimates, the empirical 3-sigma 
control chart values for x^ are given by 
UCL = x + A ns* 1 P 
CL = x 
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* k 
where A is chosen so that E(A S M ) = (3a/*4T) and S = (1/k) J S . P P h =l 
• ». . Note that S" was used m place of S and S" is not defined to be P P P 
Sp = /S*. Furthermore, ECS^) i a even though ^(S^) = a , for h = 
l,2,...,k. In fact, E(S ) = ac^, where c^ = (2/(n-l))1/2r(n/2)/T ((n-
The traditional quality control literature gives different 
2 values for the correction factors since V, is used for S. , where V, = h h 5 h 
-1 ? - 2 
n l • ^ n t nis case, the correction factor is denoted 
j —l 
and is given by c 2 = (2/n)1 / 2r(n/2)/r ((n-l)/2) . Note, c 2 = c^l-n" 1) 1^, 
and A^ = 3/(c^/n). Johnson and Leone (46) give values of both c 2 and 
c 2 for n = 2(1)25. Tables of A are given in Guttman and Wilks (27) for 
n = 2(1)10. Both of these texts are apparently in error regarding the 
following minor point. 
Since, by definition, S it is obvious that S 4 S'*. In 
P P P P 
J. 2 fact, S > S'\ and this is easily shown for k = 2. Since (S.-Sn) = p p J 1 2 
S 2 + S 2 - 25^2 > 0, it follows that S 2 + S 2 > 2 5 ^ and 2(S2+S2) > 
2S nS 0 + S 2 + S 2 = (S n+S 0) 2. Thus, S > S*. Furthermore, E(S ) = ac" 1 - ^ 1 2 1 2 P P P 2 
where 
c" = (2/(kn-k)}1/2r((kn-k+l)/2)/r((kn-k)/2). 
In calculating the control limits for either examples or exercises, both 
texts seem to use S^ in conjunction with c 2 as the correction factor, 
when apparently should be used with c 2. Chapter VII will present 
additional material regarding c 2 and c 2. 
The control of the process is tested by plotting the k sample 
means on the estimated 3-sigma control chart. If one or more of the 
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subgroup sample means plot outside the estimated control limits, it is 
hopeful that assignable causes of variation can be detected and removed, 
In this manner, a state of control is eventually approached. 
Determining the control of the process could also be viewed as a 
hypothesis testing problem. One would set up the null hypothesis : 
u = u = ... = u, against all possible alternatives. Specifically, ft 1 2. K 
and to are those subsets of Euclidean k + 1 space such that 
2 2 ft = {(ulSu2,... ,uk,a ): -°°<uh<°°, a >0, h = 1,2,... ,k} 
and 
2 2 to = {(ylSy2,.. . ,uk,a ): -«><y1 = U 2 = ... = \<0°, ° >0>-
Let L(to) and L(ft) denote the likelihood functions for the parameter 
spaces to and ft, respectively. Also let L(to) and L(ft) denote the 
supremum of these functions. Then, if u denotes the common but unknown 
value of u i su 2,...,u k, 
k n 
L M = (27ra2)"nk/2exp(-(l/2a2) £ I (x. .-y)2} 
i=l j=l 1 3 
and 
k n 
L(ft) = (2Tra2)"nk/2exp(-(l/2a2) £ £ (x..-y.)2}. 
2 
By obtaining 3£nL(w)/9p and 3£nL(w)/9a , equating the results to zero, 
and substituting the results in L(to), one obtains 
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L ( O J ) = 
nk 
= ̂ 2 
27T I I (x.,-x) i=l j=l ID 
nk/2 
-nk/2 
Similarly, one obtains 
Thus, 
L ( f l ) = 
nk/2 
nk -nk/2 
- s 2 k n 2TT y y (x..-x.) 
i=l j=l 1 1 
k n l nk/2 - v2 
I I (x..-x.) 
X(x') = i=l j=l k n 
I I (x..-x) 
i=i j=i ^ 
= ,2 
where x' = [x^,... ,x l n ,x 2 1,.. . ,x2n,... ,xkl,... , \ N L - However, 
k n 
£ £ (x..-x) = J J (x..-x.) + n £ (x.-x)"s and the form of 
i=l j=l 1 3 i=l j=l 1 3 1 i=l 1 
the critical region is given by 
k n 
- , 2 - =^2 
w = < x T: 





X X ^ i j-x.) 2/k(n-l) 
(17) 
where c is usually chosen so that the probability of type I error is a. 
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Let F(m^,m2) denote Snedecor's F random variable with m^ and degrees 
of freedom and let F(m1,m2,a) denote the upper a-percentile point of 
2 2 2 this random variable, where FCrn^n^) = (m2X (mj_)) / (mj_X (n^)) and x (mj_) 
2 2 2 2 and x (roJ are independent. Since n £ (X.-X) /o ~x (k-l) and 
9 9 9 
£ £ (X. .-X. ) /a ~x (k(n-l)) , c = F(k-l,k(n-l) ,a) . Thus, the deci-
i=l j = l 1 : 1 
sion maker is simultaneously testing ŷ  = = ••• = ^ versus not all 
ŷ 's are equal with significance level a, which is the familiar one-way 
analysis of variance problem. When k = 2, this reduces to the problem 
of testing : ŷ  = y 2 versus H^: ŷ  4 y 2, which is based on the t sta­
tistic with (2n-2) d.f. 
In testing H Q: y 1 = y 2 = ... = ŷ  or H Q: = IK for i 4 j, the 
conclusion may be to reject this hypothesis. The decision maker is now 
interested in those pairs of means which are not equal. One way of 
simultaneously analyzing these pairs of means is by the use of 
Scheffe's F technique. This technique and others are thoroughly pre­
sented by Miller (53). Because the necessary background has already 
been presented, Scheffe's technique is stated in the following remark. 
Remark 5.1. Consider the k independent random variables X ^ 9 . , . 9 X ^ t 
2 2 where X^~N(y^,a ), with both ŷ  and c being unknown. Let a random 
sample of size n be taken of each random variable, where -̂ J1J_»̂ J12 5''' J^hn 
denote the elements of the random sample of X^, h = l,2,...,k. Let 
9 -l k n 2 S^ = (k(n-l)) \ l (X..-X.r. Then, letting F„ = F (k ,k(n-l) ,a) , 
P 1=1 j=l 1 3 1 a 
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P [a' X-|| a|| Js^(k/n)Fa<a'^<a' X+1|a|| /S2 (k/n)Fa for all nonnull a] = 1 - a . 
Since the decision maker would only be interested in a finite number of 
the a, namely, where the only two nonzero coordinates of a are +1 and 
-1, the confidence coefficient is at least 1 - a. The decision maker 
could also obtain confidence intervals on by letting a = e^. 
Thus, in establishing control of the mean, the decision maker 
could analyze the data for lack of control by the reasonable procedure 
of control charts or the hypothesis testing anova technique in conjunc­
tion with the simultaneous procedure of Scheffe. Which one to use is a 
matter of preference. C. C. Craig (14) has summarized the various 
aspects of each, and Duncan (18) reiterates some of these in his book. 
Craig states that " . . . the two methods are nearly enough equivalent 
that both will disclose any clear lack of control among averages and 
when one says control is good the other will too," 
After the initial k samples have been selected and their control 
or lack of it has been determined, the customary practice is to use the 
empirical chart in controlling future samples until such a time as the 
decision maker feels it is wise to convert to theoretical control 
limits. Of course, this is not an exact statistical procedure. 
Multiple Quality Characteristics 
A natural generalization of empirical control charts for rational 
subgroups is when p > 1. However, a necessary prerequisite is the state-
2 
ment and derivation of Hotelling's T distribution under general condi­
tions. The general distribution was first derived by Hsu (38). The 
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following statement and derivation are based on the presentations by 
Bowker (7) and Anderson (3). A representation is deemed necessary due 
to its frequent misuse. First consider the noncentral F distribution. 
2 
Definition 5.1. If a random variable is distributed as X' (m^,A) and if 
2 j 2 
another random variable is distributed as x (nv^j where x (m^,A) and 
2 
X (n^) are independent, then the random variable 
12 T 2 X (m ,A)/m m 9x (m ,A) 
L = -i -i (18) 
X (m2)/m2 m 1x 
has the noncentral F distribution with m^,m2 degrees of freedom and non-
central! ty parameter A, denoted by Ff(m^,m2,A). 
Ff(m^,m2,A,a) will denote the upper a percentile point of F,(m^,m2,A). 
When A = 0, F'(m^,m2,A=0) = F(m 1,m 2). 
Since f ,?/ , N was derived in Chapter IV, fT,l/ , >. can X z(m l 9A) ^ F,(m1,m2,A) 
easily be derived by making the appropriate transformations. See Gray-
2 
bill (25). The following theorem describes Hotelling's T distribution. 
2 -1 
Theorem 5.1. Let T = U'S U, where U~N(^,Z) and vS is independently 
v 
distributed as I Y^Y^ with the Y h independent and Yh~N(0,E), h = 1,2, 
h = 1 -1 ...,v. Then (T2/v) ((v-p+l)/p) is distributed as F' (p ,v-ptl,A=jJ' I u_). 
Proof. There exists a nonsingular (pxp) matrix R such that Z = RR'. 
Define U* = R - 1 U , S* = R " 1 S ( R " 1 ) , 5 JI* = R - 1 ^ . Then T 2 = U TS - 1IJ = 
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i -i t t -j _-) ft? ft_i * ft ft * 
U (R ) R S RR U = y S U , where U ~N(u, ,1) and vS is independ-
V )t{ }t., ft _ i ft 
ently distributed as J Ih~h w i t n t n e ~h = R ~h i n d e P e n d e n t a n d 
h=l 
N(0,I). Let H be a (pxp) orthogonal matrix whose first row is given by 
hlj = ^ :* = 1 , 2 , , , , 5 P ' D e f i n e X = A = H(vS")H . Then 
T 2 = y'^s""^" = V'HH'(vA~1)HH1y = VV'A " ^ , where V~N(Hu",I) and A is 
^ ft ft' ft /t •'• 
independently distributed as J ^h^h ' Note that = (v^ ,0,..., 
t h=l ~ n~ n 
Oj . For any set of values of V (except the null vector which has 
probability zero) define a (pxp) random orthogonal matrix B with first 
; . 2 1 -1 
row given by b ^ = V^/V'V, j = 1,2,...,p. Then T = vV A V = 
V V V B A ^ B ' B V = v(BV)'(BAB?)"1(BV). Let A" = BAB* and note that BV = 
(>/5TV,0,. . . ,0)' . Then T 2 = v(v^^,0,. . . ,0)(A")~1(v/5TY,0,.. . ,0)' = 
, 5*«J_J_ , j'«13_ 
V v \ X ' ^ Y ' Y v = v^Y'Y^a ) 5 where a denotes the element in the ft _i ftii ftll _i first row and first column of (A ) , and a = l/(a ) . Thus, 
2 *11 -1 A (T/v)=(V'V)/(a ) . By Lemma 3.6, A has a Wishart distribution 
and its elements are distributed independently of the elements of B and 
ftll _i 
consequently of V'V. By Lemma 3.7, (a ) has density function 
ftll _i 
w((a ) |l,l,v-p+l), which is a chi-square density with (v-p+1) de­
grees of freedom. In view of Definition 4.1, V'V is distributed as 
X'2(p,A) with A = (Hu /V(H/) = = (R'^MR ' V = ^'(RR') - 1^ = 
JJ'Z "̂JJ. Then (T2/v) is distributed as the ratio of the independent ran-
dom variables x (p»X) and x (v-p+1). Thus, (T /v) ((v-p+1 )/p) = 
F'(p,v-p+1,A^V 1^). || 
The multivariate analogue of empirical control charts for more 
than one quality characteristic when there are rational subgroups may 
now be considered. Assume that k rational subgroups have been defined, 
88 
where statistical control existed within each subgroup but not neces­
sarily between the k subgroups. If the covariance matrix Z is common 
to all k groups, i.e., E^~^ = Z^2^ = ... = Z^k^ = Z 9 the process will be 
out of control only if the subgroup population means are different. 
Refer to Table 5. 
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V , (h) -(h),2 I (x -x ) 
j=l J 
? , (h) -(h) ) (x . -x 
• i PD 
j = l r j 
)(x ( h )-x ( h )) 
p n x l j xl ; 
V , (h) -(h) I (x, . -x lj , )(x
( h )-x< h )) 
i p: P 
j=l " p 
and 
S ( h ) = (n-l)-Vh) 
If the process is in a state of control, X ~N Qj ,(l/n)z) , for 
h = l,2,...,k, where JĴ  denotes the common population mean. For the 
2 
case where Z was known, the theoretical control limit was given by x (p»oO 
and the process was judged out of control if ntx-y^)' Z ̂ (x-y^) exceeded 
2 
X (p,a). Now both and Z are unknown. It would seem reasonable to 
replace them by their unbiased estimates and make any other necessary 
adjustments. Unbiased estimates of and Z, denoted x and S^, respec­
tively, are given by x = (1/k) £ x ( h ) and S = (k(n-l))"1 \ A ( h ) = 
k ~ h = 1 ~ p h : 1 
(1/k) J S ( H ) . Then the distribution of c(X ( h )-X)'S' 1(X ( h )-X) needs 
h=l p 
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to be determined, where c is some fixed constant. 
For h = l,...,k, X ( h )~NQj0,(l/n)z] , and the X ( h ) are independent; 
in addition, X~N QJ 0 , (kn) ^z). Also note that independence exists among 
the n vectors within a group and among the n vectors of all k subgroups. 
Let Y = X ( h ) - |. Then Y = (1/n) \ X (. h ) - (1/kn) f J X(.i} = 
j=l : i=l j=l ~ D 
((k-l)/(kn)) I X)n) - (1/kn) I I x r ; . Note that EY = ((k-1)/ 
j = l 2 î h j=l ~ : 
(kn))(n^0) - (1/kn)(k-1 )(n^Q) = 0. In expanded form, Y = ((k-1)/ 
(kn)lxf h ) + ... + f(k-l)/(kn)}x(h) - (l/kn)X,(1) - ... - (l/kn)X(1) - ... 
- ( l / k n ) ^ " 1 ' - ... - ( l / l c n ) ^ " 1 * - (l/kn ) x f + 1 ) - ... - ( l / k n ) ^ h + 1 ) 
- ... - (l/kn)x; J - ... - (l/kn)Xv \ Consider any (pxl) vector of 
~i ~n 
constants a. Then a'Y = ((k-l)/(kn)}a'X^h) + ... + ((k-l)/(kn))a'X^h} 
- (l/kn)a'X,(1) - ... - (l/kn)a'xi1 } - ... - (l/kn)a' X n ( k } - (l/kn)a'X(k}, 
and a'Y is univariate normally distributed since it is a linear combina­
tion of kn independent, univariate normal random variables. Thus, 
l/(a'Y) = ((k-l)/(kn))2l/(a'x[h)) + ... + ((k-l)/(kn)) 2l/(a'X^h)) 
+ (l/kn)2l/(a'X^1)) + ... + (l/kn)2(/(a'X^1)) + ... + (l/kn)2(/(a'x|k)) 
+ (l/kn)2t/(a'X^k)) = ((k-l)2/(kn)2j(n)(a'Za) + (l/kn)2(k-l)(n)(a'Za) = 
((k-l)/(kn))(a'Ea) = a'((k-l)Z/(kn))a, which indicates that (k-l)E/(kn) 
is the covariance matrix of Y. Thus, Y~N(o,(k-l)E/(kn)). Let U = 
/(kn)/(k-l) Y. Then U~N(0,E). Now S = (k(n-l))"1 f A ( h ) = (k(n-~ ~ ~ P ^=1 
m-l n-1 rk(n-l) 
D ) " 1 I Y.Y! + ... + y Y.Y! = fk(n-i))"1 y Y.Y! 
ij=i -1 J j=i J -u i j=i J J. 
are independent and Y^~N(0,Z), j = 1,2,...,k(n-l). Thus, k(n-l)S 
k(n-l) f - ( h ) = 
is distributed as Y Y.Y.. Also note that (X -X) and S are inde-
~ p 
pendent. Then, by Theorem 5.1, for h = l,2,...,k, ((kn)/(k-l))(X(h)-
, where the 
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X) rS _ 1(X ( h )-X) is distributed as (k(n-l)p/(kn-k-p+l)}F(p,kn-k-p+l). p ~ 
Note that the noncentrality parameter is 0. 
An empirical upper control limit is given by the percentage point 
(k(n-l)p/(kn-k-p+l))F(p,kn-k-p+l,a), and there is only an upper limit 
since the quantities ((kn)/(k-l)) (X ( h )-X) V ^ X ^ - I R ) are a generalized 
measure of distance. The control of the past process is tested by plot­
ting the k quantities, ((kn)/(k-l)} (x/h^-x) S ^ C x ^ - x ) , against the 
control limit on a chart similar to that illustrated in Figure 4. If 
one or more of the k quantities plots above the control limit, the 
process is judged out of control and assignable causes of variation are 
sought. If an assignable cause is found, then the data matrices for the 
out of control quantities are eliminated from consideration and a new 
upper control limit is found by an appropriate reduction in k. As in 
the univariate case, this control chart method is only an ad hoc method. 
The exact formulation is a hypothesis testing problem which is treated 
after consideration of the out of control quantities. 
It may have been more natural to use n(X^^-X) S 1(X^ h^-X), for 
P ~ 
h = l,2,...,k, as the test statistic since this more closely parallels 
r -1 -
nCX-jjg) Z ( X - J J Q ) , the theoretical control chart test statistic. If 
n(X^^-X) S^CX^^-X) i s used, the empirical upper control limit is 
2 2 
given by c(k.,n ,p )F(p ,kn-k-p+l ,a), where c(k,n,p) = (k np-k p-knp+kp)/ 
2 2 2 (k n-k -kp+k). It can be shown that Fiv^^^) approaches a x ^VJ_^/VJ_ A S 
approaches infinity. Furthermore, c(k,n,p) approaches p as k 
2 
approaches infinity. Thus, the upper control limit becomes x (p»a), the 
theoretical control chart limit, as the number of subgroups becomes 
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infinitely large. This suggests that the empirical control chart can 
also be viewed as repeated tests of significance as the number of sub­
groups increases. It should be pointed out that, as k 0 0, 
2 
c(k,n,p)F(p,kn-k-ptl,a) increases to x (p5a). Even though F(p,kn-k-
2 
p+l,a) decreases to X (Ps a)/p» c(k,n,p) increases to p, as k 00. 
This is pointed out in Table 6 for a = .01, p = 2, n = 10, and k = 
2(2)20 ,oo. 
Table 6. Comparison of c(k ,n ,p)F(p ,kn-k-p+l ,a) with x (psa) for a = .01, p = 2, n = 10, and Selected k 
k c(k,10,2) F(2 ,9k-l,.01) c(k,10,2)F(9k-l,.01) X2(2,.01) 
2 1.059 6.11 6.47 9.21 
4 1.543 5.27 8.13 9.21 
CD 1.698 5.03 8.54 9.21 
CD 1.775 4.92 8.73 9.21 
10 1.820 4.85 8.83 9.21 
12 1.851 4.81 8.90 9.21 
14 1.872 4.78 8.95 9.21 
16 1.888 4.76 8.99 9.21 
18 1.901 4.74 9.01 9.21 
20 1.911 4. 73 9.03 9.21 
oo 2.000 4.605 9.21 9.21 
However, the overall test statistic, which is (T /v)(v-p+l/p) with 
v = k(n-l), is distributed as an F(p,v-p+l), and its percentage point is 
decreasing as k increases. Also note that the upper control limit be-
-1 2 
comes (1-k )x (p»a) as the number of observation vectors, n, in each 
subgroup approaches infinity. When there is only one quality charac­
teristic, the control limit becomes (1-k 1)F(l,kn-k,a), where F(l,kn-k) 
is equal to the square of Student's t with (kn-k) degrees of freedom. 
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This result can be related to the univariate empirical control chart in 
the following manner. The upper and lower empirical control limits were 
given by x ± A^s^, where E C A . ^ ) = (3o)/Jn, A.^ - 3/(c^), and ĉ  = 
(2/(n-l)j1/'2r(n/2)/r ((n-l)/2) . As previously stated, the control limits 
could have also been expressed using S = T/s? . In this case, the con-
P P 
trol limits would be given by x ± A's where E(A'S ) = (3a)/vn", and 
° 1 p 1 p 
A| = 3/(c2'v4T). For large k, it is expected that s^ « s* and both sets 
of control limits should be approximately equal. Let t y and t^ ̂  denote 
Student's t with v degrees of freedom and the upper a percentile point, 
respectively. For h = 1,2 ,. .. ,k , ( X ( H ̂ -XVN (o , (k-l)a2/kn) , and 
k(n-l)S2/a2~x20<(n-l)] . Thus, /O ^ n T ^ T T ( X ( H ) - X ) / S p ~ t k ( n _ 1 ) , and 
^ K ^ k C n - l ) ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ = 1 " a ' 
Thus, the control chart constant A^ may be thought of as corresponding 
to t ,n , , >./(k-l)/kn. Furthermore, since A* = 3/(c"Jn), then 3/c" a/2,kvn-l; 1 2 2 
may be thought of as corresponding to "t^^ ̂ (n-l) 1^ -^ ^ o r ̂  = 3 - 5 
is customary to choose a = .0027 for theoretical control charts for the 
mean. Let the same a-level be chosen for these empirical charts. Thus, 
t / 0 , / , s = t o i r , , , >.. When the control limits are written using a/2,k(n-l) .00135,k(n-l) & 
percentage points of the t, the dependency of the limits upon the number 
of subgroups becomes very evident, a point which is frequently over­
looked, since the control chart constants and ĉ  are found using only 
n and not k. However, even in these cases, the control limits are in-
directly dependent on k through x and s^. One final observation is 
that, regardless of p, it is meaningless to consider only one subgroup 
-(1) = since x = x. 
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In comparing ((kn)/(k-l)) (x^-x) 's'^x^-x) with the percentage 
point (k(n-l)p/(kn-k-ptl)}F(p,kn-k-p+l,a), the conclusion may have been 
that the process was out of control for the hth sample. The use of 
simultaneous techniques again permits the decision maker to determine 
those components responsible for the rejection. 
Theorem 5.2. Let X ( l ),X ( 2 ),...,X ( k ) be k (nxp) data matrices from X, 
where X~N(]j,Z) with both JJ and E unknown. Then, for h = l,2,...,k, 
P[(a ?X ( h )-a ?X) < c(a's a ) 1 / 2 for all nonnull a] = 1 - a, (19) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p~ ~ 
wh ere c = /F(p ,kn-k-p+l, a) (k-l)k(n-Dp/ [(kn)(kn-k-p+l)J . 
Proof. P[(kn/(k-l)}(X(h)-X),Sp1(X(h)-X)<(k(n-l)p/(kn-k-p+l))Fa] 
= P[(X^h^-|)'s~1(X^h^-J)<c2] = 1 - a, where F denotes F(p,kn-k-p+l,a). 
Anderson (3) shows that is positive definite with probability one. 
Thus, there exists a nonsingular matrix C such that S = CC'. Let 
6 P 
y, = C _ 1x^ h\ Then the inequality (x^-x) S 1 ( # ^ H ^ - X ) < c 2 becomes 
(y-C _ 1x)' (y-C_1x) < c 2, or Hy-C^XL!2 < c 2. By Lemma 4.3, mod(i fy-
•fc'c""1;*) < c || A ||, for all £. Let a = (C - 1)'^. Thus, the inequality be-
»-(h) T= ' 1/2 comes mod(a x -a x) ̂  c(a S a) for all a, and Equation (19) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p~ ~ ^ 
follows. || 
Since the decision maker is interested in only a finite number of 
a, the confidence coefficient is at least 1-a. Specifically, if the 
hth sample plots out of control, the decision maker successively lets a 
2 2 become e., j = 1,2,...,p. Then, aTS a = s ., i = 1.2,....p. where s . ~3 J ' , c ' ~ p~ P3 pj 
denotes the pooled sample variance for the jth variate. If the interval 
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-(h) — 
[-cs .,cs .] does not contain x. - x., then the decision maker would 
p: P: i i 
seek assignable causes of variation for the jth variate. 
The Bonferroni technique, which follows, can also be used. 
Theorem 5.3. Let 1 \ x ^ 2\.. . ,X^k^ be k (n*p) data matrices from X, 
where X~N(u_,Z) with both ji and Z unknown. Let X , X, and be de­
fined as previously. For j = l,2,...,p, let A_. denote the event that 
X.-t n,S ./(k-l)/(kn), X.+t / 0 , , nsS ./(k-l)/(kn) j a/2p,k(n-l) pj j a/2p,k(n-l) pj J 
covers X. , where h is fixed and X. and S . denote the grand mean and 
: : P: 
pooled standard deviation, respectively, for the jt/z variate. Then 
f P 
n A. ^ 1 - a, and the Bonferroni interval estimates are given by 
x. ± t , , .,s ./(k-l)/(kn) 3 a/2p,k(n-l) pj 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Bonferroni's inequality which 




> 1 - I P(A?) = 1 - a. 
j=l 3 
*<h) For a coordinate by coordinate comparison on X , the decision 
maker can easily determine which intervals are shorter by comparing 
/F(p,kn-k-p+l,a)k(n-l)p/(kn-k-p+l) with t , , .*. ^ a/2p,k(n-l) 
In checking the control of each subgroup by using the test sta-
—(h) — ' —1 —(h) ~ tistic n(X -X) (X -X), the power is easily determined for each 
h = l,2,...,k, assuming that ji (1) (h-1) (h+1) (k) 
£ Q. For fixed h, let X ( h )~N(u/ h ) ,Z) and let X ( 3 )~N(^ 0,Z) for j 4 h. 
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Let Y = X ( h ) - X. Then Y~N((l-k ^(^/^-y^) ,(k-l)E/knJ . If U = 
/(kn)/(k-l)Y, then U~N (/n(l-k"1)(ji(h)-i 0) ,z) . Since U and S p are inde­
pendent , it follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
n(X(h)-|)'Sp1(X(h)-|)~c(k,nsp)F'(p,kn-k-.p+lsX), 
where A = nCl-k" 1) ( ^ - ^ ) ' l " 1 ^ - ^ ) . Thus 
TT(A) = p(F'(p,kn-k-p+l,A)>F(p,kn-k-p+l) |;fc/h)] . 
It is reasonable to replace E by S in determining A. Also note that 
this noncentrality parameter equals the noncentrality parameter of a 
2 
X (p) as k -> °°. Since the joint distribution of the k test statistics 
n(X^^-X)'Sp1(X^^-X) is not presently known, the power of testing the 
overall equality of the k means cannot be determined, and the power 
discussed above might be called the marginal power. 
One final property should be noted regarding the test statistic 
of interest. Since the test statistic for the theoretical chart was 
n(X-jjQ) ,E~1(X-(ii0) and E(S) = u,Q and E(S ) = E, the test statistic 
n(X ( h )-|)'S" 1(X ( h )-J) was used for the empirical chart. Kshirsagar (49) 
states that if A is w(A|Esp,v) then E(A _ 1) = (v-p-l)"^" 1 for (v-p-1) > 0. 
Thus, although S^ is an unbiased estimator of E, is not an unbiased 
estimator of E \ In fact, (kn-k-p-l)S "V(kn-k) is an unbiased esti-
P 
mator of E , and one should find the distribution of (n(kn-k-p-l)/ 
(kn-k))(X^h^-R)'Sp1(X^h^-|). However, this statistic has the previously 
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derived distribution. That is, 
((kn-k-p-l)/(kn-k)j(X(h)-X)'Sp1(X(h)-X)~((kn-k-p-l)(k-l)/(kn)(kn-k-p+l)F 
where F denotes F(p,kn-k-p+l). 
Viewing the control of the process as a hypothesis testing prob­
lem, one would set up the null hypothesis : u^"^ = - ••• = Ji^^ 
against all possible alternatives. Specifically, ft and u> are those sub-
2 
sets of Euclidean (p +p+2kp)/2 space such that 
ft = {(^ ( 1 ),^ 2 ), . .. 9\Sk\l): -OO<^ H^<OO 9 i is positive definite, h=l,2,...,k} 
and 
(1).(2) (k) _..CQ_„(2)_ _..(k) 
0) = {(A ,A .. ,}I ,2): -»< (u W=II W=... = fu^/<«», E is positive definite} 
where -00 < < 0 0 implies that each component of the vector y^^ lies 
between -°° and +°°. Let L(LO), L((2) and L(ft), L(ft) denote the likelihood 
functions and their supremum for the parameter spaces OJ and ft, respec­
tively. If JJ denotes the common but unspecified value of u^"^ ,JJ^2^,. . . , 
u. ( k ), then 
L(a>) = n [(2^)-Pn/2|Z-1|n/2exp(-(l/2) j ( x ^ ^ ) » E ^ x ^ ) ) (20) 
i=l j=l ^ ~3 
and 
L<0) = N [(2^)-P n / 2|E- 1| N / 2EXP(-(l/2) J (X!'*-/ 1') T 1 ( x ^ ) - M ( i ) ) (21) 
i=l j=l 1 3 
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The logarithms of Equations (20) and (21) are the sums of k terms which 
can be maximized separately because of the independence of the k sub­
groups. By using a procedure similar to that used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, one obtains 
Jti = x = (kn)"1 I I x ^ \ 
i=l j=l 
(22) 
i = (kn)"1 I I (x^ i )-x)(x^ )-x)' 
1=1 3=1 J 
(23) 




Z„ = (kn)"1 I j ( x < i ) - x ( i ) ) ( x ( i ) - x ( 1 ) ) ' 
i=l j=l J J 
(25) 
(kn)"^. (26) 
n ,. , ... n 
:x ( i ). Since I (x i ; - x ) ( x i ; - x ) » = I (x i ; - x u ; ) ( x i ; - x u ; ) ' + n(! 
j = l j=l J J 
x)(x 1 -x)', Equation (23) can be written as I = (kn)~ J J (*• ' 
K V i=l j=l ~ D 
- ^ W ^ - ^ V + U n ) " 1 I n ( x ( i ) - S ) ( B ( i ) - S ) ? = ( k n^CCrD), where x i=l 
D = n I (x ( i )-x)(x ( i )-x)'. Thus 
i=l 






L(fi) = kn -kn/2 
(2TT)P|C 
and 
A(X ( 1 ),...,X ( k )) = C+D (27) 
This result was first derived by Wilks (70). It is customary to denote 
the 2/kn power of Equation (27) by A, and this is called Wilk's A cri­
terion. Thus, 
A = |C||C+D| 1 , (28) 
and the form of the critical region is given by 
w = {(X ( 1 ),...,X ( k )): |C| [C+Df^k}, -1 (29) 
where k needs to be determined such that the probability of type I error 
is a. Wilk's A criterion arises in many areas of multivariate statis­
tics and has received considerable attention in the past ten years. 
When p = 1 and the null hypothesis is true, A = (l+q^/q2)~1 where 
k - = 2 k n 2 q 1 = n I (x.-x) and q2 ~ I I (x..-x.) • However, (kn-k)Q / i=l 1 i=l j=l 1 3 1 
(k-l)0_ is distributed as an F(k-l,k(n-l)) . Consequently, 
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r r 1 
A = l+((k-l)/(kn-k))F , where F denotes F(k-l,kn-k). Equivalently, 
F = (kn-k)(l-A) ((k-l)AJ \ and one would reject H Q whenever F exceeded 
F(k-l,kn-k,A), a result stated earlier. 
When p > 2 and the null hypothesis is true, Wilks and others have 
solved the distributional problem. Let denote the d.f. of the total 
sums of squares and products matrix C + D; let denote the d.f. of the 
sums of squares and products matrix D due to hypothesis; let p denote 
the number of variables. To denote this, the test statistic A is some­
times written A(p,v ,v 2). For H Q: j ^ 1 ^ = ;^/2^ = ... = u/ k\ v 1 = kn - 1 
and = k - 1. If X denotes the standard beta random variable with 
. . _2_ ct—1 6—1 parameters a and 3, then f^(x) = (B(A,3)J x (1-x) , 0 < x < 1, and 
E(X r) = [r(A+3)r(A+r)]/[r(A)r(A+3+r)]. Wilks (70) showed that E(A r) = 
P r- r 
II E(X^), where the X^ are independent standard beta random variables 
with = (l/2)(v -Vg+l-h) and 3^ = Vg/2. Since the range of each X^ is 
finite, the moments determine the distribution uniquely. By a compari­
son of moments, some particular cases are presented below in Table 7. 
Bartlett (5) obtained the characteristic function of W = -m In A from 
E(A r), and derived a first approximation by stating that W is approxi-
2 
mately distributed as x (P v 2^ where m = - (1/2)(p+v2+l). Rao (57) 
obtained a better first approximation by using 
D _ 1 - A 1 / S ms + 2\ 
= 
where R is approximately distributed as an F(pv2,ms-2X) with 
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s = /(p^-'OAp^+v^-S) and A = -(pv2-2)/4. Box (9) extended Bartlett's 
result and gave a higher order approximation. 
2. 2 
Table 7. The Equivalence of Functions of A and 
F for Certain Values of p and v 
v 2 = 1, any p 
v 2 = 2, any p 
p = 1, any v 2 
p = 2, any v 2 
~ ~ A — = F ( P ' V P ) 
i - /K u i - P - 1 = F(2p,2(v -p-D) 
V - V 
1 - A 1 2 „, , — = F ( v v V 
1 - /A 1 ~ 2 V , - V „ - 1 
/A 
= F(2v2,2(v1-v2-l)) 
Schatzoff (61) has prepared tables from which the exact percentage 
<» 
points of W can be obtained, which are denoted by W . The tables have 
values of multiplying factors c as their entries such that W = 
2 
CX (pv2ja), and the null hypothesis is rejected at the a level if W > 
W\ For (p,v2) = (3,4), (4,4), (5,4), (6,4), (7,4), (8,4), (9,4), 
(10,4), (3,6), (4,6), (5,6), (6,6), (7,6), (8,6), (9,6), (10,6), 
(3,8), (5,8), (7,8), (8,8), (3,10), (5,10), (7,10), and a = .005, .010, 
.025, .050, .100, one can find values of c for M = 1(1)10, 12(2),20,24, 
30,40,60,120,°°, where M = v 1 ~ v 2 - p + l. Anderson (3) has shown that 
A(p,v2 ,v1~v2) = A(v2,p,v^-p). This enables one to use Schatzoffs 
tables when v 2 is odd and p is even. M is invariant under this change. 
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Note that the tables only contain values of multiplying factors for 
even or p even. When p and are both odd, approximations to c can be 
obtained by linear interpolation. The power of the test is not dis­
cussed here since it involves characteristic roots. However, Kshirsagar 
(49) does present a detailed development for the null hypothesis under 
consideration. Miller (53) presents a simultaneous technique. 
2 
2. Tests of Significance and Hotellmg's T 
In this chapter, the population parameters governing the repeti­
tive process were unknown, and unbiased estimates were obtained for 
them. The process was judged to be in control relative to x. However, 
the process may not be in control at some target value of the population 
mean, denoted by JJQ. Bowker and Lieberman (8) describe this for the 
case of one quality characteristic as follows: 
For example, suppose that an item is being produced according 
to a probability distribution which has a mean, x', equal to 20. 
If the aimed-at-value is x' = 25, the control chart based on 
x' = 25 will exhibit a lack of control. . . . with the present 
machine setting, the process is in control at x' = 20. The 
term "state of control" should be interpreted in this light. 
Since x should be "close" to the actual population mean, the control of 
the process was determined relative to x and not some aimed-at-value . 
When a state of statistical control has been obtained at x, an entirely 
new problem arises in changing the process to a new state of control 
using some aimed-at-value or determining the control of the process at 
this aimed-at-value. In these situations, the aimed-at-value is denoted 
by JJQ. Again, E is assumed to be unknown. 
The first situation that may arise is when a random sample of 
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size m has been obtained in some period, and it is necessary to deter­
mine whether the process is in control relative to JJ in this period. 
This can be viewed as a hypothesis testing problem, viz., 
V H = H 0 versus H ± : % * ^ 
with E unknown. To test : u_ = versus H : ̂  4 ŷ  by the likelihood 
ratio principle, based on a random sample of size m, 
sup{L(x|u,,E): (y,E)£0)} 
A(X) = , (30) 
sup{L(x|u.,E): (y,E)eft} 
2 
where ft and u> are those subsets of Euclidean (p +3p)/2 space such that 
u> = {(JJ,E): = E is positive definite}, 
ft = {(^,1): -°° < j(j < °°, E is positive definite}. 
Let L(oi) and L(ft) denote the numerator and denominator, respectively, 
of Equation (30). Using a procedure similar to that used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, one obtains 




FROM THEOREM 3.1, IT IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS THAT 
Ho = 
M 
tQ = (L/M) I ( X ^ - X K ^ - B ) ' = (L/M)A, 
H=L 
THUS 
- |-M/2 |- |M/2 
A(X) = — = — (31) 
£ -M/2 I£ M/2 
ft ' W 
NOW Z = (L/M)A + (X-J^QXX-JJQ) 1. THUS 
O/ lAl 
A2/M = , (32) 
|A+M(£-J^K£-Mo> f I 
WHERE A 2 / M DENOTES (A(X)) 2 / M. NOTE A 2 / M IS A SPECIAL CASE OF WILK'S A 
CRITERION. SINCE A + M(X-]J0 ) (X-JJ Q ) ' = A(L+MA 1(X-U / Q ) (X-JU Q ) ') , EQUATION 
(32) BECOMES 
A 2 / M = | l+INA - 1(J-JJ 0)(X- II 0 ) , r 1 . (33) 
BY LEMMA 2.5, THE DETERMINANT OF THE MATRIX 
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equals the reciprocal of Equation (33), which also equals |l+m(x-
HQ)'A X - J J Q ) | . But, the determinant of a scalar equals the scalar, 
Thus, 1 + m(x-^0)TA ^x-y^) = | I+mA 1(x-yj0) (x-^ Q)' | , and 
A 2 / m = (l+T^m-l)-1)"1, (34) 
2 - -1 -
where T = mCx-^ )'S (x-u^). The form of the critical region is given 
by 
w = {X: mCx-u, )'s \x-y_)>c}. (35) 
This result is presented in Anderson (3). A solution to the general 
distributional problem can be formulated using Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.4. Let X^jX^,...,Xm be a random sample from X, where 
X~N(^,Z). Then m(X-^Q)'s"1(X-^Q) is distributed as (p(m-l)/(m-
p))Fr(p,m-p,A), where A = mCu,-^ )' E*1(̂ -Jti0 ). 
Proof. From Theorem 3.2, X~N(^,£/m). Thus, y5n (X-u^) is normally 
distributed with mean vector n ) and covariance matrix £. From 
m-1 
Theorem 3.2, (m-l)S is independently distributed as £ Yh Yh wi- t n the 
h=l 
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Y h independent and Yh~N(0,E), h = l,2,...,m-l. Then, by Theorem 5.1, 
(T /(m-l)j ((m-p)/pj is distributed as F'(p,m-p,A) where T = m(X-
When X~N(^0,E), then A - 0, and (T /(m-1))((m-p)/p) is distributed as 
2 
a central F random variable. The distribution of T under the null 
hypothesis was first derived by Hotelling (35) and is called Hotelling's 
2 
T distribution. Hence, the critical constant c in Equation (35) is the 
modified percentage point (p(m-l)/(m-p)]F(p,m-p,a) such that 
p(M(X-Ain)'s"1(X-iin)>(p(M-l)/(M-p)]F(p,M-p,A)|]I=IIJ = a. 
In testing H Q : )j = JJ ^ versus H ^ : JJ 4 JJQ, the decision maker would take a 
random sample of size m, compute m(x-y-)TS "'"(x-vO, and determine 
~ ~u ~ ~0 
whether this quantity exceeds (p(m-l)/(m-p)}F(p,m-p,a), where F(p,m-p,ct) 
is obtained from tables of the F distribution. 
The power of the test : JJ = ̂  vs. : JJ j- £ is denoted T T ( A ) , 
where 
T T ( A ) = p(m(X-ii0)'S-1(X-^0)>(p(m-l)/(m-p))F(p,m-p,a)|Ai). 
Equivalently, T T ( A ) = P (F1 (p ,m-p , A )>F(p ,m-p ,a) | yj . Lachenbruch (50) 
gives values of these probabilities for a = .01, .05, = 1(1)10, 
12(2)16,20,24,30,40,50,75, v 2 = 2(2)20, 24(4)36, 40(10)80, and 
/A/(v1tl) = 1(.5)3, 4(1)8. Tiku (67) has published tables for a = 
.005, .01, .025, .05, v = 1(1)10,12, v = 2(2) 30 ,40 ,60,120 ,«>, and 
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A/(v +1) = .5(.5)3.0. However, the easiest computation of the power is 
by the use of the Pearson and Hartley (56) charts. The charts are 
expressed in terms of a quantity <f>, where <f> = /A/(p+l) . An abridged 
version of these tables is contained in Morrison (55). Unfortunately, 
A depends on E which is unknown. One reasonable technique is to replace 
2 
E by its unbiased estimate. Since F'(v ,°°,A) = x' (vj_»X)/v^, these 
charts can also be used to obtain the power of the test on the means 
when E is known (Chapter IV) by letting = p, v 2 = 00, and A = n(jj-
JJQ)'E "'"(JJ-JJQ). For E known or unknown, a paradox arises involving the 
power of the test. This paradox and its resolutions are treated in 
Chapter VI. 
In testing H^: JJ. = ̂  vs. H^: }I 4- ̂  with E unknown, confidence 
intervals for the p coordinate means or other parametric functions of JJ 
can be obtained based on the presentation in Chapter IV. Miller (53) 
gives a detailed account of their development. 
F P 
The first method is based on Bonferroni's inequality: 
P 
p 
> 1 - I P(Af). If X~N(y,a2) with both y and a 2 unknown, 
h=l 
then the two statistics y = X - t lr. -(S/v̂ m) and y = X + t , N A S / / M ) 
Y/2,m-l y/2,m-l 
constitute a 100(l-y)% confidence interval for y based on a random 
2 
sample of size m. Since X~N(^,E) and (^ »ajj ̂» h = t h e n 
9 2 2 2 - v 2 
\ ~ N ( V V M ) a n d ( m- 1 ) Sh / ah~ x ( m _ 1 ) > w h e r e Xh = ( 1 / m ) > *hj a n d Sh = 
-1 M 9 
(M~IR L=1 ( V V • L e t HH - \ - t a / 2 P . n - i ( V ' C ) ^ + 
ta/2p m - l ^ t / ^ ' a n d l e t \ d e n o t e t a e e v e n t "that (Vjj»Vh) covers ŷ . 
r P 1 
n A, > 1 - a, and the Bonferroni confidence interval estimates Then P 
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are given by 
± t a/2p,m-l h (ŝ /Zm") (36) 
The percentage points t a/2p,m-l have been tabulated by Dunn (20) for 
a = .05, .01, p = 2(1)9, 10(5)50,100,250, v = 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 24, 
30, 40 , 60 , 120 , 00, where v = m-1. A nomogram has been prepared by 
James-Levy (43) which permits a rapid determination of these points. 
For any k linear combinations, the Bonferroni intervals can be found by 
introducing the appropriate a in 
sented in the following theorem. A proof is not presented since it 
closely parallels the proof of Theorem 4.3. However, it must be assumed 
that S is positive definite so that S = CC. 
Theorem 5.5. Let ,X 2,. • • 9 X ^ be a random sample from X, where X~N(JJ,Z) 
with both JJ and £ unknown. Then 
a'ja = a'x ± (/mt )(a'Sa) 1/2 a/2k,m-l 
The second method is based on Scheffe's F technique and is pre-
P[(a'(X-jj)) <c (a'Sa) for all nonnull a] = 1 - a, (37) 
where c = (p(m-l)/(m-p)m}F(p,m-p,a). 
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Since the decision maker is interested in only a finite number of a, 
the confidence coefficient is at least 1 - a. An immediate consequence 
of Equation (37) and Lemma 4.5 is that the confidence interval estimates 
for ŷ  , h = 1,...,p are given by 
^ ± (p(m-l)/(m-p)mj1/2(F(pJm-p,a)j1/2sh (38) 
Other parametric functions of y_ can be obtained by varying the elements 
of a. 
The only difference between the Bonferroni intervals and the 
Scheffe intervals are the constants t . and fp(m-l)/(m-p)F(p,m-
a/2p,m-l \ K r 
Pja)]"'"^2, respectively. The decision maker can easily determine which 
constant is smaller. 
2 
As mentioned at the outset of this section, the Hotelling T pre­
sented herein is applicable to situations where a random sample of size 
m has been obtained in some period and it was desired to determine 
process control relative to JJQ in this period. There are several cases 
where this occurs. After having obtained k rational subgroups of size 
n, the decision maker might be interested in determining whether the 
process is in control at some specified value ; in this case, m = kn. 
Another case occurs when the decision maker has obtained a random sample 
of m vectors and wishes to determine process control relative to u_ ; for 
example, this situation could arise when production commences. Since 
neither of these cases are repetitive types of procedures, control 
charts would not be established. However, the control chart concept 
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could arise in the case where a random sample of size m is obtained on 
successive occasions and the sample variance-covariance matrix and the 
sample mean vector are computed each time; in this case a control chart 
could be established with control limit given by (p(m-l)/(m-p)}F(p,m-
p,a). 
2 
Another use of Hotelling's T would be m the control of future 
observations where the sample variance-covariance matrix is determined 
from past data. Furthermore, the state of control is the aimed-at value 
denoted by ŷ . The distributional problem is treated in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Let X~N(ji,Z). Based on an initial random sample of size 
-1 m 
RA> S M = ( R A " I R J , L E T Xl2>X22--->Xn2 d e n ° t e t h e h=l n 
elements of a successive random sample, where X ~ (1/n) T X, ̂ . Then ^ ~n . L. ~h2 h=l 
n(E n~Mo )' S m 1^^n~Ho ̂  "*"S d ^ - s t r i b u t e d a s (p(m-l)/(m-p)) F' (p,m-p,A), where 
P R O O F . From Theorem 3.2, X ^ N ^ E / n ) . Thus, (i^-u^) is distributed 
as YT[/n (^-^Q),^). In addition, (m-DS^ is independently distributed as 
m-1 
I YhY^ with the Y h independent and Yh~N(0,E), h = 1,2,...,m-1. Then, 
h=l 
by Theorem 5.1, (T /(m-1)) ((m-p)/p) is distributed as F'(p,ra-p,A) where 
Thus, the decision maker would compute S ,x , and determine whether 
m ~n 
n ( B n-H 0 ) , s m 1 ( i n--H 0 ) e x c e e d s (p(m-l)/(m-p))F(p,m-p,a). 
Ill 
This process could be repeated for additional random samples of size n, 
and a control chart could be established. Note that n could equal one. 
Furthermore, 
T T ( X ) = P(n(Xn-iio)'S^1(Xn-Ai0)>(p(m-l)/(m-p))F(p,m-p,a)|i ), 
which can easily be determined for each new random sample of size n. 
Also, confidence intervals for any parametric function of u, are easily 
obtained using either the Bonferroni or Scheffe techniques. A modifi­
cation of this control procedure is suggested. For h = 1,2,..., let n^ 
denote the sizes of the additional random samples. If the test statis­
tic based on the n^ data vectors does not indicate lack of control, then 
the statistic for the next n^ data vectors becomes n_(x -y~)'S ^ (x -
2 2 0 m+n^ ~n 2 
i O , where S = f(m-l)S +(nn-l)S ]/(m+nn-2) and the critical constant ^0 5 m+n.̂  ^ m 1 nJ 1 
becomes (p(m+n^-2)/(m+n^-l-p))F(p,m+n^-l-p,a). In view of the updating 
of the sample variance-covariance matrix, it would be of no benefit to 
establish a control chart limit since it would change for each succes­
sive sample. This updating takes on added importance if a separate 
control chart is being maintained for S . Furthermore, this updating 
h 
could take place less frequently than after each sample of size n^. 
2 
The previous uses of Hotelling's T were to determine the control 
of a process relative to . A modification of this is the determina­
tion of control relative to some sample mean where both this sample mean 
and the sample variance-covariance matrix are obtained from past data. 
The distributional problem is treated in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.7. Let X~N(}j,Z). Based on an initial random sample of size 
m m 
m, X = (1/m) J X,n , and S = (m-l)_ V (X, -X Kl.-X )'. Let ' ~m n ̂ n -̂ hl m ^ ^ 1 ~m ^ 1 ~m h=l h=l 
Xn_,X»~ ,... ,X ̂  denote the elements of a successive random sample, where ~12 ~22 5 ~n2 
n -i X = (1/n) y X ^ N . Then n(X -X )'S (X -X ) is distributed as ~n , ~h2 ~n ~m m ~n ~m h=l 
(p(m+n)(m-l)/( m -mp ))F(p,m-p) 
P R O O F . Since X ~N(u,sZ/n) and X -NCji.Z/m), then U = /(ran) / (m+n) (X -ii m ~ ~Q 
Xm)~N(0,Z). In addition, (m-l)S is independently distributed as 
m-1 
I l h l h w i t h the Y h independent and Yh~N(0,Z), h = 1,2,...,m-1. Then 
(mn/(m+n)l(X -X )'S (X -X ) is distributed as fp(m-l)/(m-p)}F(p,m-p). J ~n ~m m ~n ~m ^ J f
1(X  
Equivalently, n(X -X )'S "*"(X -X ) is distributed as c(m,n ,p )F(p ,m-p) M ' ~n ~m m ~n ~m 
where c(m,n,p) = (p(m+n)(m-l)/(m2-mp)) . || 
Thus, the decision maker would compute x , S , x , and determine whether ' r ~m m ~n 
n(x -x )'S ^(x -x ) exceeds c(m,n,p)F(p,m-p,a). This process could be ~n ~m m ~n ~m 
repeated for additional random samples of size n, and a control chart 
could be established. Note that n could equal one. Confidence intervals 
for any parametric function are easily obtained using either the Bon­
ferroni or Scheffe techniques. Furthermore, either S or x could be 
^ m m 
updated prior to each additional random sample or less frequently. 
The literature, including both the history and apparent errors, 
can now be reviewed. Jackson (10,41,4-2) has apparently incorrectly ap-
2 
plied one form of Hotellmg's T distribution in two separate, but re­
lated papers. Using a "suitable base period of 75 successive analyses, 
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during which no trouble had occurred . . .," he attempts to analyze 
these 75 past observation vectors for lack of control by using the test 
2 statistic T for h = 1,2,...,75, where J 
T 2 = (X^-XVS "^X^-X) 
and X and S are based on the 75 observations. Jackson claims that 
Tj = (p(n-l)/(n-2))F(p,n-2), where p = 2 and n = 75. Unfortunately, 
2 2 -Tj does not seem to follow Hotelling's T distribution since (X^-X) and 
S 1 are not independent. The proof of this result is based on a neces­
sary and sufficient condition presented by Rao (58), which is a multi­
variate analogue of Craig's (13) theorem for the independence of a 
linear and quadratic form. If X^~N(JJ,Z), h = l,2,...,n, and the X^ 
are independent and X = [X^,X2,...jX^], then Rao proves that XBX' and 
XC are independently distributed if and only if C'B = 0'. 
Remark 5.2. S and (X^-X) are not independently distributed, where 
X^-N^,!), for h = l,2,...,n. 
-1 n 
Proof. Since S = (n-1) J (X^ -*) ̂ " X ^ ' » s c a n b e represented as 
h=l 
S = (n-1) 1X(I-n 1U)X', where U denotes the (nxn) unit matrix. Further, 
X = X(n 1 ^ ) , where ^ denotes the (nxl) unit vector. Thus, (X^-X) = 
Xe^ - X(n "̂j,) = X(e^-n 1 j ), where e^ = 6̂  j . Since 
(e -n -'-jVCl-ii 1U) = (-n 1,...,-n 1,l-n _ 1,-n" ±,. .. ,-n"1) i 0', 
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(X^-X) and S are not independently distributed by the contrapositive of 
Rao's necessary condition. || 
2 In view of Theorem 5.1, it follows that T is not a form of Hotelling's J 
2 
T . Jackson's 75 base period observations could have been used to 
analyze the control of future observations as follows. Let X^^ and 
S^^ denote the sample mean vector and sample covariance matrix, respec­
tively, based on the original 75 observations. Then for successive 
observations h, h = 1,2,..., the statistic 
T 2 = ( ^ - B 7 5 ) ' S ^ ^ - X ^ ) 
is distributed as ((76)(74)p/(75)(73))F(p,75-p). This follows from 
2 Theorem 5.7 with n = 1. Even if Jackson had intended to use T for the J 
control of future observations, he apparently should have used the con­
trol limit (5624p/5475)F(p,75-p,a) and not (74p/73)F(p,75-p,a). For 
p = 2 and a = .05, the suggested control limit is 6.4098 while Jackson's 
control limit is 6.3255. If Jackson assumed that the sample of size 75 
was large enough to justify the replacement of !R and Ŝ ,. by ji and Z, 
2 . 
respectively, then the test statistic x is valid for testing the con­
trol of the original 75 observations and any future observations, where, 
for h = 1,2,... ,75 ,... , 
2 
The control limit now becomes x (p5ct), which equals 5.99 for p = 2 and 
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a = .05. Thus, if X and S ̂- are "close" to JJ and Z, respectively, 
then Jackson has used a good, heuristic procedure. Furthermore, Jack­
son's work is not to be slighted in view of his attempts to acquaint 
2 
readers with Hotelling's T and his utilization of principal components 
to reduce the dimensionality. 
Ghare and Torgersen (23) have also apparently used the wrong test 
statistic. They wished to analyze 30 subgroups of 5 observations each 
for lack of control. Based on these 150 observations, they computed 
values for X and S 1. Evidently, they were unaware of any form of 
2 
Hotelling's T statistic since they used S as the population variance-
covariance matrix and then used the following Chi-square test statistic: 
2 _ = _ ! _ = 
/ - n/'V _v1ic f V _v XG.T = N % - ^ ' S 
2 2 for h = 1,2,...,30. Obviously, x n T 1 S n o" t distributed as a x random b, i 
variable. It is not clear from their paper if S was computed using the 
150 
formula (1/149) £ (X.-X) ()L-X)' or whether S was found by using the 
h=l 
concept of a pooled estimate, denoted S . If S was used, then n(X -r p p ~h 
= -1 - = 2 
X)'S (X^-X) is a form of Hotelling's T , and, for a = .005, the control 
limit should be 10.80 and not 10.597 as they have stated. If the pooled 
es timate is not used, then (X^-X) and S are not independent and n(X^-
= -1 - = 2 
X)'S (X^-X) is not a form of Hotelling's T . Also note that Ghare and 
Torgersen use X for X and V for E/n. However, they have apparently used 
for the first time the multivariate analogue of k rational subgroups. 
More recently, Montgomery and Wadsworth (54) have also used a 
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2 
form of Hotelling's T . For ten rational subgroups with ten observa­
tions each and two quality characteristics, they use the test statistic 
T 2 = n(X-X)'S """(X,-X) , M,W ^h ~ J p ~h ~ y 
for h = 1,2,...,10, with an upper control limit of (p(n-l)/(n-p)jF(p ,n-
p,a). For k = 1 0 , n = 1 0 , p = 2 , and a = .01, their control limit is 
19.46, whereas it apparently should be (1620/890)F(2 ,89 ,.01) = 8.82. 
2 
This corresponds more closely to x (2,.01), which equals 9.21. 
2 
The first use of the T random variable m a control chart set­
ting was by Hotelling (36,37) in the testing of bombsights. However, 
2 
his 1951 paper is primarily known for the development of the T^ sta­
tistic, explained below. Let Xn.,X^n ,...,X . denote the elements of an 
r ~11'~21' ~ml 
m m 
initial random sample where X^ = (1/m) \ X ^ and S m = (m-1) £ ^^hi~ 
h=l h=l X )(X, -X ).' Then a measure of the quality of a single bomb in a subse-~m ~hl ~m 2 quent period is T , where B 
2 2 2 
TB = X I £ij XiB XjB J 1=1 3=1 
and I . , denotes the inverse of the sample variance-covariance matrix S . iD m 
2 . . 2 Obviously, T is a form of Hotelling's T mentioned in Theorem 5.1 with B 
p = 2 and v = m - 1. An overall measure of the quality of a flight, 
2 
sight, or lot is obtained by summing T over the number of bombs in-
2 2 2 volved for that characteristic. These are denoted by T T , T A T , OF OS OL 
respectively. These overall measures can be treated more generally. 
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Let £j_2 j X22 9 ' ' ' , Xn2 d e n c r t e "^e el e m e n"ts of a subsequent independent 
n 
random sample where X = (1/n) £ ^h2* -̂ en 
h=l 
7 n n 2 2 
T0 = I TB = I J I £ij XiB XjB 9 h=l h h=l i=l j=l J h J h 
2 2 where does not have the Hotelling's T distribution presented m 
2 2 2 Theorem 5.1. T^ can be partitioned into T^ and T^, where 
2 2 
t« = N I I £- -X-X. = nX'S_1X M . ̂ . . ̂  in I 1 ~n m ~n i=l ]=1 J J 
and 
n 2 2 _ n _ i _ 
K= I I I B -x.)(x. B -X.) = Y (XB -X )'S ̂ (X^ -X ). D , S ._T ._n i: IB, i jB, 3 .̂ ~B, ~n m ~B, ~n h=l i=l 3=1 h J h J h=l h h 
2 2 Now T^ is a form of Hotelling's T as in Theorem 5.1 with p = 2 and 
2 . 
v = m - 1. However, T is not of this form. Let S' denote the matrix 
n 2 2 2 with elements s!. = (1/n) Y X._ X._ . Then T n = n Y Y £..s!.. 
1 3 h=l l Bh ^h 0 i=i j=i ^ ^ 
'in = ^ - D " 1 I <XiB " Xi ) ( XnB 1 3 h=l l Bh 1 l B\ 
Let S" denote the matrix with elements s 
2 2 
X.). Then T 2 = (n-1) Y Y £..s'.'.. Thus, both T 2 and T 2 are of the 
] D ^ i] i] 0 D 
.1, 
same form. To generalize the preceding cases, let S denote the matrix 
whose elements have q degrees of freedom. Then the statistic 
2 2 2 
To 
y 
z z = q Y Y £..s*. • _-I . -I ii in 
1=1 1=1 J J 
2 2 is known as Hotelling's Generalized T^. The distribution of T Q for 
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p > 3 has been studied by Constantine (12). T can also be written as 
q tr(S*S - 1). 
Hicks (30) has also used Hotelling!s T 2 distribution in indus­
trial applications, but control charts were not used. His primary use 
was to test the equality of two population means. 
2 . 
The only textbook presentation of the use of Hotelling's T m a 
multivariate control chart setting has been by Johnson and Leone (46). 
For p variates, Johnson and Leone consider the control of subsequent 
individual observations by the statistic 
T 2 L = (X.-E(X))'S~1(xi-E(X)j , 
where T^ ^ is distributed as (pv/(v-p+1))F(p,v-p+1) with v being the 
number of degrees of freedom in estimating the sample variances and co-
variances. They emphasize that S is based on past data. They also con­
sider the case of replacing X^ by X. These cases correspond to some of 
the uses of Theorem 5.4. 
This chapter commenced with a review of the empirical control 
charts for the mean for one quality characteristic and demonstrated how 
this could also be viewed as the familiar significance test for the 
equality of k means. For more than one quality characteristic, a test 
statistic was suggested for the case of rational subgroups and its dis­
tribution was developed. Using this test statistic, the marginal power 
for a subgroup was developed subject to certain conditions. The use of 
simultaneous techniques to determine the components responsible for 
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rejection was also presented. For the concept of rational subgroups and 
for general p, these ideas do not seem to have previously appeared in 
2 
the literature. The use of Hotelling's T for other circumstances was 
also presented; for all of these cases, Z was unknown, and it was de­
sired to determine the control of the process relative to either some 
JJQ or some x^ determined from previous data. Some of these concepts 
also do not seem to have appeared previously. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE POWERS OF THE \ 2 AND T 2 TESTS 
In testing the H Q: y = y Q vs. H.̂ : y 4- y Q based on a random sample 
of size n from a normal population where a is known, the power of the 
test is given by 
TT(6) = $(6-z a / 2) + * ( - 6 - z a / 2 ) , (39) 
where 6 = (u -u )v£T/a and E(X) = u^. This agrees with the results pre­
sented in Chapter IV for p in general, where 
TT(X) = P(n(X-iio)'Z-1(X-ii0)>x2(psa)|ii) (40) 
-1 2 and A = n^-y^) f Z (^-^). Note that 6 = A. Because of the relation-
2 
ship between the noncentral x a n d noncentral F random variables, this 
power can be obtained from the Pearson and Hartley charts by letting 
v 2 = 00. For the above-mentioned univariate test of hypothesis when a is 
not known, 
, ( 6 ) = p(»dT;_ 1>t o / ( 4 D 
where T 1 . denotes the noncentral T random variable with n - 1 degrees n-l 
of freedom. By definition, 
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/ X 2(V)/V 
where 6 is some constant. Resnikoff and Lieberman (59) have prepared 
tables of its distribution. For the univariate test of hypothesis, 
Tn-1 = Tn 1 + ( 6 a / S ) ' where a/S = /(n-l)/x2(n-l). The power of this 
univariate test can be obtained directly from the Pearson and Hartley 
2 1/2 
charts by letting = 1, = n -1, and <f> = modd^-^) (n/2cr ) . This 
agrees with the results presented in Chapter V for general p where 
TT(A) = p(n(X-Hn),S-1(X-^n)>(p(n-l)/(n-p)JF(p,n-p,a)|^j , (42) 
and A = n ^ - ^ ) ' E ̂ - i ^ ) with <j> = A/(p+l). 
Examination of the Pearson and Hartley charts reveals that for p 
in general the power is a monotonically increasing function of <J> and 
2 2 thus of A or 6 . For p = 1, as modCu^-y^) increases (decreases), <S 
increases (decreases), and the power increases (decreases). Also as a 
2 
increases (decreases), 6 approaches zero (infinity), and the power 
approaches a (one). In the remainder of this chapter, interest is 
centered on the investigation of the power for general p, but particu­
larly for p = 2. Since the noncentrality parameters for Equations (40) 
and (42) are identical, both of these cases will be considered simul­
taneously where E 1 in the latter case may be thought of as a nuisance 
parameter. 
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1. Properties of the Power Function 
For p = 2, the noncentrality parameter A = n C u ^ )'E ^(u^-u^) be­
comes 
fl 2,-1, 2 -2 _ -1 -1 2 -2. f . 
A = n(l-p ) (a-j.0! " p a l a 2 a l °2 2°2 ' 
where a, = u, - u. and E(X) = [y n,y 0] T. Note that for i = 1,2 ,-°°<a. <°° s
n h h^ ~ 1 2 i 
CK>0, and -l<p<l. The degenerate cases of = 0 or p = 1 will not be 
considered. 
Equation (43) will first be considered as a function of a^ and 
a 2, denoted g. That is, g: {(a^,a 2): -oo<a «»} -> {t: t^O}, where gCa.^, 
a 2) = na'E "*~a. Since g(a^,a2) is a positive definite quadratic form in 
2 
a, then g is a strictly convex function over all of E . Thus, the maxi­
mum of g is never attained, which implies that the power increases as 
||a-o|| = Î -JJQII increases. The minimum of g occurs when a = 0 or u_ = J J ^ , 
in which case the power equals a, the probability of Type I error. 
These results agree with the univariate case. Quite often, the decision 
maker is interested in the effect of only one a^. To indicate that one 
a^ is held constant, g will be denoted by g. For constant a 2, dg/da^ = 
n(l-p2) 1(-2pa 1 1a 2 1a 2+2a 1a 1 2), and d2g/da2 = n(l-p2) 1 ( 2 a 1 2 ) 9 which 
indicate that the minimum power occurs at a^ = pa^a^a,^. Furthermore, 
V 0 ^ 2/ 2 x2 g(a l Sa 2) = na 2/a 2 = 6 , 
which is the square of the noncentrality parameter for a univariate test 
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of hypothesis on the second component. For constant a^, a similar mini­
mum occurs. Morrison (55) obtains a similar result, assuming a - 19 
o^=l. He also points out that "negative values of p lead to higher 
power probabilities for the same u.-u. of like signs." 
1 "̂0 
Equation (4-3) will now be considered as a function of and a , 
denoted f. That is, f: {(o^9a^): CK>0} -> {t: t>0}, where the degenerate 
case a = = 0 will not be considered. If a = 0, then the range in­
cludes the zero point. Now the interpretation is that a^ and a^ are 
fixed. Setting the partials of f equal to zero implies that 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
ai = 3 1 P a2 a 2 ' °2 ~ a 2 p al ai* 
Thus, there are no interior points at which the partials vanish. 
Since 
f(a1,a2) = n(l-p2) ̂ a a " ^ a ^ 1 ) 2 + 2(1-p)a-1a20'i'0215 
it follows that f(a^sa2) ->• 0 0 as (o^9o^) -> (0,0). Furthermore, 
f(a 1 9a 2) -> 0 as (a^c^) -> (°°,°°). These results agree with the univari­
ate case. It should be noted that f is neither strictly convex nor 
strictly concave. The properties of f will now be investigated by fix­
ing either or and considering different cases. To indicate that 
either or is fixed, f will be denoted by f. 
The first case to be considered is when a^ and a 2 have the same 
2-2 2-2 
signs. Suppose p = 0. Then f(a^9o^) - n(a^a^ + a2 a2 ^' F i x 0 j * F o r 
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2 2 2 
i 4 j , as CK increases, f decreases to na_./a_., which equals 5 , the non­
centrality parameter for a univariate test of hypothesis on the jth com­
ponent. As decreases, f increases, and the power increases. Suppose 
p < 0, and f(a l Sa 2) is given by Equation (43). As Morrison has pointed 
out, the power is automatically increased since all the terms are posi­
tive. Fix , For i 4 j 9 as increases (decreases), f decreases 
(increases), and the power decreases (increases). This also applies if 
and simultaneously increase (decrease). Finally, suppose p > 0, 
Again f(o^9o^) is given by Equation (43). Fix o^. Then df/da^ = 
n(l-p2) 1(-2a 2a 1 3+2pa 1a 2a 1 2a 2 1) and d2f/da2 = n(l-p2)T"1(6a20~^-
-3-1 * ~ ~ 2 ~ 2 4pa1a2a^ ). Let f and f" denote df/do^ and d f/do^, respectively. 
" 0 - 1 - 1 0 Setting f'(a1,a2) = 0 implies that o^.= aj_ a2 p a2 9 where a denotes a 
0 o 
critical point. Since f"(cf ,a2)>0, f(a l Sa 2) is a minimum value of f. 
Furthermore, let <j£ denote the point of inflection of f; then = 
-1 -1 • ~ it * & (3/2)a1a2p a 2 . This follows since fu(o^9o^)>0 for a 1 < A 1 » F M ( A 1 J A 2 ) = 
0, and f"(a19a2)<0 for cr̂ a!̂ . Also note that 
f(a°,a2) = na 2a 2 2 = 6 2 (45) 
f(a^,a2) = na2a22((9-8p2)/(9-9p2)) 
f(»,a2) = na^a^d-p 2)" 1 
Furthermore, a° is a global minimum since there are no local maxima. 
These properties are shown in Figure 6 for two different values of p 
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pl > P 2 S °2 fixed* 
Figure 6. An Illustration of the Power Paradox 
Similar results are obtained for by fixing a^. In this case, = 
&2a j? ̂ a-|^' Thus f has the following properties when a^ and a 2 have the 
2 
same sign and is fixed. For p = 0, f(a^,a2) 6 as °°. For 
2-12 ~ 0 2 p < 0, f(a^,a2) (1-p ) 6 as ->• °°. For p > 0, f(a^,a2) = 6 , which 
2 -1 2 
is less than f(°°,a2) = (1-p ) 6 . 
This final case leads to the following paradox. For fixed 
and increasing , the noncentrality parameter and the power decrease 
for aj_<ai» "t^ie P o w e r is a minimum when = ; and, for o^>o®, the 
power asymptotically increases as increases. Thus, for fixed , the 
1 noncentrality parameter is not a monotonically decreasing function of a 
as it was in the univariate case. Furthermore, at , the value of the 
noncentrality parameter is given by the univariate noncentrality param­
eter for a 2, as shown in Equation (45). Two resolutions of this paradox 
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will be offered in the next section, This result is also extremely 
important to the decision maker when because pf costs or other con­
straints only one CK can be adjusted. A general policy would be to 
always decrease CK when °i<0^' However, it is also permissible to 
increase A. when A.>A?. But, always avoid setting A. = A?. 
i 1 i i ;L 
The next case to be considered is when a^ and a^ have different 
signs. For p = 0, the same results are obtained as before. For p > 0, 
the same results are obtained as before when a^ and a 2 had the same 
sign and p < 0. Finally, for p < 0, the same results are obtained as 
before when p > 0. 
2. Resolutions of the Paradox 
The first interpretation of the paradox requires the concept of 
Fisherian information. Since this resolution of the paradox is not 
directly related to the major theme of quality control, the necessary 
background will be presented in an informal manner. The definitions 
and other concepts are based on those presented by Hogg and Craig (34), 
Lindgren (52), and Silvey (64). 
To provide an introduction, the first case to be considered is 
when the parameter 0 is one-dimensional and the random variable X is 
also one-dimensional. Let {f (x;9): 0eft} denote a family of probability 
X 
density functions, where f (x;0) is of known functional form but the 
x 
parameter 6 is unknown. For a fixed positive integer n, let x' = 
[X^,X2s...jX^] denote a random sample of size n from a distribution that 
is one member of the family {f^(x;6): Scft}. The basic problem in point 
estimation is that of defining a statistic U = h(X') so that u = h(x') 
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will be a "good" point estimate of 0. Let U = h (X') be another 
estimator of 0. The criterion of efficiency is sometimes used to com­
pare these two estimators, where the estimator U is said to be more 
efficient than U if E((U-0) ) < E((U -6) ) , and the relative efficiency 
of U 1 with respect to U, denoted e(U ,U), is the ratio of these quad­
ratic loss functions. As Lindgren states, "An absolute measure of ef­
ficiency of an estimate would require that its mean square deviation 
from the parameter being estimated be compared with a lower bound or 
absolute minimum of such mean square deviations, if one that is not zero 
exists." The Cramer-Rao inequality, also known as the Frechet inequal­
ity, provides such a lower bound. Let X^,X2,...,Xn denote a random 
sample of size n from a distribution that is one member of the family 
{f (x;0): 0eft}, and let U = h(X') be considered as an estimator for the 
parameter 0, then by the Cramer-Rao inequality, 
l/(u) > (i+b^(e))2/l/(v), 
where V = 3(£nf ,(X';0))/36, blJ( 6) is the bias in U, and b^(0) is the 
derivative of b^(6) with respect to 0. Certain regularity conditions 
must be satisfied. Since E(V) = 0, l/(V) = E(V 2). The quantity E(V2) 
was called by Fisher the amount of information about 0 contained in the 
sample. It is often denoted by 1(6). If U is an unbiased estimator of 
G, then the inequality becomes U(U)^1/I(0). As Silvey states, "The more 
information about 0 provided on average by the sample, the smaller we 
might expect the variance of a 'good' estimator to be." 1(G) has two 
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very useful properties. The first is that 1(9) = E(V2) = -EOV/30). 
Let x | and 1° e independent random samples from a distribution that 
is one member of the family {f (x;0): 0eft}. Then the second property 
is that I , Y l(0) = I V T(0) + Iv,(0). Thus, if i(0) denotes the infor-
~1 '~2 ~1 ~2 
mation about 0 contained in a single observation, 1(0) = ni(0) based on 
a random sample of size n. 
These concepts will now be extended to the case where 0 is an 
(rxl) vector of parameters and the random variable X is (pxl). For a 
fixed positive integer n, let X = [X^,X2,... jX^] denote a random sample 
of size n from a distribution that is one member of the family 
{f ,(x';0): 0eft}, where f ,(x';0) satisfies certain regularity condi-
tions. Let the (rxl) vector U = [U^ ,1^ ,.. . ,U^]' be an unbiased esti­
mator of 0 = [0^ ,0 2,.. . ,0_^]' , and let the (rxl) vector V have components 
~1' '~n 
for h = l,2,...,r. Furthermore, let I Q be the (rxr) matrix where 1̂  = 
CE(ViV^)], and E(V.jV_.) = -EOV^ae^). If C(U,U') denotes the covariance 
matrix of U, then the generalized Cramer-Rao inequality states that 
C(U,U') - I.1 is positive semi-definite. As Silvey states, I.1 is "in 
a sense a 'lower bound' for the variance matrix of an unbiased estimator 
of 0." Thus, the matrix IQ is a multivariate analogue of the informa­
tion, where C(V,V') = I Q. Silvey proves the generalized information in­
equality when E(U) = 0. Apparently, this result can be generalized to 
consider the class of biased estimators. That is, for h = l,2,...,r, 
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let E(U. ) = 6. + b(6, ), where b(6. ) is the bias in U, when used as an h h h h h 
estimator for 8, . Also, let b'(0, ) be the derivative of b(0, ) with h h n 
respect to 0^, and let D be an (r*r) diagonal matrix where the diagonal 
elements are 1 + b'(0, ). The Cramer-Rao lower bound now states that the 
h 
matrix C(U,U') - DI Q 1D is positive semi-definite. Since the noncentral­
ity parameter in Equation (4-3) pertained to sampling from a normal popu­
lation, only this case will be considered. 
Since Z 1 is assumed to be constant, the (pxl) vector 0 = JJ. 
To preserve a single notation, let L and InL be defined as in Equations 
(2) and (3) with the understanding that the likelihood interpretation 
does not apply here. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, it was shown that 
-1 - 2 -1 dlnL/3& - nZ (X-^). Thus, 8 JtnL/ajjau/ = -nZ , and the information 
matrix is -E(-nZ "*") = nZ while I 1 = Z/n is a "lower bound" for the 
variance-covariance matrix of an unbiased estimator of JJ. In Theorem 
3.2, it was shown that X is an unbiased estimator of JJ and that C(X,X') = 
Z/n so that the "lower bound" is attained in this case. For p = 1, it 
-2 
follows that I = na , while, for p = 2, 
i. = — £ 
i - P 2 
-2 -1 -1 
°1 - p ai a2 
-1 -1 -2 
-pa1 a2 a2 
(46) 
Let L(X) denote the probability law of the random variable X. Theorem 
2.4 stated that if L(X) = N(JJ,Z), then LiX^X^x^ = N (tii+2j_2^22^~2~^2 ̂ 9 
Zll"Z122'222:2l) ' F ° r P = 2 t h l S b e c o m e s /-(X1IX2=x2) = N(y1+p(a1/a2)(x2-
2 2 
p_),a1(l-p )). If a l 9a 2, and p are constant and X 9 is fixed, then the 
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information matrix for and y 2 based on a random sample of size n is 
given by 
1 - P' 
-1 -1 -po 1 a 2 
•1 -1 2 -2 
-pa 1 a 2 P a, 
(47) 
To distinguish between the notations used in Equations (46) and (47), 
let I(X ,X 2) and I(X |x 2) denote Equations (46) and (47), respectively. 
Furthermore, let l(X2) denote the information for y 2 in a random sample 
of size n from the univariate normal density of X 2 < If was shown that 
-2 I(X2) = na 2 . Now 
I(X ,x 2) = 
1 - P 
-2 -1 -1 0 0 °1 -pa 1 a 2 
+ n 
-1 -1 2 -2 0 -2 -pa 1 a 2 P a 2 °2 
— — 
Thus, I(X 1 SX 2) = I(X 1|X 2) + I(X 2). 
One final property of Fisher's information needs to be presented 
for the multiparameter case. If U is an unbiased estimator of 6, then 
c'U is an unbiased estimator of c'6, where c is a (rxl) vector of known 
constants. Since C (c'U,(c'U)') = c'C(U,U')c, it follows that c'C(U,U')c> 
c'l J~c, Silvey states that if we can find an unbiased estimator U such 
that C(U,U') = I this estimator has in this linear sense smaller dis-
persion than any other unbiased estimator of £. Thus, for the bivariate 
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normal, a'X has smaller dispersion than any other linear unbiased 
estimator of JJ , and this dispersion is given by a'I(X1,X2)a which equals 
2.-1 ( 2 -2 _ -1 -1 2 -2* ,.lQs n(l-p ) (a^i -2pa 1a 2a 1 a 2 +a 2a 2 ). (48) 
Since-I(X,X2) = I(X2> + I(X |x 2>, it follows that a'(l(X2)+I(X1|X2>)a = 
a'I(X^,X2)a, where 
a'(l(X2)+I(X1|X2))a = n(l-p 2)^ 1(a 1a 1 1-a 2pa 2 1) 2 + n a 2 ^ 2 , (49) 
and Equations (48) and (49) are identical. Since Equation (49) is the 
2 -2 . 
sum of two nonnegative terms and na^o^ is fixed, the information as 
-1 -1 2 
presented in Equation (49) is minimized when (a^a^ -a 2pa 2 ) = 0 or 
when a, = a,a0p ^a_\ For i = 1,2, let a. = u. - u. . Then the total 1 1 2 2 ' 1 1 I 
linear information given by Equation (48) is identical with the noncen­
trality parameter presented in Equation (43). Furthermore, for a^ and 
a 2 of the same sign, p > 0, and fixed a y that value of a which mini­
mizes the noncentrality parameter is that same value of an which mini­
mizes the information when X 2 is fixed. Thus, this is one interpreta­
tion for the minimization of the noncentrality parameter at a^. 
In the noncentrality parameter for Equation (42), Z ̂  was con-
2 2 
sidered as a nuisance parameter. Actually, since 6 = [u^,y2,a ,a2 ,p3' , 
the information matrix for this case is a (5x5) block diagonal matrix 
where the diagonal matrices are (2x2) and (3x3) and the off diagonal 
matrices are (2x3) and (3x2) zero matrices. The (2x2) diagonal matrix 
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is identical with Equation (46). Thus, if one lets the (5xi) vector 
a = [a^,a2,0,0,0]', then the same results are obtained. 
When the noncentrality parameter was considered as a function of 
a^ for fixed a 2, it was found that a^ = pâ â a,̂ ,. This is the same 
value of a^ that minimizes theinformation presented in Equation (49). 
The second resolution of the paradox is in the framework of a 
test of hypothesis. Let Y be a (pxl) vector where Y~N()J Y,E) and E is 
known. It is of interest to test 
Let X = R~1(Y-(ii0), where E = RR'. Then X is observable and X~N(R _ 1(^ y-
JJQ),I). For the transformed problem, 
H 0: Ux = 2 vs. H±: M x f 0. (50) 
Thus, in this second interpretation of the paradox, it suffices to con­
sider hypotheses of the form stated in Equation (50). Furthermore, only 
the case of p = 2 will be considered. Also note that i.(X) = L(X^,X^) = 
L(X^|X 2=x 2)L(X 2), in view of the definition of a conditional probability 
density. 
Under H Q given in Equation (50), L(X) = L(X 1|X 2=x 2)L(X 2) = 
N(p(a1/a2)x2,a2(l-p2)JN(0,a2). Under LiX^X^x^UX^ = N (y + 
2 2 ̂  2 i p(a1/a2)(x2-y2),a (1-p )}N(y2,a2). /.(X-JX^x^ under H 1 is identical to 
L(X 1|X 2=x 2) under H Q if y 1 - pio^/o^)^ = 0, or if = > 
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which is the same value of that minimizes the noncentrality param­
eter. Thus, for testing , no additional information is obtained by 
looking at X . 
This chapter has introduced a paradox and partial resolutions 
associated with the tests of significance presented in Chapters IV and 
V. After an extensive literature search, it seems that neither the 
paradox nor its resolutions have appeared previously in the literature. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONTROL CHARTS FOR DISPERSION 
In both Chapters IV and V, it was assumed that the process dis­
persion remained constant. This assumption must be validated in prac­
tice. The dispersion of the process is usually controlled by sigma 
charts or range charts. Primary emphasis in this chapter will be 
devoted to both the theoretical and empirical sigma charts and their 
analogues, with a brief mention of the range chart. After the univari­
ate dispersion charts have been presented, their multivariate counter­
parts will be presented. 
1. Univariate Dispersion Control Charts 
Theoretical Charts 
Theoretical control charts will be considered first. It is 
desired that the process remain at the nominal value a Q. This value 
could have been derived from past data or selected by management to 
attain certain objectives. To determine whether the process dispersion 
is in control at a given time, a random sample of size n is obtained and 
a realization of some statistic is determined from this sample data. 
2 The first chart to be considered is the S -chart. Let X. ,...,X 1 n 
2 2 
be a random sample from X, where X~N(u,a0). Define S = 
(n-1)"1 I (X -X) 2. Then (n-l)S2/a2~X2(n-1), and 
h=l 
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p(aQX2(n-l,l-a/2)/(n-l)<S2<aQX2(n-l,a/2)/(n-l)) = 1 - a. 
Thus, a theoretical control chart for the sample variance would have 
2 2 
an upper control limit given by a^x (n-1 ,a/2)/(n-l) and a lower control 
2 2 
limit given by a^x (n-1 ,l-a/2)/(n-1). It is customary to use only an 
2 2 
upper control limit replacing x (n-1,a/2) by x (n-1,a). Also, a control 
chart for the sample standard deviation would have its control limits 
2 
given by the square roots of the control limits for the S -chart. 
This could also be viewed as a hypothesis testing problem. The 
2 2 2 
decision maker would be interested m testing : a = vs. H^: a 4-
2 . . 
CJQ. Specifically, ft and OJ are those subsets of the Euclidean plane such 
that 
2 2 ft = {(y,a ): -OO<]_i<OOS o >0} 
and 
2 2 2 to = {(y,a ): -0o<y<00, a =oQ] 
2 2 
By obtaining 3£nL(w)/9y, equating this to zero, and setting a = , - -2 2 one obtains y = x, a = a_, and 0) 0) 0' 
LU) = (a2) n/2(27r)*n/2exp(-(l/2a2) | <V*)2) 
h=l 
- -2 ? - 2 




L(fi) = (n _ 1 I (5c-x)2)"n/2(2Tr)-n/2exp(-n/2). 
h=l 
(n/2)((u/n)-l) n/2 Thus, for x' = [x^,x2 . . ,x n], A(x') = (u/n) exp 
-2 ? - 2 . . where u = a Q £ ^ ^ " ^ 9 a n c* t^ i e ^ o r m °^ t n e critical region is given 
h=l 
2 
by w = {x': A(x')<k}. Since U is distributed as x (n-1), the distribu-
n/2 
tion of A(X') could be found by transforming u to (u/n) exp -(n/ 
2)((u/n)-l) . Instead, the critical region will be expressed in a dif-
2 /n ™* 1 
ferent form. Let y = (A(x')) e . Then y = (u/n)exp(-(u/n)), and the 
form of the critical region is given by w = {x1: y<k^}, where k^ = 
2 /n — 1 
k e . By examining the derivative of y with respect to u, it can be 
seen that y is not a monotonic function of u. In fact, y increases for 
u < n, reaches a maximum at u = n, and decreases for u > n. Therefore, 
an equivalent critical region in terms of u is given by 
w = {x': 0<u<k2}u{x': k3<u<°°}, 
where k 2 and k^ are chosen so that the total probability of type I error 
2 
is a. Since U~x (n-1), then 
2 2 w = {x': 0<u<x (n-l,l-a/2)}u{x': x (n-1,a/2)<u«»}. 
Note that the rejection regions are equivalent to the regions above the 
2 2 2 UCL and below the LCL for the S -chart since (n-l)S /a* = U. Given that 
2 2 2 
a = a, 4 afi, the power of the test is given by 
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TT(X) = 1 - P(X 2X2(n-l,l-a/2)<x2(n-l)<A V(n-1 ,a/2)J 
where X = °-^/°q' The determination of the power is facilitated by the 
2 
charts in Bowker and Lieberman (8). The S -chart or the equivalent test 
of significance can be considered an exact procedure. 
Other theoretical dispersion charts do not make full use of the 
distribution of the sample statistic, but only use the first two popu­
lation moments. Based on a random sample of size n, let For 
2 2 2 
r a member of the positive integers and since (n-l)S /OQ~X (n-1), it 
follows that 
E(Sr) = a>-l ) - r / 2 E ((n - l)S 2 / o 2) r / 2 
= a^(2/(n-l)}p/2r((n+r-l)/2)/r[(n-l)/2) 
An immediate consequence is that 
E(S) = a (2/(n-l)]1/2r(n/2)/r[(n-l)/2) = and E(S 2) = a 2 0* 
Thus , 
l/(S) = a 2(l-c 2 2). 
These moments could have also been found by first finding the probabil­
ity law of S, which is proportional to a x-random variable. Since most 
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of the probability distribution of S is contained in the interval E(S) ± 
3^l/(S), it seems reasonable that a chart for S should have limits given 
by 
UCL = a0(c^+3(l-c^2)1/2) (51) 
CL = a Qc 2 (52) 
LCL = a 0(c 2-3(l-c 2 2) 1 / 2). (53) 
It is customary to replace the lower control limit by 0 if c 2 - 3(1-
2 1/2 
c 2 ) < 0, which occurs for n < 6. Since S is not normally distribu­
ted, these limits cannot be thought of as .9973 probability limits. The 
control chart quantities given by Equations (51) through (53) differ 
from the traditional limits since S was used in place of V = n wh ere = (1/n) I (X^X) 2. Since 
h=l 
E(Vr) = oJ(2/n)r/2r((n+r-l)/2)/r|;(n-l)/2) 
it immediately follows that 
E(V) = a0(2/n)1/2r(n/2)/r((n-l)/2) = oQc, 
and 
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|/(V) = (a2/n)((n-l)-nc2]. 
Thus , the upper and lower control limits for V are given by 
f _ -1/2, . 2,1/2) aQ[c2±3n (n-l-nc ) J 
where, for large n, there is negligible difference between these limits 
and those given by Equations (51) and (53) since c^ = c^d-n ^ ~ ) ^ ~ ^ . The 
control chart for V is usually called the sigma chart. 
The most popular of the dispersion charts is the range chart, 
especially for small sample sizes. Its popularity stems from its sim­
plicity. However, it is inefficient since it does not use all of the 
2 elements of the sample. Let X~N(y,a„), and let Xn,X_,...,X be a ran-U 1 2 n 
dom sample from X. Define R = max{X^,X2,.,. jX̂ } - min{X^,X2,...,Xn> = 
X, N - X / n v . Then, it can be shown that (n) (1) 
oo 
fR(r) = n(n-l) / (Fx(utr)-Fx(u)]n~2fx(u)fx(utr)du, r > 0, 
2 2 
with E(R) = aQd2 and l/(R) = d3 a o* Tables of d 2 and d^ are given in 
Bowker and Lieberman (8) for n = 2(1)25. Since the distribution of R 
does not depend on y and the dependence on is relatively simple, the 
distribution of W = R/a_ is usually considered where fTT(w) = a~f_(anw). 
0 W 0 R <J 
Since most of the distribution of R is contained in the interval E(R) ± 
3/i7(R)", one method of constructing a control chart for R would have 
upper and lower control limits given by a^td^Sd^) and a^td^Sd^), 
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respectively, and a center line given by °q^2' ^ e f 3 0^ 0 1 1 3 = -
3d3 and D 2 = d 2 + 3d3 are given in Bowker and Lieberman (8) for n = 
2(1)25. A control chart for R could also be constructed using the per­
centage points of W. Let w and wn denote the upper and lower a-
a,n l-a,n r r percentage points of W, respectively. Since P(w, ,n ^W<w ) = 1 - a, r to r + > r j l-a/2,n a/2,n 
upper and lower control limits for R would be given by a_w lr. and r J r • J 0 a/2 ,n 
o^wn , respectively. Percentage points of W are given in Duncan 0 l-a/2 ,n r j ° 
(18) for n = 2(1)12 and a = .001, .005, .010, .025, and .050. 
Empirical Charts 
Assume that k rational subgroups of n observations each have been 
collected, where statistical control existed within each subgroup. 
Refer to Table 8, 
Table 8. Data for p = 1 
Sample 





1 X11' X12 9'-- ' In 
2 









^2 5^2 '̂ 2 
• 
2 
y 2,a 2 









Note that Table 8 differs from Table 4 in that now it must be determined 
2 2 2 2 2 whether °j_ = °2 = ••• = °k = ° Q 9 W N E R E ° Q "*"s unspecified. Most of the 
procedures to be presented are ad hoc procedures. 
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The first empirical dispersion control chart to be considered is 
2 2 the analogue of the theoretical S chart. For h = l,2,...,k, let s^ = 
, n n 
(n-1) I (3^.-3^) , where = (l/n) £ xh.. Then (n-l)Sh/ah is 
j=l ] j=l ] 2 2 2 2 2 distributed x (n-1) for h = l,2,...,k. If a - a2-... - = a Q, then 
k 0 k 
(1/a2) £ (n-l)S2 is distributed X2(k(n-l)) and S p = (1/k) I S h is an 
2 
unbiased estimator of a Q. When the within group sample sizes are un-
2 k k equal, S = 7 v, S,/ T v.. where v, = (n-1). Since theoretical ^ ' p . L, h h, ̂  h h h r h=l h=l 2 2 2 2 limits were given by aQx (n-1,l-a/2)/(n-l) and aQx (n-1 ,a/2)/(n-l) and 
2 2 . 2 s is an unbiased estimate of a_., reasonable control limits for S, would p 0' h 
2 2 2 2 
be given by s^x (n-1 ,l-a/2)/(n-l) and s^x (n-1 ,a/2)/(n-1). One advan­
tage of these control limits is that they are easily computed. An obvi-
2 2 
ous disadvantage is that s^ replaces regardless of the number of sub-
2 
groups, and the distributional properties of S^ are not utilized. How-
2 . . 2 = . ever, it seems that S is a better estimator of a. than X is of u„ since p 0 0 
2 . . 
Sp is computed from the withm-sample variation exclusive of the between 
sample variation. 
Another theoretical control chart for dispersion had control 
k 
limits given by Equations (51) through (53). Let s" = (1/k) J S 
P h=l where E(S,) = 0,co for h = l,2,...,k. If a. = a n = ... = a, = a_ , then h h 2 » » » 1 2 k 0' 
_ . A . f . A t 
fc(S^) = C Q C 2 and an unbiased estimate of would be s^/c^ Thus, it 
seems reasonable that an empirical control chart for S^ should have 
limits given by 
UCL = s*(l+(3/CP(l-C^ 2) 1 / 2} (54) 
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CL = s" (55) P 
LCL = s" (l-( 3/c' ) (1-c ' 2 )1//2} . (56) p v 2 2 J 
\ 9 ? 9 
Let V" = (1/k) £ V h, where V h = /Vg and = (l/n) 2 ( X ^ - ^ ) . 
Then E(V") = o\c„, and an unbiased estimate of a_ would be v'Vc.. Thus, p 0 / 0 p 2 
reasonable upper and lower control limits for are given by 
v ! 4(l±3(A)-1 / 2(n-l-n c 2)1 / 2). 
p v 2 A J 
The factors Bg = 1 - Stc^nr^tn-l-nc2 ) 1 / 2 and B^ = 1 + 3(c2n)~1/2(n-
2 1/2 
l-nc^) are given in Duncan (18) for n = 2(1)25. In both of these 
charts, the number of subgroups is disregarded, although a rule of thumb 
is that the number of subgroups should be at least 25 with at least 4 or 
5 observations per subgroup. 
Determining the control of the process variability could also be 
viewed as a hypothesis testing problem. One would set up the null 
2 2 2 
hypothesis H Q: o^ = - • • • = cr̂  against all possible alternatives. 
Specifically, ft and to are those subsets of Euclidean 2k space such that 
ft = {(y l S, . . ,uk,o1,. . . ,a R): -°°<yh<oo a n d 0^>q s h = is2,...,k> 
and 
w = {(yl5... 5y k,a 2 5... ,a 2): -oo<yh<oo} a 2 = a 2 = ... = a2>Q}. 
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2 2 
Let denote the common but unknown value of 0,0̂  o^. Then 
k n 
L(OJ) = n (27Ta 2)" n / 2exp(-(l/2a 2) f (x..-y.)2} 
1=1 j=l 1 ] 1 
and 
k n 
L(fi) = II (2TTG2)"n/2expf-(l/2a2) Y (x..-y.)2) 
i=l 1 1 j=l 1 ] 1 
Since the logarithms of L(to) and L(fi) are the sums of k terms which can 
be maximized separately, it immediately follows that, for h = 1,2,..., 
_ ,~, 2.-nk/2 L(OJ) = (2iTe) (v ) 
P 
and 
L(fi) = (2,e)- n k / 2 n (v2)' n / 2. 
h=l h 
2 n - 2 2 ^ 9 Note that V h = (1/n) \ (X^.-X^) and V = (1/k) £ Vj\ Thus, 
j=l 1 P h=l 
A(x') = n ( v 2 / v 2 ) n / 2 , (57) 
h=l h P 
where xf = [x^,. . . ,x l n ,x 2 1,. . . ,x 2 n,. . . j X ^ ,. .. j X ^ ] . Bartlett (4) 
considered a modification of A(x'), denoted A':(x'), in which the sample 
sizes are replaced by the degrees of freedom. Thus, 
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A*(X.) = n ( s ? / S 2 ) ( n - 1 ) / 2 . (58) 
h=l h P 
If HQ is true, the asymptotic distribution of either -2£nA(x?) or 
-2£nA"(x') is x (k-1). This asymptotic approximation can be improved 
by considering the distribution of -2c£ttA*(xT), where the constant c is 
chosen so that E (-2c£ttA*(xT )) = (k-1) + 0((n-l)"3), where £im 0((n-l)"3)/ 
(n-1) = M, a bounded constant. Kendall and Stuart (47) present a de­
tailed derivation of c for -2c£nA(xT). For -2c£nA*(x'), Bartlett has 
shown that c - 1 = 1 + ((k+l)/(3kn-3k)). Using Bartlett's procedure, the 
form of the critical region is given by 
2 ^ 2 2 = {xT: c(k(n-l)£na -(n-1) I £r2sj>x (k-1,a)}. 
P h=l 
When the sample sizes of the subpopulations are identical, the tests 
based on A(xT) and A*(xT) are equivalent since kn£nA*(xT) = k(n-1)ln\(xT). 
Box (10) has demonstrated that this test is very sensitive to nonnor-
mality of the k populations, and he has proposed an approximate test 
which can be treated as a one-way analysis of variance. 
If the null hypothesis is rejected using Bartlett's test, the 
decision maker would be interested in obtaining confidence intervals for 
each of the k subgroup population variances. For h = l,2,...,k, let 
= (n-l)S2/X2(n-l,a/2k), a 2 = (n-l)S2/X2(n-l,l-a/2k), and (a^,^) be 
100 l-(a/k) % confidence intervals for a, . If A, denotes the event that 
, h h 2-2 2 (CT. »cr, ) covers a, , then P -h' h h ^ 1 - a by Bonferroni
Ts inequality. 
Empirical dispersion charts can also be based upon the sample 
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range. The theoretical control chart for R had upper and lower limits 
given by aQ(d^±3d^) with a central line given by O Q ^ . Let R = 
k 
(1/k) £ R^. Since E(R) = a 0 d 2 ' r e a s o n a t | l e control limits for R^, h = 
h=l 
l,2,...,k, would be r(l±3(d3/d2)) with a central line given by r. 
Tables of D g = 1 - 3(d3/d2) and = 1 + 3(d3/d2) are given in Bowker 
and Lieberman (8) for n = 2(1)25. Using percentage points of W, reason­
able upper and lower control limits for R^ are ( r / d 1 ? ) w n a n d 
(r/d )wn , respectively. 2 l-a/2,n 
The greatest limitation of the empirical dispersion charts is 
that unbiasedness is the only criterion used in replacing a parameter 
by its estimate, while the number of subgroups is completely ignored. 
The hypothesis testing viewpoint overcomes this, but, unfortunately, 
this viewpoint precludes a control chart environment. Another way to 
account for the number of subgroups is by using the distribution of the 
average range, R, whose approximations have been thoroughly investigated 
and are synopsized by H. David (16). Unfortunately, the approximate 
distributions are dependent upon a . To simultaneously preserve the 
control chart setting and take into account the number of subgroups, the 
following alternative is suggested. 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Assume a = a_ = ... = a, = a.. Then k(n-l)S /a„ is distributed 
1 2 K U p U 2 r ~i 2 2 2 X (k(n-l)J and (n-l)Sh/aQ is distributed x (n-1) for h = l,2,...,k. Now 
(n-l)kSp = (n-l)(S 2+..• + Sh_i + Sh+i +-* , + Sk ) + ( n _ 1 ) s h = Xk-h + Xh' a n d 
k(n-l)S2/a2 = (\Joh + (\/ol) = X2((k-l)(n-D) + X 2(n-1). If Y 
; a gamma random variable \ 
(r(a)3a] 1y°' 1e y / /^ s y > o, and a x 2(^) is a special case of a Gamma 
denotes with parameters a and 3, then fy(y) = 
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random variable with a = v/2 and 3 = 2. From the independence of x k _ h 
and and the reproductive property of the Gamma, it immediately fol-
2 2 lows that (X, , / 0 is Gamma with a = (k-1) (n-1 )/2, 3 = 2, (X /a ) is k-h 0 n (J 
2 2 
Gamma with a = (n-l)/2, 3 = 2, and ( x k_ h/ a Q) + (Xb/ao^ i s G a m m a with 
a = k(n-l)/2 and 3 = 2 . An additional property of the Gamma is that if 
and Y^ are independent Gamma random variables with parameters a^, 3 
and a 2, 3, respectively, then U = Y /(Y^+Y2) has a Beta distribution 
-1 a l - 1 a 2 _ 1 
with parameters and a^. That is, f(j(u) = (Bia^^a^)) u (l-u) , 
0<u<l. Specifically, Y = (\/%) and Y 2 = (\_h^al^ w i t h a 1 = (n-D/2 
and a 2 = (k-1)(n-1)/2. If a 2 = a 2 = ... = a 2 = a 2, then S^/kS2 = U has 
a Beta distribution with parameters a^ and for h = l,2,...,k. Thus, 
if b n and b denote the lower and upper alpha percentage points, 1-a a 
2 2 respectively, of the Beta distribution, then P(b. , <S,/kS <b / 0) = J l-a/2 h p a/2 
2 2 1-a . Equivalently, P(kbn <S,/S <kb / 0) = 1 - a. In view of this, ^ J l-a/2 h p a/2 ' 
2 2 reasonable upper and lower control limits for S, would be s kb ,n and ^ h p a/2 
2 . . s kbn , n, respectively. These limits could have also been presented p l-a/2 ^ 
using percentage points of the F distribution since 2a2U/(2a1~2a1U) has 
an F distribution with = 2a^ and = 2a^. The biggest advantage of 
. . 2 2 the control limits s kb and s kbn /ri is that they are directly p a/2 p l-a/2 J J 
2 
dependent upon the number of subgroups used to estimate a^. To mvesti-
2 2 
gate the properties of the statistics S^/kS^, it would be useful to have 
the joint distribution of these ratios. Since these ratios are depend­
ent, this is an avenue of further research. However, a bound can be 
2 2 obtained which is sharper than the Bonferroni bound. Let II = S, /kS , r h h p 
for h = l,2,...,k. Let F u y ( ,̂...,1^) denote PCU^^,. . . .U^u^). 
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Esary et ai. (21) have shown that for any k non-negative increasing 
k -\ k 
* n E(g.(x)). functions g^(X) of a random variable X, E n gh(x) h=l h=l 
This inequality is reiterated and applied by H. David (16) to a similar 
2 
situation. Let g^(x) = P(S-^x). Then, by the properties of the condi­
tional distribution function, 
u ( u i " , k x 
2 2 2 2 / F r 2 2-,i c2(s ku ,. . . ,s ku, )f 2(s )ds 0 CSl'---'Sk ]lSp P 1 P k S p p 
= / n F_2._2(s"ku, ) 
0 (h=l h1 p c 
f02(s )ds S p p P 
= E * g h ( S p k U h } h=l 
6 " E ^ ( s p k u h » 
h=l 
h=l h 
Since P^^b^^) = a/k a n a" if "the total a is allocated equally, then 
>x U k ( baA—> bo , / k ) ?" M-A))*-
r > k 
This bound is sharper than the Bonferroni bound since (l-(a/k)J > 1 - a, 
where 1 - a is the Bonferroni bound. This concludes the univariate dispersion charts. 
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2. Multivariate Dispersion Control Charts 
Theoretical Charts 
It is desired that the process remain at the nominal value Z . 
To check this, a random sample of size n is obtained and the value of 
some sample statistic is determined from the (n*p) data matrix X. 
The first chart to be considered is the multivariate analogue of 
2 
the S chart, which was also viewed as a hypothesis testing problem. 
The decision maker would be interested in testing : Z = Z^ vs. H^: 
Z 4- EQ based on a random sample of size n from the population. Specifi-
2 
cally, ft and w are those subsets of Euclidean (p +3p)/2 space such that 
ft = {(p,Z): -co<y<°o 5 Z is positive definite} 
and 
w = {(y,Z): -°°<y<oos z = ZQ} 
It immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 that u_0 = x, Z„ = n A, and 
L(S) = (2 , / n r (P n ) / 2|A | - n / V ( nP ) / 2. 
By using a procedure similar to that used in Theorem 3.1, it follows 
that u = x, Z = Zrt, and 
< V m W 9 n/9 -d/2)tr(z"1A) 
L(£) = (2Tr)- ( p n ) / 2|Z 0r n / 2e 0 . 
Thus, if X denotes the (pxn) data matrix, then 
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A(X) = (e/n)Cpn;/2|lQ1A|n//-exp(-(l/2)tr(EQ1A)). (59) 
This result is stated in Anderson (3). For p = 1, this reduces to the 
result derived earlier. Let A denote A(X). Then, using a procedure 
similar to Anderson, it can be shown that under the null hypothesis, 
E(A r) = ( 2 e / n ) p n r / 2 ( l + r ) - ( p / 2 ) ( n r + n - 1 ) I T ((nr+n-h)/2J/r((n-h)/2). 
h=l 
Since A 2 l _ t = exp(-2it£nA), it follows that the characteristic function 
of -2ln\ is E(A 2 l t ) , where 
5(A" 2 i t) = ( 2 e / n ) - i p n t ( l - 2 i t ) - ( p / 2 ) ( n - 1 - 2 i n t ) \ T ((n-h-2int )/2)/T ((n-h )/2). 
h=l 
This result is valid for all real t only when the above gamma functions 
exist. Anderson then shows that -2£nA is asymptotically distributed as 
X (p(p+l)/2). This is the usual asymptotic likelihood ratio test re­
sult. Thus, to test HQ : Z = Z Q vs. H^: Z 4- Z Q, the decision maker would 
select a random sample of size n, compute 
-2in\ = -pn + pnJton - nln{| A | / 11 |) + tr(Z^ 1A), (60) 
and reject H Q whenever -2Zn\ exceeds x^(p(p+l)/2,a). Thus, the 
asymptotic upper control limit is given by x (p(p+l)/2,a). Korin (48) 
showed that the distribution of -2in\, slightly modified, may be repre-
2 
sented as a series of central x distributions. By limiting the series 
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to 15 terms, he found by empirical observation for selected n, p, and 
2 
a = .01 and .05 that the likelihood asymptotic x a n ^ series percentage 
points are quite close even for moderate n. He also proposes an F 
approximation which appears to be better. Finally, he gives the .01 and 
.05 percentage points of -2£nX, slightly modified, using the 15-term 
series approximation for p = 2(1)10 and selected values of n. The power 
of testing H^: Z = Z^ vs. H^: Z 4 Z^ can also be approximated by using 
asymptotic results of the likelihood ratio test criterion. 
Examination of Equation (60) reveals that the test for disper­
sion is partly based on |A|. This suggests that |A| is a univariate 
measure of multivariate dispersion. Since S = (n-1) "'"A, the same holds 
true for the determinant of S. 
To gain some insight into |A| as a measure of dispersion, con­
sider p = 2 and a sample of size n. The data will not be considered in 
raw form but as deviations from the mean. That is, 
D = X -
Xll Xl X12 xl 






where = [1,1,...,1]. Note that A = DD' and S = (n-l)~1DD'. Recall 
that the maximum likelihood estimate of the correlation coefficient, 
denoted by r, is r = d^d2/| d.J || || and that r equals the cosine of the 






(n-l)rs s 2 
(n-l)s; 
and |A| = (n-l)2s2s2(l-r2) = (n-1 ) 2s 2s 2sin 20. But (n-1 Js-^sine = 
fdj ||'d2||sine, which is the area of the parallelogram formed by using d 1 
and d 2 as principal edges. This is illustrated in Figure 7. 
Figure 7. The Square Root of the Area of the 
Sample Generalized Variance 
Thus, |A| = |DD'| is the square of this area. Anderson (3) generalizes 
this result for general p. That is, |DD'| = |A| = (n-l)P|s| is the 
square of the p-dimensional volume of the parallelotope which has 
d^,d2,...9d^ as principal edges. The quantity, |S|, is called the sample 
generalized variance. One disadvantage in using |s| as a measure of 
dispersion is that it is subject to all the properties of determinants, 
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which implies that different matrices give the same value of |s|. Thus, 
the process dispersion may go astray but remain undetected. 
The distributional properties of |A| are found with the aid of 
r +• ro\ A v v A i + f ( - 0(n-l)p/2 p(p-l)/4 Equation (8). Assume Z = I , and let (c(p,n-ljj = 2 IT 
|E^|(n-l)/2 P r((n-h)/2). Then E(|A|r) = c(p,n-l) / 
t uo h = \ ^ /o -(l/2)trZ"1A r I.I(n-l+2r-p-l)/2 0 ,. , . . _ . ̂  J |A| r e dA, where the region of integration is 
P 
over the permissible values of A and dA denotes II da... Since the 
-i ^ 1 3 
above multiple integral equals [c(p,n-l+2r)) , it immediately follows 
AI ) = c(p,n-l)/c(p,n-l+2r). This simplifies to yield 
p E(|A|r) = 2 r p |z | r n r((n-h)/2 + r]/r((n-h)/2]. (61) 
h=l 
P 
2 Let Y denote Y (v) a n ^ l e t u = n Y , , where the Y's are all inde-v A , n n-h h=l 
P ' P 
pendent. Then E(Ur) = II E(Yr ) = n 2rr((n-h)/2 + r]/V ((n-h)/2J . 
h=l n h=l 
oo 
A set of moments determines the distribution uniquely if £ (v.t^)/j! 
j=0 3 
converges for some real nonzero t, where v. denotes the jth absolute 
1/r 
moment. A corollary of this is that if the limit as r -> 0 0 of (v_̂  )/ 
is finite then the distribution is uniquely determined. Since this 
condition is satisfied, it follows that 
A| = I =01 } , Vh ( 6 2> n=l 
and 
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s| - ( n-ir p|i 0| n xlh, (63) 
n=l 
where the chi-square random variables are independent. The mean and 
variance of |A| are determined from Equation (61). Thus, 
E(|A|) = |Z | n (n-h) (64) 
h=l 
and 
9 P P P 
l/(|A|) = |ZJ n (n-i)C n (n-j+2)- n (n-j)] (65) 
i=l j=l j=l 
Equation (63) is of little use in applications since the distribution of 
the product of independent chi-square random variables is not known for 
p > 2. However, Anderson (3) proves that /n-1 ((|S|/||)-l) is 
asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 2p based 
on a random sample of size n from N()J,EQ). Anderson's approximation 
improves with increasing n. 
P 
Hoel (33) has suggested another approximation. Let U = II Y ^, 
h=l 
where the Y's are all independent chi-squared random variables with n -
h degrees of freedom. Hoel suggests that LT^P is approximately distrib­
uted as a Gamma random variable with parameters a = p(n-p)/2 and 3 1 = 
(p/2)[l - (p-l)(p-2)/2n]1^P. This distribution is exact for p = 1 and 
2 2 
p = 2. Thus, for p = 1, U = (n-l)S /o^ is distributed as a Gamma random 
variable with a = (n-l)/2 and 3 = 2 , which is a chi-squared random vari­
able with (n-1) degrees of freedom. This is the familiar univariate 
1/2 1/2 1/2 result. For p = 2, U = (n-l)|s| /|2 n| is distributed as a Gamma 
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1/2 
random variable with a = (2n-4)/2 and 3 = 1. Thus, for p = 2 , 2U is 
distributed as a chi-squared random variable with (2n-4) degrees of 
freedom. Gnanadesikan and Gupta (24) have performed an empirical in­
vestigation of Hoel's approximation for selected p and n. For p = 3 
and n = 5 and 15, the approximation appears to be quite good. For p = 5 
and 10 with n = 15 and 25, the accuracy of Hoel's approximation appears 
to decrease for increasing p. 
A final approximation is based on (l/p)£nU = (1/p) f ln(Y _^)« 
h=l 
Let Yj_ and Y2 denote the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis , re-
3/2 2 
spectively, where y^ = 3̂/̂2 9 ^2 = ^14^2^ ~ 3' a n c^ ^r ̂ e n o t e s t n e 
2 
rth central moment. If X~N(y,a ), then y^ = y^ = °* if x denotes a 
Gamma 
random variable with parameters a and 3, then y^ = and 
2 
Y 2 = 6/a. Since x (v) is a special case of a Gamma random variable with 2 3/2 r— 
a = v/2 and 6 = 2, it follows that, for x (v), = 2 ^ a n <^ Y2 = 
12/v, where y^ = y^ - 0 as v -> °°. Now Bartlett and Kendall (6) have 
2 2 suggested using the 1n\ (v) in place of x (̂ )« bet <(t) and <^ denote 
the cumulant generating function and the rth cumulant, respectively. 
Also, let Y = ZnX where X is Gamma distributed with a and 3. Then 
My(t) = r(a+t)3t/T(a) and «(t) = £nMy(t) = InT (a+t) + t£̂3 - InT(a). 
Recall that the digamma function, denoted by ^, is defined to be such 
that ip(z) = d(£nr(z))/dz = T'(z)/r(z). The poly gamma function, denoted 
by f o r h s 1,2,..., is defined to be such that 4>^\z) = 
dhip(z)/dzh. Tables of \\>(z) and ^"^(z) are contained in Abramowitz and 
Stegun (1), together with properties of 4>^\z). More extensive tables 
are contained in Davis (17). Johnson and Kotz (44) state that a very 
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good approximate formula for z > 2 is \/>(z) w Aw (z-(l/2)) . Thus, if X is 
a Gamma random variable with parameters a and 8 and Y = £nX, then 
K (Y) = i/>(a) + £w3 and ^(Y) = (a) for r > 2. Since x (v) is 
Gamma distributed with a = y/2 and 8 = 2, it follows that K (Awx (v)) = 
^(v/2) + £w2 and K (AWX2(^)) = i/r-1^(v/2) for r ^ 2. In general, = 
3/2 2 2 /— / < 3 / K 2 and Y 2 = Ki/ K2" T n u s > f o r Y v = (v)> Yj_ ~ -/2//v-l and 
Y 2 « 4(v-l) _ 1. Since 2^2/^v > Jl/Jv^L for v > (4/3) and 12v _ 1 > 
-1 2 4(v-l) for v > (3/2), the inx (v) is more nearly normally distributed 
2 
than x (v)« Bartlett and Kendall suggest that for v > 9 the normal dis­
tribution provides a fairly good approximation to the distribution of 
2 2 2 InX (̂ )j and the normal approximation is better for Inx (v) than x (^)« 
2 
Thus, this normal approximation to £nx (v) in conjunction with the 
Central-Limit Theorem asserts that £nU - / £n(Y , ) is approximately 
h=i n " h 
normally distributed with an improvement in the approximation for both 
increasing n and p. Gnanadesikan and Gupta represent (l/p)£nU as a 
Type A (Gram-Charlier) series to empirically investigate the approxima­
tion for increasing p, and they have found that there is considerable 
P 
improvement for increasing p. Now E(£nU) = £ E{&n(Y _^)) = p£w2 + 
h=l 
P P 
I ^((n-h)/2), since K., = u'. Also, (/(AwU) = I \j{ln(Y , )) = 
h=l h=l n 
P n , 
I ipK±) ((n-h)/2J , since K = u . Thus 
h=l £n(|A|/|E0|) « N 
P P 
p£n2+ I ij,((n-h)/2) , £ TJ,(1) ((n-h)/2) 
h=l h=l 
(66) 
Since A = (n-l)P S , this approximate normality also holds for 
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in ((n-l)P|S|/|EQ|). For most cases, the value of the mean could be 
obtained from the digamma tables. For non-tabled entries or in the 
absence of tables, the following formulas may be of benefit for integer 
and half-integer values: 
n _ 1 -1 
iKn) = -Y + I h , for n >. 2, 
h=l 
and 
(l/2H(n+(l/2)) = ij;(2n) - (l/2)ip(n) - ln2, 
where 
Y = .57721 56649 ... . 
The value of the variance can be obtained by using the following proper­
ties of the trigamma function: 
i|;(1)(n+l) = ( T T 2 / 6 ) - I h 2 
h=l 
and 
^(1)(n+(l/2)) = ( T T 2 / 2 ) - 4 I (2h-l)"2 
h=l 
Approximations to the mean and variance could be obtained by using 
P 
Johnson and Kotz's approximation. Thus, E(|A|/|zn|) « J Jln(n-l-h) 
P 0 h=l 
and l/(|A|/|E |) » I 2(n-l-h) . 
h=l 
The first theoretical control chart for dispersion was viewed as 
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a hypothesis testing problem. The other theoretical charts to be con­
sidered are more heuristic. The first of these is the multivariate 
analogue of the univariate sigma chart. 
Let X jX̂  j . . . b e a random sample from N(}J,£Q). Since most of 
the probability distribution of |s| is contained in the interval 
E(|S|) ± 3/l/(|S|), it se ems reasonable that a control chart for |S| 
should have E(|s|) + 3/l/( |S | ) and E(|s|) - 3/l/( |S | ) as its upper and 
lower limits, respectively, with a center line given by E(|s|). From 
Equations (64) and (65), it immediately follows that 
and 
P 
E(|s|) = |iJ(n-D p n (n-h) = |E |t> 
h=l 
1/(|S|) = \Z | 2(n-l)" 2 p n (n-i)[ n (n-j+2)- n (n-j)] = |z.|2b0 
i=l j=l j=l 
2 2 2 4 -1 For p = 1, these equations become E(S ) = a Q and l̂ (S ) = 2aQ(n-l) 
For general p, one control chart for |S| would have control limits given 
by 
UCL = |EQ|(b1+3b2/2) ( 6 7 ) 
CL = |E0|b1 (68) 








n (n-i)[ n 
i=i j=i j=i 
b 2 = (n-l)~ 2 p n (n-i)[ n (n-j+2)- II (n-j)] 
As in the univariate case, these limits cannot be thought of as .9973 
probability limits. Note that these charts are based on the sample 
variances and covariances and not the square roots of these quantities, 
To conform to the univariate sigma chart, consider a control chart for 
i 11/2 
dispersion based on | S | . From Equations (61) and (6M-), it follows 
that 
E(|S| 1 / 2) = | z J 1 / 2(n - l)- p / 22 p / 2 n r((n-h+l)/2)/r((n-h)/2) = \ln\U\9 
h=l 6 
and 
1/(|S|1/2) = |z |(n-l)~P[ n (n-h)-2P{ I V ((n-h+D/2)/V ((n-h)/2) } 2] 
h=l h=l 
= l^ 0l\. 
Since most of the probability distribution of |s| lies within three 
i 11/2 
standard deviations of its mean, the control limits for |S| are given 
by 
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UCL = |Z0|1/2(b3+3bJ/2) (70) 
CL = |E 0| 1 / 2b 3 (71) 
LCL = |Z0|1/2(b3-3bJ/2)9 (72) 
where 




b = (n-l)"P[ n (n-h)-2P{ n r((n-h+l)/2)/r((n-h)/2)}2], 
h=l h=l 
For p = 1, the control limits given by Equations (70) through (72) equal 
those given by Equations (51) through (53). The lower control limits 
given by Equations (69) and (72) could be replaced by 0 if they are 
negative. The greatest disadvantage of the multivariate sigma chart is 
that it does not utilize the distribution of the sample statistic but 
uses only the first two moments. Even though the distribution of |s| 
is not tractable for p > 2, its approximate distributions have been pre­
sented and should be used. 
The use of Anderson's approximation implies that 
PC|l Q| [l-za/2/2p/(n-l)J<|S|<|lQ|(l+za/2/2p/(n-l)J] = 1 - a. 
Thus, a theoretical control chart for |S| would have its limits given 
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by 
UCL = |Z Q|(l+z a / 2/2p/(n-l)) (73) 
and 
LCL = |Z Q| (l-z a / 2/2p/(n-l)). (74) 
If only an upper control limit is used, za/2 ^s r e P l a c e < ^ z a« For a 
.0027, z = 3.0, and this would yield the usual three-sigma re-
i 11/2 
suits. A control chart for |S| would have its control limits given 
by the positive square root of the limits for |s|. 
Let ln\J = £tt((n-l)P|s|/|z |) . Then, from Equation (66), 
P[c.+EU«U)-z .yV(inU)<Zn\s\<c1+E(lnU)+z /n/l/U«U)] = 1 - a, 
1 a/2 1 1 1 a/2 
where E U n U ) = pin2 + f I/J((n-h)/2) , l/(£rcU) =. f * )((n-h)/2) and 
h=l h=l 
c^ = £tt|zQ| - pAn(n-l). Thus, a theoretical control chart for in\s\ 
would have 
UCL = c. + E(inU) + z /n/l/(ZnU) (75) 1 a/2 
and 
LCL = c. + E(lnU) - z ,_/t/UnU) (76) 1 a/2 
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where 
EUrcU) = p£rc2 + f ip((n-h)/2J, |/U«U) = f } ((n-h)/2J , and 
h=l h=l 
= ln\ ZQ| - p£n(n-l) 
Let the right-hand sides of Equations (75) and (76) be denoted by 6 
61 , , 62 
and 6 , respectively. Then P(61<£n|S|<62) = P(e <|S|<e ) = 1 - a. 
Thus, another theoretical control chart for |S| would have 
UCL = exp{c,+EUnU)+z /0/l/(£nU)} 
r 1 a/2 
(77) 
and 
LCL = exp{c,+E(£nU)-z /n/l/(£nU)} r 1 a/2 (78) 
An avenue of further research is to investigate whether the control 
limits for |s| given by Equations (77) and (78) are superior to those 
given by Equations (73) and (74) since the former require more effort 
to calculate. 
The control limits given by Equations (73) and (74) and Equations 
(77) and (78) only make use of approximate distributions of |s|. Al­
though this is a reasonable procedure for p > 3 and large n, it was 
i i1/2 i i1/2 
previously stated that 2(n-l)|S| /|1^| is exactly distributed as a 
chi-squared random variable with (2n-4) degrees of freedom when p = 2. 
Since 
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P[X2(2n-4sl-(cc/2)]<2(n-l)|s|1/2/|En|1/2<X2(2n-4sa/2)] = 1 - a, 
i 11/2 
it immediately follows that a theoretical control chart for |S| 
would have 
UCL = |S0|1/2x2(2n-Usa/2)/(2(n-l)) (79) 
and 
LCL = |E0|1/2X2(2n-4,l-(a/2))/(2(n-l)) . (80) 
A theoretical control chart for dispersion based on |s| would have its 
control limits given by the square of those given by Equations (79) and 
(80). That is, for p = 2, the exact control limits for |s| would have 
UCL = |El (X2(2n-4,a/2))2/(4(n-l)2) (81) 
and 
LCL = |E | (X2(2n-4sl-(a/2))2/(4(n-l)2). (82) 
In all of the control limits which require percentage points of 
either the chi-squared or normal distribution, the a-level must be 
determined by the decision maker. 
Empirical Charts 
Assume that k rational subgroups of n observations each have been 
collected, where statistical control existed within each subgroup. 
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Refer to Table 9. 









1 X ( D -(1) Q ( D x ,S (1) r(l) 
2 x(2) -(2) Q(2) x ,S (2) _(2) 
k x ( k ) -(k) c(k) x ,S 
• 
(k) _(k) Ai ^ 
Note that Table 9 differs from Table 5 in that now it must be determined 
whether Z^1^ = = ... = Z^^ = £ where Z Q is the common but un­
specified value of the Z's. Most of the procedures to be presented are 
ad hoc procedures and are based on the substitution of the sample esti­
mates for the population parameters in the theoretical charts. 
For h = l,2,...,k, let S ( h ) = (n-l)" 1A ( h ). It was stated in 
(h) (h)(h) Chapter III that A has a Wishart distribution, denoted w(A |z , 
(h) (h) 
p,n-l). It was also demonstrated that E(S ) = Z If Z 
(1) 
z ( 2 ) ( k ) = Z Q J then I A ( h ) is w( \ A ( h ) | Z Q ,p ,k(n-l/ 
h=l 4v=l ,* J 
I - JT T.T ~ 1 L. 3 _ • j_T KK'-'-J 
from 
the reproductive property of the Wishart and since the A are inde-
k 
pendent because of rational subgroups. Furthermore, S = (1/k) £ S 
p h=l 
is an unbiased estimator of Z . Since most of the multivariate theo-
(h) 
retical dispersion charts contained ZQ and Z^ 1/2 , unbiased esti­
mators of these quantities are also needed. Since 
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1 k ,, 
S = (k(n-D) I A , it follows that (k(n-l)Js is 
P h=l P 
(h) 
w( £ A |E~ ,p,k(n-l)). Thus, by using a procedure similar to the one 
h=l 




E(|A | r) = 2 r p|E 0| r n r((kn-k+l-h)/2 + r]/r((kn-k+l-h)/2] , (83) 
h=l 
Since |A | = kP(n-l)P|Sp|, it follows by substitution in Equation (83) 
that 
p 
E(|s I) = |En|k"P(n-l) P n (kn-k+l-h) = |En|b,- (84) l pi h=l ° 5 
and 
E(IS | 1 / 2 ) = |E n| 1 / 2k p / 2 ( n - l ) " p / 2 2 p / 2 n rf(kn-k+2-h)/2)/rf(kn-k+l-h)/2] 
Thus, an unbiased estimator for E_ is S \/bc and an unbiased esti-' 1 0 1 1 p 1 5 
i i1/2 i i1/2 mator for E_ is S /b_. In order to obtain multivariate 1 01 1 p 1 6 
empirical control charts, the univariate procedure will be adopted. 
That is, replace the population parameters or functions of them by their 
unbiased estimates. 
The first empirical control chart is formed by using Equation 
(60), which was the test statistic for testing H Q: E = E Q vs. H^: E 4 
Ert. The control limit would remain at Y •(p(p+l)/2,a) while, for h = 
l,2,...,k, the test statistic becomes 
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-pn + pn£wi - n£n(|A(h)|/(ISplb^1)) + t r(S p V h ) ) . (86) 
The use of Equation (86) is not strongly advocated since it originated 
as a result of a test on a covariance matrix for a single sample. In 
fact, the likelihood ratio test for testing H Q: Z^^ = Z^^ = ... = 
(k) 
Z versus the alternative that they are not all equal has been 
developed and will be mentioned later. 
The second empirical control chart is formed by using Equations 
(67) through (69). In this case, the test statistic is | s ^ ^ | and the 
control limits are given by 
UCL = (|Sp|b^1)(b1+3b2/2) (87) 
CL = (|S Ib,.1)^ (88) 1 p1 b 1 
LCL = (|S lb"1)(b -3bl/2)a (89) 
P D 1 Z 
with 
p 
b = k p(n-l)~ p n (kn-k+l-h) 
h=l 
A variation of the control limits given by Equations (67) through (69) 
was given by Equations (70) through (72). Since these were the limits 
for the theoretical sigma chart, the corresponding limits for the 
empirical sigma chart are given by 
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UCL = (|S | 1 / 2b: 1)(b Q+3b 1 / 2) (90) 1 P 1 6 O 4 
CL = (Is l 1 7 ^ : 1 ^ . (91) 1 P 1 6 O 
LCL = (|S | 1 / 2b" 1)(b q-3b 1 / 2) (92) 
1 P 1 D O 4 
(h) 1/2 
where the test statistic is IS I for h = l,2,...,k, and 
b = k p / 2 ( n - l ) " p / 2 2 p / 2 n r((kn-k+2-h)/2)/r((kn-k+l-h)/2]. 
h=l 
The other empirical control charts are based on the asymptotic 
approximations to |s| and functions of it. From Equations (73) and 
(h) 
(74), one empirical control chart for |s | would have its limits given 
by 
UCL = ( | S p lb'1) (l+za/2/2p/(n-l)] (93) 
and 
LCL = (|S Ibg 1)^ /2p/(n-l)) (94) 
Let inU = in ((n-l) P|S| / | | J , where its approximate distribution is 
given by Equation (66). Based on this, theoretical control charts for 
|s| were given by Equations (77) and (78). Thus, another empirical 
control chart for |s^^| would have its limits given by 
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UCL = exp{c +EUrcU)+z a/2 /1/UrcU)} (95) 
and 
LCL = exp{c0+EUnU)-z ,JV(inU)}, 2 a/2 (96) 
-1 where = £w(||b^x)-p£n(n-l), In this instance, an unbiased estimate 
was not used for in |^Q|« Instead, an unbiased estimate of | Z Q | was 
used. In general, E(inX) i inE(X). 
A final empirical control chart is based on Hoel's results for 
p - 2. From Equations (81) and (82), an empirical control chart for 
(h) 
|S | would have its limits given by 
Note that these limits are valid only for p = 2. 
As in the univariate case, one of the biggest disadvantages of 
the empirical dispersion charts is that since unbiasedness is the major 
criterion it may not be as powerful as other methods. 
Determining the control of the process variability could also be 
viewed as a hypothesis testing problem. One would set up the null 
hypothesis H Q: Z^1^ = Z^2^ = ... = against all possible alterna­
tives. Specifically, Q and co are those subsets of Euclidean 
(97) 
and 




pk + k(p +p)/2 space such that 
« = {(ii ( 1 ),... s i i ( k ) sE ( 1 ) s... sZ ( k )): - o o < ^ ( h ) < o o s Z< h> i s positive definite} 
and 
Since the recent text by Kshirsagar (4-9) gives a very detailed develop­
ment of the likelihood ratio criterion for this hypothesis, only the 
final results will be presented. Let X denote A ( X ^ 9X^\. . . ,X^ k^). 
Then 
A = 




' A ( 1 ) + A ( 2 ) + . . . + A ( k ) | t o / 2 
and the usual asymptotic likelihood ratio test says to reject if 
2 2 
-2ZnX exceeds x ((k-l)(p tp)/2,a). Bartlett (4) considered a modifica-
tion of A, denoted A , which except for a numerical constant, is given 
by 
A = 
f k 1 (n-l)/2 
A ( l )tA ( 2 )t...tA ( k )| k ( n- 1 ) / 2 
(100) 
Due to a result of Box (9), -2p£n(kk^n "^P^A ) is approximately 
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w = « X ( 1 ) , X ( 2 \ . . . , X ( ] ° ) : - 2 P W ( K K ( N - 1 ) P / 2 X I V ) > X 2 ( ( K - L ) ( P 2 + P ) / 2 ) } 
Higher order approximations can be obtained if necqssary, 
Siotani (65,66) has developed extensions of the univariate range 
Consider a random sample of size n from a p-variate normal, and let 
RLv = ?aX{X.-X.)'E"1(X.-X.)} 
MAX I<] ~I ~] ~I ~] 
and 
4x = ^ ( i r x . ) ' 8 " 1 ^ ' 1 
Then Siotani gives a method of obtaining the approximate upper a per-
2 2 centage points for a = .01 and ,05. Note that R,,.„ and R„.„ reduce to & ^ MAX MAX 
the square of the previously stated univariate res.ults when p = 1. 
This chapter commenced with a brief review of previously 
developed theoretical and empirical univariate control charts and the 
likelihood ratio tests of significance under both circumstances. When 
2 2 
there are k rational subgroups, the statistics S^/kS^, h = l,2,...,k 
were proposed as a new alternative, and control limits were found for 
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2 S, . Also, a bound was obtained for the joint distribution of the h 
2 2 SZ/kS. h p 
For the multivariate case, theoretical charts were considered 
first. The first of these merely adopted the likelihood ratio method­
ology for testing H Q : Z = Z Q vs. : Z 4- Z Q based on a random sample of 
size n. It was then suggested that ad hoc theoretical control charts 
could be based upon the sample generalized variance and its positive 
square root. After an extensive literature survey, it seems that the 
concept of using functions of |s| as measures of dispersion in relation 
to control charts has not previously appeared in the literature. One 
theoretical chart for |S| borrowed upon the univariate procedure by 
looking at E(|s|) ± 3/l/( | S | ). The other theoretical charts for |s| were 
based on the asymptotic approximations of Anderson (3) and Gnanadesikan 
and Gupta (24) and the exact distribution for p = 2. Finally, empirical 
control charts were developed based on the various theoretical charts 
and the procedure of replacing population parameters by their unbiased 
estimates. It seems as though most of these concepts have not previ­
ously appeared in the literature. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the major purposes of this study was to elaborate upon and 
develop multivariate analogues of the univariate control charts for 
location and dispersion. These various charts are summarized below in 
Table 10. 
The first chart considered control of the mean with Z known, 
and this was the basis for Chapter IV. As previously stated, Hotelling 
2 
(36) first suggested using a x control chart. Furthermore, it was 
pointed out that this control chart can be viewed as repeated tests of 
significance of the form HQ : ji = ji vs. H^: 4 with Z known. Thus, 
Chapter IV merely elaborated upon the previously developed tests of 
significance methodology, including the power concept and the use of 
simultaneous confidence intervals, and placed these concepts in a con­
trol chart environment. It was demonstrated how the multivariate chart 
reduces to the well-known univariate chart. Also, Conjecture 4.1 and 
Table 3 suggest that the Bonferroni intervals are superior to the 
Scheffe intervals for a < .55 and all p > 2. The proof of this Conjec­
ture is an avenue of future research. Another topic of future research 
is the effect of correlations on component intervals. 
Chart number three in Table 10 is used for analyzing past data 
for lack of control of the mean when there are k rational subgroups. 
This was the basis for the first part of Chapter V. 
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Table 10. Summary of Theoretical and Empirical Control Charts 
THEORETICAL CONTROL CHARTS (STANDARDS GIVEN) 
1. Purpose: 
Maintain surveillance of the mean, u , with Z 
known, based on a sample of size n. 
Text Location: 
Test Statistic. 
Chapter IV, Section 1. 
UCL = X2(p»a), LCL = 0. 
2. Purpose: 
Maintain surveillance of the variance-
covariance matrix, Z Q , based on a sample of 
size n. 
Text Location: Chapter VII, Section 2. 
,-1 a. Test Statistic: -pn + pn Inn - n £n(|A|/|E |) + tr(ZQ A). 
UCL = x (p(p+l)/2,a), LCL = 0. 
b. Test Statistic: |s| 
UCL = ^ ( ( b ^ b ^ 2 ) , CL = |E0|bl9 LCL = | Z Q | (b- 3B^/2) 
i 11/2 
c. Test Stat-LStvc: |S| (Multivariate Sigma Chart) 
UCL = |Z0|(b3+3bJ/2), CL = |Z 0| 1 / 2b 3, LCL = |ZQ|1/2(b3-3bJ/2) 
d. 
e. 
Test Statistic: |s| 
UCL = |Z Q| (l+za/2/2p/(n-l))9 LCL = |Z Q| (l-Za/2/2p/(n-l)j 
Test Statistic: |s| _____________ 





LCL = exp{c + p M2 + £ (̂(n-h)/2J - z J \ (n-h)/2) } 
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Table 10. Continued 
f. Test Statistic: | s | (Valid only for p = 2) 
UCL = |Z Q| (X2(2n-4,a/2))2/(4(n-l)2) 
LCL = |Z Q| (X2(2n-4,l-(a/2))2/[4(n-l)2) 
• I / O 
g. Test Statistic: | s | ' (Valid only for p = 2) 
UCL = |Z0|1/2X2(2n-4,a/2)/(2(n-l)J 
LCL = |Z |1/2X2(2n-4,l-(a/2)J/(2(n-l)J 
3. Purpose: 
EMPIRICAL CONTROL CHARTS (BASED ON PAST DATA) 
Analyze past data for lack of control of the 
mean based on k rational subgroups of n 
observations each. 
Chapter V, Section 1. Text Location: 
Test Statistic: 
UCL = [(knp-kp-np+p)/(kn-k-p+l))F(p,kn-k-p+lJa), LCL = 0 
n(X ( h )-X)'S - 1(X ( h )-X) 
4. Purpose: Determine control of the process mean relative 
to y__o based on a sample of size m where S is 
computed for each sample of size m. 
Text Location: 
Test Statistic: m(X m-^ 0)' S"-L(Xm-jti0) 
UCL = (p(m-l)/(m-p))F(p ,m-p9a) 9 LCL = 0 
Chapter V, Section 2. 
5. Purpose: Determine control of the process mean relative 
to )±q based on a sample of size n where S m is 
determined from a prior sample of size m. 
Text Location: 
Test Statistic: 
UCL = (p(m-l)/(m-p))F(p,m-p,a) 




Table 10. Continued 
6. Purpose: Determine control of a process based on a 
sample of size n relative to X m where S m is 
also determined from a prior sample of size m. 
Text Location: 
Test Statistic: 
Chapter V, Section 2. 
n(X -X )'S_1(X -X ) ~n ~m m ~n ~m 
UCL = (p(m+n)(m-l)/(m2-mp))F(p,m-p,a), LCL = 0 
7. Purpose: Analyze past data for lack of control of the 
dispersion based on k rational subgroups of n 
observations each. 
Text Location: Chapter VII, Section 2. 
a. Test Statistic: -pn + pn Sinn - nln( I A^h ̂  I/( I S lb,,1) + 
p 5 + tr(S-V h ) ) P 
UCL = x (p(p+l)/2,a) , LCL = 0 
b. Test Statistic: | s ^ | 
UCL = (|sjb~1)(b_+3bi/2), CL = (|S IbZ1^., 
1 p' 5 1 2 1 p 1 5 1 
LCL = (|Sp|b^1)(b1-3b2/2) Test Statistic: (h) ,1/2 
UCL = (|S | 1 / 2b: 1)(b.+ 3bi/2), CL = (|S I^V^b. 
1 p 1 6 d 4 P 6 3 LCL = (|S |1/2b:1)(b„-3bi/2) • p 6 o 4 
(h), 
UCL = ( |S |b51)(l+za/2/2p/(n-l)), LCL = ( | S Jb^ )(l-za/2/2p/(n-l)) 
e. Test Statistic: |s 
t/2 
(h) 
UCL = exp{c + p LN2 t £ i|;((n-h)/2J t z J \ i|T } ((n-h)/2J } 
h=l a / h=l 
LCL = exp{c9 + p LN2 + \ i|;((n-h)/2) - z a / 2 ^ ((n-h)/2) } h=l h=l 
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Table 10. Continued 
f. Test Statistic: \SK ' \ (Valid only for p = 2) 
UCL = (|Sp|b^1)[X2(2n-4,a/2))2/(4(n-l)2} 
LCL = (|Sp|b^1)(X2(2n-4,l-(a/2))2/[4(n-l)]2 
g. Test Statistic: | s ( h ) | 1 / 2 (Valid only for p = 2) 
UCL = ( |Sp|1/2bg1)X2(2n-4,a/2)/(2(n-D) 
LCL = (|S |1/2bg1)x2[2n-4,l-(a/2)j/(2(n-l)) 
Although the concept of rational subgrouping for multivariate observa­
tions has been considered previously, the literature is in error. Based 
on the univariate procedure of replacing a population parameter by its 
unbiased estimate in the theoretical chart, a new statistic was proposed 
for the multivariate case and its distribution was developed and shown 
2 
to be a special case of Hotelling's T distribution. For each subgroup, 
simultaneous techniques were presented for determining those concepts 
responsible for the rejection. The power of the test statistic for each 
subgroup was also developed. An attempt was made to show how the mul­
tivariate chart reduces to the univariate chart. One avenue of future 
research is to obtain the joint distribution of the subgroup test sta­
tistics for all k subgroups. The utilization of correlations upon the 
component interval simultaneous techniques also deserves future con­
sideration . 
The charts numbered four, five, and six in Table 10 formed the 
basis for the remainder of Chapter V. All of these charts assumed that 
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the population variance-covariance matrix was not known. The basic use 
of these charts was to determine the control of the process location 
relative to either some selected value or some value of the sample 
mean determined from prior data. For all of these charts, the power of 
the test and the use of simultaneous techniques was also presented. 
Chapter VII dealt exclusively with control of the process disper­
sion. Chapter VII commenced with a review of the univariate theoretical 
and empirical control charts. For the case of rational subgroups, a 
new statistic was developed for testing the equality of variances and 
its distribution was obtained. One avenue of future research is to 
determine how these statistics for the k subgroups fare as competitors 
to other techniques for testing the equality of variances. Of course, 
this implies that the joint distribution of these k statistics also 
needs to be determined. 
The charts under number two of Table 10 form the basis for the 
first half of Section 2 of Chapter VII. The chart, lettered a, merely 
utilized the test of significance viewpoint and borrowed upon this 
methodology. The other charts are based upon the sample generalized 
variance as a univariate measure of multivariate dispersion. Apparent­
ly, these charts have not previously appeared in the literature. The 
charts under number seven of Table 10 form the basis for the last half 
of Section 2 of Chapter VII. All of these charts are based upon the 
univariate technique of replacing the population parameters in the 
theoretical charts by their unbiased estimates. 
Since all of the charts for both location and dispersion assumed 
that the parent population was normally distributed, an area of future 
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research would be to determine the effect of nonnormality upon some of 
these procedures. For certain tests of significance, Ito (39) has done 
some work in this area. Another assumption for all of these charts was 
that the elements of the random sample were independent. Hoeffding 
and Robbins (32) have investigated a Central-Limit Theorem for dependent 
variables and this could be of some assistance for the charts on loca­
tion. However, it seems that this would be of little assistance for the 
charts on dispersion. Thus, another area of future investigation would 
be the effect of nonrandomness among the elements of the sample. 
Another major purpose of this research was to concisely present 
the statistical methodology needed for the various charts. A byproduct 
of this was the direct product proof of the independence of the sample 
mean vector and the sample variance-covariance matrix presented in 
Chapter III. 
One additional byproduct of this research was the paradox and 
resolutions presented in Chapter VI. Since the paradox was treated 
exclusively for p = 2, an avenue of future research would be the exten­
sion of this paradox to p > 3. 
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APPENDIX 
THE APPLICATION OF MULTIVARIATE CONTROL CHARTS 
To illustrate the use of some of the multivariate control charts, 
data was generated from a bivariate normal distribution with the JJ and 
T. given in Equation (101). Thus, u = 15.0, y 2 = 5.0, a1 = 1.20, a 2 = 
0.80, and p = 0.70. Actually, observations were generated from a uni­
variate standard normal distribution, and the transformation X = RZ + 
was used, where I = RR'. The random variables X^ and X 2 could represent 
the length and width, respectively, in inches of a steel plate. 
15 .0 1.440 0 672 
ii = 5 .0 0.672 0 640 (101) 
1. Theoretical Control Charts 
The first charts to be considered will be theoretical charts for 
location and dispersion. To obtain the data necessary for the use of 
these charts, 20 samples of 10 observations each were generated and 
these are given in Table 11. To illustrate the effect of a shift in the 
mean vector, ŷ  was set equal to 16, 17, and 16 inches for samples 10, 
11, and 12, respectively. Note that even though the data for the 20 
samples appear simultaneously in Table 11, the decision maker is only 
given one sample at a time, and a decision must be made after each sample. 
This is in contrast to the empirical charts to be discussed later. 
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T A B L E 11 . TWENTY S A M P L E S W I T H x, = L E N G T H AND x? = WIDTH O F S T E E L P L A T E S 
(Sar .ple Y>u:;bers Shewn I N parentheses ) 
X ] '2 x l 
x 2 x l 
( 1) 1 4 7 6 5.00 ( 6) 1 3 1 2 4 . 2 5 (11) 17. 50 4 . 9 7 (16) 15.91 5 5 2 
1 0 76 0 . t'i. 
] 5 . 49 5. 36 .15. 44 4.17 15.42 5 5 4 
1 5 35 5.05 2.l<- 4 4 4 . 37 17. 16 5 . 2 3 19.91 7 0 2 
1 5 2 0 5 . C1 14 77 4 . 1 1 17. 86 5. 3 1 14.97 4 6 5 
1 4 24 4.58 16 47 6. 2 9 18. 7 3 6.71 15.01 4 6 9 
15 74 5 . 44 1 8 35 6. 35 17. 37 4. 86 16.42 3 74 
16 2 3 5. 32 1 6 80 6. 0 4 17. 39 4.89 15.61 5 84 
1 0 89 3.72 1 5 4 3 5. 32 16. 39 3.94 16.18 5 80 
1 5 32 5.c5 1 5 4 3 5. 89 17. 9 6 5.43 14.52 4 24 
1 3 9 3 4. 31 1 5 6 1 5. 49 16. 1 1 4.83 15.43- 5 1 0 
( 2) 16 32 4.28 ( 7) 1 5 9 6 5. 2 6 (12) 14. 6 3 4. 38 (17) 15. 3 2 5 5 8 
1 5 2 8 5.01 16 49 5. 76 15. 5 3 4.66 14.19 3 37 
1 4 4 1 4.77 1 7 1 9 6. 4 3 15. 4 0 5.11 14.43 5 3 1 
1 8 5 2 7.51 1 4 4 7 4. 4 4 16. 65 5. 72 14.84 5 1 4 
14.41 4.21 1 4 3 3 4. 31 15. 6 7 5. 37 15.44 4 5 6 
14.07 4.46 1 4 36 4. 34 14. 87 4.62 13.80 4 7 3 
1 5 1 1 5.45 1 4 56 4. 5 4 14. 2 4 3.46 14.75 5 0 5 
1 5 1 2 4.. 89 1 4 9 5 4 . 9 0 16. 1 9 5. 3 1 15.86 4 40 
1 4 11 3.94 14. 30 4. 87 15. 9 2 4.48 14.76 5 0 7 
18 0 7 7.11 1 5 0 3 c 56 15. 8 2 4. 39 13.83 4 7 7 
( 3) 1 3 81 4.24 ( 8) 15 9 4 5. 85 (13) 13.69 4.47 (18) 15.47 4 6 1 
1 5 7 2 5.47 1 5 82 5. 7 4 16. 34 5. 8 3 14.89 5 2 1 
1 6 6 1 4.03 1 4 6 8 5. 2 4 19. 1 7 6.79 14.48 4 8 3 
1 4 0 8 5.07 1 3 71 4. 3 3 13. 77 4.56 14.25 3 4 7 
1 5 3 2 5.10 1 4 1 2 4. 1 5 15. 75 5.28 15.40 5 70 
11.9 3 3.53 1 4 7 1 4. 70 15. 5 0 5.62 15.52 5 2 4 
14.73 4.55 1 4 2 7 4. 2 9 14.23 4.43 14.62 4 4 0 
1 4 09 4.53 1 5 2 0 4. 5 0 15. 5 3 5.09 15.09 5 4 2 
1 3 6 3 3.53 1 5 1 1 5. 0 9 18. 2 1 7.62 16.94 6 59 
14.55 4.39 16.40 5. 74 13. 87 4.10 16.56 3 .95 
( 4) 1 4 4 4 4.87 ( 9) 16 66 5 . 9 9 (.14) 15. 69 4.68 (19) 15.16 4 .92 
1 3 3 1 3.80 1 5 89 5. 2 7 16. 5 0 4.87 15.13 4 9 0 
1 7 1 5 5.72 1 4 1 0 4. 7 3 15. 0 8 5.25 20.08 7 2 3 
1 3 9 7 4.43 1 4 89 4. 9 0 16. 2 3 5.77 15.60 5 35 
1 4 5 7 4.43 1 4 6 5 4. 6 8 12. 7 7 4.22 16.10 5 8 2 
1 5 34 5.73 1 5 79 5. 1 9 15. 4 7 5.06 14.37 7 0 6 
1 5 0 8 4.92 1 4 70 4. 74 1 3 . 5 5 3.83 14.02 4.44 
1 2 6 0 4.30 1 4 99 5. 0 1 14. 2 1 3. 3 1 15.05 5 4 1 
1 3 89 4.95 1 4 2 6 4. 3 2 15. 0 4 5.24 12.65 4 3 0 
1 5 37 4 . 6 3 14 9 0 4. 36 14. 85 5.06 15.23 5 0 2 
( 5) 1 4 6 1 3.92 (10) 15. 5 1 4. 5 7 (15) 19. 6 3 6.72 (20) 14. 38 4 79 
15. 2 3 6.22 17. 7 0 5. 4 9 13. 79 4.07 13.71 7 0 2 
1 4 8 3 4.70 18. 87 6. 0 2 15. 3 3 5.52 14.41 4 8 3 
13.40 4.50 15.41 4. 4 8 14. 6 3 7.15 14.09 3 9 5 
1 5 75 5.58 15. 7 2 4. 2 1 14. 1 2 4. 39 15.14 4 3 8 
14. 'j 5.14 15. 0 1 4. 1 2 16. 1 8 5.19 16.37 6 1 1 
1 3 11 3.72 15. 6 8 4. 75 11. 2 1 3.37 12.97 4 6 3 
1 5 44 4.73 16. 5 2 4. 9 8 16. 0 2 5.62 1 4 . 5 5 3 8 3 
14. 89 5.35 16. 34 4. 8 1 13.31 4.11 13.90 3 80 
13. 32 4.44 16. 3 3 4. 8 0 15. 3 7 7.30 14.63 4 49 
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Theoretical Chart for the Mean, Z Known 
The first chart to be considered is the theoretical control chart 
for the mean when Z is known. The vector ŷ  has been specified by the 
decision maker and has the value given in Equation (101) . Based on the 
presentation in Chapter IV, the value of n(X-u_ )'£ 1(X-JJ q) was computed 
for each sample, and these values are given in Table 12 . With an a 
2 
level of 0 . 05 , the control limit is x (2 , .05 ) = 5.99 , and the control 
chart is illustrated in Figure 8. From Table 12 or Figure 8, it is seen 
that the test statistic for samples 10 , 11 , 12 and 16 plots out of con­
trol. For samples 10 , 11 , and 1 2 , even though the smallest intentional 
increase in ŷ  was only 6.74%, the control chart easily detected this. 
When ŷ  was set equal to 17 , which is an increase of 13.4%, the statis­
tic plotted off the chart. Note that the statistic for sample 16 also 
plots out of control even though there was no shift in the population 
mean. This is not unreasonable in view of the .05 alpha level. When 
the sample statistic plots out of control, as it did for samples 10 , 11 , 
12, and 16, the decision maker should obtain the Bonferroni intervals 
for ŷ  and to assist in determining those components responsible for 
the rejection. The Bonferroni intervals, as given in Equation ( 1 6 ) , are 
± za/2p^ah//,/^'^ ^ o r k = Even though the test statistic for the 
other samples did not plot out of control, the Bonferroni intervals for 
these samples were also obtained and are presented in Table 12 . For all 
of the samples for which the test statistic plotted in control, the 
Bonferroni intervals contain the population values of u = 15.0 and 
y9 = 5 . 0 . For all of the samples for which the test statistic plotted 
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Table 12. Chi-Squared Values and Bonferroni 




Value *1 *2 Interval for \i Interval for y 2 
1 3. 891 14.252 4.655 [13.402 ,15 .102] [4.088 .5 .222] 
2 2.279 15.541 5.163 [14.691 ,16 .391] [4.596. 5 .730] 
3 4.678 14.448 4.45 3 [13.598 ,15 .298] [3.886. 5 .020] 
4 1.290 14.572 4.776 [13.722 ,15 .422] [4.209 >5 .343] 
5 1.165 14.593 4.830 [13.743 ,15 .443] [4.263 .5 . 397] 
6 2.582 15.590 5. 349 [14.740 ,16 .440] [4.782 >5 .916] 
7 0.2 31 15.165 5.039 [14.315 ,16 .015] [4.472. 5 .606] 
CO 0.020 14.996 4.9 72 [14.146 ,15 .846] [4.405. 5 .539] 
9 0.493 15.085 4.919 [14.235 ,15 .935] [4.352, 5 .486] 
10 30.929 16.309 4.823 [15.459 ,17 .159]* [4.256. 5 . 390] 
11 63.402 17.191 5.033 [16.341 ,18 .041]* [4.466. 5 .600] 
12 8.721 15.492 4.750 [14.642 ,16 .342] [4.183. 5 . 317] 
13 2.843 15.607 5. 379 [14.757 ,16 .457] [4.812. 5 .946] 
14 1.844 14.940 4. 728 [14.090 ,15 . 790] [4.161. > 5 .295] 
15 3.512 15.010 5. 343 [14.160 ,15 .860] [4.776. 5 .910] 
16 7.496 15.9 37 5.224 [15.087 ,16 .787]* [4.657; 5 .791] 
17 0.702 14.721 4.797 [13.871 ,15 .571] [4.230 .5 .364] 
18 2.052 15.321 4.941 [14.471 ,16 .171] [4.374 .5 .508] 
19 3.401 15.339 5.449 [14.489 ,16 .189] [4.882 > 6 .016] 
20 2.487 14.414 4.784 [13.564 ,15 .264] [4.217. 5 .351] 
The asterisked intervals do not contain the population values. 
Sample Number 
Figure 8. Theoretical Control Chart for the Mean with Z Known 
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out of control, the Bonferroni intervals contain the population value 
of ^ = 5.0. For these same samples, the intervals on for samples 
numbered 10, 11, and 16 do not contain the population value of y = 15. 
This should suggest to the decision maker that the first component, 
which is the length of the steel plate, is the basis for rejection, and 
an assignable cause should be sought. Note that even though the test 
statistic for sample number 12 plots out of control, the Bonferroni 
intervals would be of no assistance to the decision maker in determining 
the reason for rejection. This occurs since x for sample number 12 
plots outside the elliptical control region, but within the rectangular 
region bounding the ellipse. 
Theoretical Chart for Dispersion 
For the data presented in Table 11, the control or lack of con­
trol of the process dispersion also needs to be determined. Thus, the 
next control chart to be considered is a theoretical chart for the dis­
persion where the population variance-covariance matrix (EQ) has been 
specified by the decision maker and has the value given in Equation 
(101). Although several theoretical dispersion charts were presented in 
Section 2 of Chapter VII for | s | , the one given by Equations (81) and 
(82) will be used since these limits were based on the exact distribu­
tion of | s | for p = 2. Since |z | = 0.47, \2(16,.025) = 28.845, and 
X2(16,.975) = 6.908, it follows that UCL = 1.207 and LCL = 0.069. When 
2 . 
S is used to check process dispersion in univariate quality control, it 
is customary to use only an upper control limit with zero being the 
lower control limit. It would seem reasonable to follow suit for the 
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multivariate extension. Thus, since S is a positive definite matrix 
with probability one, its determinant is greater than zero, and the 
lower control limit could be zero. In this case, UCL = |£ | (x (2n-
2 2 
4,.05)) /(4(n-l) ) = 1.003. The decision maker must determine which 
set of control limits to use. For each sample, the value of | s | was 
computed and these are given in Table 13. If it is decided to adopt 
the control chart with UCL = 1.207 and LCL = 0.069, then the control 
chart based on this is illustrated in Figure 9. From Table 13 or Figure 
9 it is seen that | s | for samples 8, 9, and 10 plots below the lower 
control limit while |s[ for samples 15 and 19 plots above the upper 
control limit. It is important to realize that when the data were 
generated, there was no intentional increase in a^, a^, or p. Thus, 
the observed alpha level of .25 is five times greater than the specified 
level of .05. Even if the decision maker uses UCL = 1.00 3 and LCL = 
0.000, the observed alpha level is .15 since now | s | for samples 15, 16, 
and 19 plots above the UCL. It is suggested that the reason for the 
relatively large observed alpha levels stems from the failure of the 
data to conform to the requirements of normality or randomness, although 
there is the possibility that these requirements are met. In general, 
tests for dispersion are more sensitive to the underlying assumptions 
than tests for location. 
To aid in the analysis of this control chart, the Bonferroni 
2 2 
intervals were obtained for and q for each of the 20 samples. For 2-2 2 2 2 h = 1,2, let A, be the event that (a, 9a, ) covers a,, where a, = (n-l)S,/ h -h h h' -h h 
9 — 9 9 9 
X (n-l,y/2) and a h = (n-l)Sh/x (n-1 ,l-(y/2)) . For p = 2 and a total 
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Table 13. Values of S and Bonferroni Intervals for a and a 
Sample Value 2 2 9 9 
Number of |s| Sl S 2 s 12 Interval for Interval for 
1 0. 153 3. 714 0.595 1.434 [1.589 ,15.064]* [0 .255 ,2.413] 
CM 0. 804 2. 567 1.479 1. 730 [1,098 ,10.411] [0 .633 5.999] 
CO 0. 496 1. 647 0,403 0. 409 [0.705 ,6,680] [0 .172 ,1.635] 
4 0. 2 32 1.606 0.365 0. 595 [0.687 ,6.514] [0 .156 ,1.480] 
5 0. 249 0. 705 0.579 0. 399 [0.302 ,2.859] [0 .248 ,2.348] 
6 0. 374 2. 000 0,706 1. 019 [0.856 ,8.112] [0 .302 ,2.863] 
7 0. 086 1. 056 0.496 0. 662 [0,452 ,4.283] [0 .212 ,2.012] 
CO 0. 064 0. 746 0.422 0. 501 [0.319 ,3.026] [0 .181 ,1.712] 
9 0. 0 31 0. 6 31 0.238 0. 345 [0,270 ,2.559] [0 .102. 0 .965] 
10 0. 029 1. 379 0 .329 0. 652 [0.590 ,5.593] [0 .141. 1.334] 
11 0. 135 0. 9 39 0.580 0.640 [0,402 ,3.808] [0 .248. 2.352] 
12 0. 088 0. 539 0.422 0. 374 [0.231 ,2.186] [0 .181. 1.712] 
13 0. 528 3.558 1.267 1. 995 [1,522 ,14.431]* [0 .542, 5.139] 
14 0.411 1.354 0.551 0. 579 [0.579 ,5.492] [0 .236, 2.235] 
15 4.959 4. 697 1.89 8 1. 989 [2.010 ,19.050]* [0 .812 ,7.698]* 
16 1. 104 2. 279 0.887 0. 958 [0.975 ,9.243] [0 .380 ,3.598] 
17 0. 172 0.468 0. 377 0. 066 [0.200 ,1.898] [0 .161 ,1.529] 
18 0. 469 0. 753 0. 804 P. 370 [0.322 ,3.054] [0 .344 ,3.261] 
19 1. 963 3. 684 1.021 1. 341 [1.576 ,14.942]* [0 .437 ,4.141] 
20 0. 843 0. 818 1.065 0. 169 [0.350 ,3.318] [o .456 ,4.320] 
The asterisked intervals do not contain the population values. 
Sample Number 
Figure 9. Theoretical Control Chart for the Dispersion 
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alpha of .05, y/2 = .0125 and 1 - (y/2) = .9875. Thus, x2(9,.0125) = 
2 . . 21.0 34 and x (9,.9875) = 2.219. The Bonferroni intervals are given m 
2 
Table 13. For samples 1, 13, 15, and 19, the intervals for a do not 
2 . . . 
contain the population value of = 1.440. In addition, the interval 
2 . 2 
on for sample 15 does not contain the population value of -
0.640. Thus, when | s | for sample number 15 plots out of control, the 
Bonferroni intervals suggest that the variances of both the length and 
the width have gone astray; when | s | for sample number 19 plots out of 
control, the Bonferroni intervals suggest that this is caused only by 
the variance of the second component. Also, even though | s | for samples 
1 and 13 plots in control, the Bonferroni intervals indicate that the 
variance of the first component has gone astray. The Bonferroni inter­
vals are of no assistance for those samples which plotted below the 
lower control limit since the Bonferroni intervals contain the popula-
2 2 
tion values of both and for these samples. 
A further analysis of the control chart for | s | is presented in 
Figure 10, which contains bivariate data plots for samples numbered 1, 
8, 9, 10, 13, 15, and 19. This illustrates the fact that | s | is a 
linear measure of dispersion. That is, the greater the departure of the 
data from lying on a straight line, the greater the value of | s | . These 
data plots confirm that the | s | for samples 15 and 19 should indeed plot 
above the upper control limit. Also, the js | for samples 8, 9, and 10 
plots below the lower control limit in view of the lack of both linear 
dispersion and overall dispersion. Finally, the | s | for samples num­
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yet the relatively large dispersion of the first component precludes 
the possibility of the Bonferroni intervals bracketing the population 
2 
value of a . This suggests that the control chart should always be 
complemented by the Bonferroni intervals. 
As a final point of interest, values were obtained for the con­
trol limits which were based on various approximations to the distribu­
tion of | s | . From Equations (73) and (74), with a = .05, it follows 
that UCL = 1.084 and LCL = -0.144. Since the determinant of S is always 
nonnegative, the lower control limit is replaced by 0. From Equations 
(77) and (78), it follows that UCL = 1.368 and LCL = 0.078. These 
limits compare quite favorably with the exact limits, even though p = 2 
and n = 10. 
2. Empirical Control Charts 
The next set of charts to be considered will be empirical charts 
for location and dispersion. To obtain the data necessary for the use 
of these charts, 25 samples of 10 observations each were generated and 
these are given in Table 14. Here, there was no intentional alteration 
of any of the population parameters. Thus, except for samples 10, 11, 
and 12 and the last five samples, the data given here is identical with 
that given in Table 11. In the construction of empirical control 
charts , the decision maker has all 25 sets of data prior to the deter­
mination of the control limits. Also, the population parameters speci­
fied by Equation (101) are unknown and must be estimated from the 25 
data sets. These estimates are given in Equation (102). 
190 
Table 14. Twenty-Fiva Samples with = Length 
and x„ = Width o f S t e e l P l a t e s 
(Samples Numbers Shown in Parentheses) 
T 
X, X 2 '1 2 
( 1) 14.76 
10. 75 
15. 35 
lb . 30 
14.24 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































15.068 o — 1 653 0 777 
_4.997_ • °p" °l 777 0 68Ĵ  
(102) 
Empirical Chart for the Mean, Z Unknown 
The first empirical chart to be considered is a chart for the 
mean when Z is unknown. Based on the presentation in Chapter V, the 
value of n(X^ h )-X) ,S~ 1(X^ h )-X) was computed for h = 1,2,...,25, and 
p ~ 
these values are given in Table 15. With a = .05, k = 25, and n = 10, 
the control limit is 
((k2np-k2p-knp+kp)/(k2n-k2-kp+k))F(p,kn-k-p+l,.05) = 5.863, 
and the control chart is illustrated in Figure 11. From Table 15 or 
Figure 11, it is seen that no values of the test statistic plot out of 
control. Apparently, the process is in control. 
Empirical Chart for Dispersion 
For the data presented in Table 14, the control or lack of con­
trol of the process dispersion also needs to be determined. Thus, the 
next control chart to be considered in an empirical chart for dispersion, 
where neither JJ nor Z are known. Although several empirical dispersion 
(h) 
charts were presented in Section 2 of Chapter VII for |s |, the one 
given by Equations (97) and (98) will be used. Hence, for a = .05, 
UCL = (|s^|b:1)(x2(2n-4,.025))2/(4(n-l)2), p o 
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Table 15. Values of n(X( -X)'S (X( -X) 
P ~ 
Sample No. Value of Statistic *1 *2 
1 4.090 14.252 4.655 
2 1.455 15.541 5.163 
3 4.346 14.448 4.453 
4 1.494 14.572 4.776 
5 1.470 14.593 4.830 
6 2.006 15.590 5. 349 
7 0.057 15.165 5.039 
CO 0.034 14.996 4.972 
9 0.235 15.085 4.919 
10 2.969 15.309 4.823 
11 0.109 15.191 5.033 
12 2.032 14.492 4.750 
13 2.288 15,607 5. 379 
14 1.477 14.940 4.728 
15 4.445 15.010 5. 343 
16 5.616 15.937 5.224 
17 0.772 14.721 4.797 
18 1. 357 15.321 4,941 
19 3.802 15.339 5.449 
20 2.872 14.414 4.784 
21 0.812 15.425 5.201 
22 0.170 15.134 4.960 
23 1.831 14.979 5.192 
24 0.860 15.441 5.149 
25 0.172 15.200 5.013 
0 2 1+ 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Sample Number 
Figure 11. Empirical Control Chart for the Mean 
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LCL = (|S |b:1)(X2(2n-4,.975)) 2/|;4(n-l)2) , p o . 
and 
p 
b c = k~P(n-l) P n (kn-k+l-h). 
5 h=l 
The constant b^ is a correction factor for bias. Since k = 25, n = 10, 
and p = 2, b^ = .996, which suggests that there is a minimal correction 
for bias. From Equation (102), it follows that |s | = 0.522. Thus, 
for the data presented in Table 14, the unbiased estimate of is 
Is lb"1 = 0.524, and UCL = 1.346 while LCL = 0.077. The control chart 1 p 1 5 
(h) 
is illustrated in Figure 12, and the values of |S | are given in Table 
16. From Figure 12 or Table 16, it is seen that |s^^| for samples 8, 
9, and 10 plots below the lower control limit while, for samples 15 and 
19, |S | plots above the upper control limit. The same analysis 
applies here as for the theoretical dispersion chart. 
Table 1 6 . Values of 
Sample 
Number Value of | s ( h ) | 2 Sl 
2 
S 2 S 1 2 
1 0 . 1 5 3 3 . 7 1 4 0 . 5 9 5 1 . 4 3 4 
2 0 . 804 2 . 5 6 7 1 . 4 7 9 1 . 7 3 0 
3 0 . 4 9 6 1 . 6 4 7 0 . 4 0 3 0 . 4 0 9 
4 0 . 2 3 2 1 . 6 0 6 0 . 365 0 . 5 9 5 
5 0 . 2 4 9 0 . 7 0 5 0 . 5 7 9 0 . 399 
co 0 . 374 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 7 0 6 1 . 0 1 9 
7 0 . 0 8 6 1 . 0 5 6 0 . 4 9 6 0 . 6 6 2 
CO 0 . 0 6 4 0 . 7 4 6 0 . 4 2 2 0 . 5 0 1 
CD 0 . 0 31 0 . 6 31 0 . 2 38 0 . 345 
10 . 0 . 0 2 9 1 . 379 0 . 3 2 9 0 . 6 5 2 
11 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 9 39 0 . 5 8 0 0 . 6 4 0 
12 0 . 0 8 8 0 . 5 39 0 . 4 2 2 0 . 374 
13 0 . 5 2 8 3 . 5 5 8 1 . 2 6 7 1 . 9 9 5 
14 0 . 4 1 1 1 . 3 5 4 0 . 5 5 1 0 . 5 7 9 
15 4 . 9 5 9 4 . 6 9 7 1 . 8 9 8 1 . 9 89 
16 1 . 1 0 4 2 . 2 7 9 0 . 8 8 7 0 . 9 5 8 
17 0 . 1 7 2 0 . 4 6 8 0 . 3 7 7 0 . 0 6 6 
18 0 . 4 6 9 0 . 7 5 3 0 . 8 0 4 0 . 3 7 0 
19 1 . 9 6 3 3 . 6 8 4 1 . 0 2 1 1 . 3 4 1 
20 0 . 8 4 3 0 . 8 1 8 1 . 0 6 5 0 . 1 6 9 
21 0 . 6 5 1 2 . 1 6 0 0 . 7 3 8 0 . 9 7 1 
22 0 . 2 5 9 1 . 3 4 7 0 . 6 0 7 0 . 747 
23 0 . 0 8 8 0 . 6 39 0 . 5 1 7 0 . 4 9 2 
24 0 . 0 7 9 1 . 329 0 . 4 0 5 0 . 6 7 8 
25 0 . 0 8 8 0 . 7 1 3 0 . 2 7 5 0 . 3 2 8 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Sample Number 
Figure 12. Empirical Control Chart for Dispersion 
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